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HAS REMOVED TO
No. 1 Hfurdivaut R loch, (lOO Exchange St.)
ElT’Ofiice Hoars 1110 12 A. M. and 3 to 4 P. M.
April 3-d&wtf
_

A

filISOWN

IROCKUK,

STERERS,

I* IiA

PLAIN AND

ORNAMENTAL

Stucco and Mastic Workers,
No 31 Union

Street,.Portland,

SgP*Coloring, Whitening, and

iy aitnnded

Job

Me.

Workpromptapr.!d3in

to._

tion.

MRS. M. A. BOSWORTH,
iSIJfilKESi* CAICOS.

Fashionable Milliueiy

DENTIST,
f-!l free

Ofllce No. 1J

Street,
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Anotheeary Store.
fcjlfEther administered when desired and thought

advisable._

Dress

Hhds. Superior Triuidad MoJnMfi.
«
125 Bbls
«

Just received and for sale bv
RANDALL, EMERY & CO.
126 Commercial Street.
apr3dlw*

Porto Rico Molasses.
HHDS. CHOICE NEW PORTO RICO MOOli LASSES.
US TIERCES choice new Porto Rico Molasses.
50 HHDS. new Muscovado Molasses,
55
old Cienluegss Mola^ e».
50
Sierra Morena Molasses.
For sale by
l.YNCH, FI. INC & DREW.
April 2. dlw

SALT !
Far

I¥oo 163 Middle Street, Portland,. Me.
dtt

SIMONTON & MERKILI/,

JOBBERS OF

Codecs

CREAM

WOOEEJYS,
AN D

Tailors’

Trade and
purposes !

Trimmings!

Francis

Union

street,

(First Door from Middle.)
O. Thornes. je20TT&stf Geo. H. Smardoc

WEBB, FOGG & FREEMAN,
(Successors

168

experienced Roaster

FULLER, DANA

DEALERS

AND

110 North

*ychoice Family flour l,y tlie single barrel

bags.

S. H. WEBB,
J. L. FOGG,
Dee 28, 1867--d3m

H. C.

or

in

FREEMAN.

PAGE, RICHARDSON & Co,
Bankers and
on

LONDON

McGilvery. Ffcq., Searsport; Ryan

JOBBERS

DRY

&

BEBIil

Si

Notice.
copartnership heretofore existing

OE

under the
& CO is this dav

THE
THOMAS ASKNCIO
GOODS, dissolved
by
firm of

mutual cousent.

AND

WOOLENS,
spacious

Have this day removed to the
erected tor

68 and <50

new

and

them

store

copartnership
THE
this day dissolved.

On the Old Site occupied by them previous to the
great Are.
Portland, March 16. tf

C. A. PARSONS & CO.

Copartnership
The undersigned have
nership under the lame

JOH«f £0. DOW, JPl|

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
And Solicitor in

PARSONS & Co., is

this
and

MARSTON

Bankruptcy,
*

JAUNCEVT COURT,
>3 Wall Mreet, ... Mew York City.
^^Commissioner for Maine and Massachusetts.
Jan. 29 dtf

ilay formed

&

90 l-il Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,)
Wn lard T. Brown, \
Portland.
Walter H. Brown, /
Sole Wholesale Agents lor the Boston Match Co.
lor Maine.
By permission r, fer to Dana St Co., J.
W. Perkins & Co., Josiah H, Drummond,
Burgess,
r obes A Co.
juue2Cdtt
No.

IVIcKeuney & Co.
SOLICITORS OF PATENTS

copart-

Middle

St.

J. J. MAltSTON,
C. A. PARSONS.

Dissolution

this day dissolved by mutual consent.

JAS. P. SPAULDING,
A. R. MITCHELL.

A.

It.

hereafter by

on

MITCHELL

&

CO.,

Mills, Clinton, Maine.

Street,

R. HHTCnELL ft Co.

Dissolution of

SI AND 53 MIDDLE STREET.
Mar 18-dlm

W. H. £’111 stall's,

Copartnership.

fT-HE copartnership heretofore existing under the
1 lirm ot‘ Pettengill Brothers, is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business ot the firm will
be settled by R. F. Pettengill.
E. D. PETTENGILL,
R. F. PETTENGILL.
March
Portland,
25,18C8. mar2(kltt

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have formed a copartnership under the firm name of Pettengill & Lane, and
have t ken the siore corner of Cumberland and Wilmot Streets, tormeriy occupied bv Messrs. Rich &
Farwell.
E. D. PETTENGILL,
A. A. LANE.
March
1808.
marl'Gdtf
Portland,
25,

”^atch.
lade

.338 l ouiuierciul 8t

Copartnership

(foot of Mark Hi.,)

F IS ESCO

PA INTER.

OOceatthe Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Schlotterbeck & Co.,
CongrcsM 8t, Portland, I?Ie,
One door

THE

Including Full Gangs, Fishermen’s Hawsers, BoltRojie. Point Rope, Trawl Warp, Lath Yarn,&c.
Jan8dCm

Caps,

130 Middle Street,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
tSF*Cash paid for Shipping Furs.
tep20dtf

& Counsellors at Law,

and will

Nathan Cleaves.

Appleton. J
new YORK.
C^Parrioutar alteution given to the purchasing
of Flour and Grain.
References—Da\ id Keazer, Esq £. McKenney &
Co., W. &, (J. R. Alillikeu, J. U. Carroll, Esq., T. ii.
Weston & Co.
junelldtf

A. N. NOYES & SOS,
Manuf%cturere and dealer* in

their former

augl7dtf

n

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
Sitow Cases and

Office Enrnilure,

Every Dr«criptjon>

Made from the best material anil by EXPFmvvrpn
“KUSNCKU
at

BLAKE’S,
10

aepti8dtl_No.

Cross St., Portland, Me.

NATHAN

Counsellor and

WEBB,

Attorney

at

Law,

No. Cl Exchange St.

—

Safes !

Steel Chest*. Vault Doors, Shutters and
Ulouey lioxei.

best in tjie world.

Safe has been tested with saf-s of evorv othX ermanufaclnve, and the result has
been to*al
destruction to coil tv n s of all save the Steam f
iheProof Safes, whose contents were Not
Injured
to order of any size
with or without Steel Burglar Proot Boxes, and fitted
up to suit

purchas.rs by
CHAS. STAPLES & SON,
Under the superintendence of MR. CEO. L. DAMON, junior member of the firm, formerly Superin-

tendent of the Tremont Safe and Machine Company, Boston,
Work* 215 Commercial Wired, Portland, IHninc.

Cfi^We would reler to the Safcs n the First National Bank, Portland Savings Bank, lion. Uea. W.
Woodman’s Block, and Norway Savings Bank, as
specimens of our work.
jiurch 2, 1867.
dam_[Star copy.

C»f*ass Seeil.

J uly 8-dtl

No.

si Free Sti-cet.

loot)
BaL's Herds Graft* (Seed.
200
N«ed»
5 0

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing,

For sale by

PACKING AND SHIPPING FUKNITUKE,

lco.Oedi.sK

Varnishing

and

MarSUltT-

Poli.hing

done at abort

notice, by
r‘ FltEEMA X.

Free-Burning

fo.rn

“
“

Removed to the

On said wharf, I am now able to otter to the tiade
good assortment of Long and Short

U M B E K

1,

Under

a

Stove Coal,

cover

$3?" Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

and Blinds l

constantly on haml and tor sale by
R. DEEBING,
No. 292 Commercial Street, Hobson’s Wharf, foot of
High Street.
febt3dtf

REM OVAL.

Is

this

Ioun

Job,

of E street.

Boston.

AND-

Tea*.

Crop
Choice

very

New

Selling Cheap

Crop

the

at

Tea

Japanese

Teas,

Store,

65 Federal St.
WM. L. WILSON.

SALT!

SAM!

Cadiz salt
and foi sale in any quantity, by
Liverpool
and

E.

G.

hand

on

AMOUNT,

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

COOPS!

WOOLENS,

Gents'

Furnishing

Goods,

AND SMALL WARES,
Have this day removed to Woodman’s Block,
Corner of Middle and Pearl Streets,
Nearly opposite their old site.
Agents tor Maine for the World-renowned
Linen
Finisili
Oollair I
With Cloth at the Button Hole, and
Collar
Gray’s Patent Molded
—ALSO—

Agents for Sirgers

Sewing Machine.

Free

If

M

BBE

PACKING AND SHIPPING FURNITURE,

Polishing done nt .burl
notice, by
P. Pit EE3IAN.

and

TABLES,

MANUFACTURED

Ha9 removed to

02 MIDDLE STREET,
Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may be fcund a
full assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom

Straps made

to order.
Also tor sale, Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Kivets and Bui s.
jylDdtf

J. E. CAME «Jfc CO.,
PHELAN & COLLENDER’S NEW IMPRO TED COMBINATION CUSH LONS, patented November 2G, 1807. Old Tables recusnioned
with the above New Combination Cushions lor $75
per set. These Now Cushions have proved, by actual use, to excel all other styles ever made.
Tables of all styles and finish
on hand.
Also. Phelan & Colleuder’s Combined DINING and
BILLIARD TABLES.
J. E. I'AmE & CO.,

Bt

174

Mover
lied Top

SHAW, HAMMOND
113

Seed.
&

A.

&

FOSTER

RliILL)

Attorney
V

O

Counsellor
And

.A.

at

Sa

!

Law,

Nolicitor of

Palcuta,
Has Removed to

Gcraei of Brown and Congress Stroata,
BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

|al«

dtf

the Portland and Forest City
Congress Street, have
arrangements
experienced workmen to
repair gentlemen’s garments in the neatest and best
manner. Also cleansing and dyeing to order as usnal.
March 18. eod3m*
of

Foam

Dentifrice

l

recommended by eminent
Preparation
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, as being second to none in use, for cleansing, polishing and
preserving the teeth hardening the gums, ami imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in iaet.it canIt acts not only as a powder, but as
not be excelled.
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains no injurious grit or acid.
Try it. For sale by all druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Deutist.
October 30. d
is

THIS

Star

Match_ Corporation.

W. &

0. B.

MILLIKEN,

Portland,

M«.,

GENERAL SELLING- AGENTS.
offering to the public the Star Match,
tor them the following advantages to the

IN

we

claim

consum-

er, over any oilier Match, viz:
Each bunch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 570 more than thfi common
card matches.
The lull count is equals to about six bandies more
^rohS than other matches.
T hey keep in
any climate.
They leave less odor thananvother Sulphur Match,
are ont»er than
any other Sulphur Card

Matclf

foJ SP,lntwlanrl Card Matches

notJ>iacJ£ .lhc.wall

en

rubbed

it.
in cases

on

order,
30 grossshipping
containing 10, 20 and1*!Lfl,ie
each, in 1-4 bgross packages.
The above named linn are the solo
Selling
* Agent*
®
tor the corporation.
E.

P, GERRISV,

*

,T. S. MARRETT,
( Directors
ectorp*
MANASSEH SMITH, )
October 1. dtf

CARNEY,

Stock and Store 2
TTfOR Sale
J; streets.

on

the

Apply

corner

of

keep them from starvation. They have
accumulated in such large numbers on the
mainland of Grece, that local effoit can do
not

wait*#
subscriber offers for sale two new houses,
built in 1 lie most sul stsutial manner and in
modern style. These houses are near ihe comer of
Congress and North streets, two sfories high, with
seventeen looms in each, good cellars, and an untailing supply of hard and soil water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent readily at large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Comer of Congress and North sts.
GEORGE HEARN.
sr-vtti

jriMutt;

ior

little toward relieving their necessities. It is
capricious and irrational mania
that induces the committee of which Dr.
Howe is president to appeal to the benevolent
and liberty loving people of the United States
to relieve the wants of an
oppressed people.
The struggling Cretans,
the
not a mere

Portland, March 25,18C8.-dtf
Farm for Sale, at Gorliam Village.
€5

CONTAINING

notwithstanding

land, well divided with

acres

periodical lying dispatches that come from
Constantinople announcing their subjugation,
are still making a gallant and sucesslul resist-

go d rearing Orehard, Apples, Pears, Cherries,
Grapes, tmosberrics &c., &c. A good two story
House anu ell, painted and blinded. Barn and outbui dings all in good repair. The above is a very desirable property and will bo sold at a bargain. InG. M. RANDALL,
quire ot
mar 25-dlm
On the premises.

ance.

They are embarrassed more by the unhappy
situation of their families than by augbt else.
It this great burden can be lifted from their
heart, they will resist the tyrannical oppressor
till Ibe last.
Prevented by the traditions of our government from interfering
as a nation, it is
peculiarly fitting that as
private citizens of the great Republic we
should supplement the moral support given
to the Cretan cause by the
expression of

Spei wir k meeting bouse in Cape Elizabeth
Containing 15 acres of improved land. Young
orchard. Strawberry bed. A good one story house
and bam, sheds, &c.
Together with 30 acres of Wood lard For particulars Inquire ot
JOHN C. PROC1ER,
Mar 17-d3w
93 Exchange St.
EAR

House Lots.

Hotel

Oxford s\n«l Prebl

Complete
Hal

with Bridle with Curb Bit, and
5 price tor complete set,

As these arc all in prime condition and .suitable for
private use, aud are offered at about one third their
original cost, a rare opportunity is offered to every
Farmer, or io any one owning a horse.
A discount will he made to dealers purchasing a

quantity.
WILLIAM BEAD & SONS,
13 Fanueil Hall Square,
mar21-eod2m

MH

Uohioii, Hass.

REDDY,
MERCHANT

•

AND

TAILOR,

illT.

one

of the finest assortment of

ENGLISH, GERMAN, FRENCH and DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASSIMERES, &c., that can be lound in
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
care and especially adapted to the fashionable trade.
and at prices that cannot fail to please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to iriendf
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o

the

M.

Advances made

H. REDDY, Proprietor.
on

Goods

to the

Island ot Cuba.

MeasrB.OHUROHLL, BROWNS & MANSON
Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds
Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oL the
Ports of the Island, and their connections with the
first class Houses ot the Island, make this a desirable mode for parties wishing to ship Goods to that
market,
dcldf
Portland,'1C Dec. 1867,

of

1,
A

Maynard’s
A

Fatent

Twenty-five per
9,

1868.

E

for sale at

STREET,

discount trom former prices.

dim_
Tents.

FULL supply of Tents, of all sizes, for sale
store Commercial Street, head ot Widgery’s
Wharf.
l.rr.'dU

A

ciation will address the citizens of this

hearty reception.
The Great

this year. The lot cm braces uuMly lour acres, with
The buildings—a
afreets 60 teet wide all round it.
fine bouse with 15 rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cisteru in cellar; gardener’s
bouse and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price oi $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars enquire on the premises, or ot WHLTTEMORE & ST ARBI RD, on
Commerc’al street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
ot Preble and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtt
I will sell on favorable terms as to
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ot Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street,including tbecorner of Frankliu and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor
iy12tt
or SMITH & RFKD Attorneys. Pori land.

NOTICE.

To be Sold immediately.
mWO Houses and lots in City. Price $900 and $ 1,
X 6C0. House lots iu Cape Elizabeth $50 to $100.
JOSEPH REED,
Real Estate Agent, Oak and Congress sts.
Octobes 2. dtt
_.

or

IN

of the United States,” by J. H. Mcllvaine,
with a request to publish the same. The gravity of the subject demands its respectful con-

all in first rate order, within three miles of South
Paris Station. Will be sold on favorable terms, or
exchanged tor desirable real estate in Portland.—
J. C. PROCTER.
For particulars enquire of
No. 93 Exchange Street.
i'ebl2dtf

sideration,

but nothing else could save the
whole matter trom being regarded as a jest,
An amendment to tbe constitution such as is
suggested by Prof. Mcllvaine and his associates would be like placing in the organic law
of the country a declaratiou that the sun rises
iu the East aud sets hi the West.
It seems
to us, too, that God is recognized iu the constitution of the United States in the only appropriate manner. That instrument, constituting
the fundamental law of a Republic, is based
ou those great princi pies of justice and
equa’i-

Farm for Sale.
In, Gray of 100 acres, 16 miles from
Portland, 1-2 mile from meetings,
mills, store and scbool.lieavily wood_ed, well watered,well divided, pleas__—antly situated. Buildings a one story
house, wood bouse and barn that cost $1200 in ’57. A
fine dairy farm, and will be sold at a bargain, together with a wood lot and pasture adjoining and thirty
Inacres ot good intervalo a mile away, it desired.
eral.

premises,

Exchange st.,

of the
of Fed-

or

corner

BENJ. ADAMS.

Aug 16,1867.

wtt_
Frtwm fCola

ty which

Farm known as the Paul Prince firm, situnear Cum oer land Centre; ten miles from
one and one half irom the P & K. Depot. Said larm, contains 100 acres of excellent land,
well divided between tillage, pTKturage and woodland.
The wood lot is one of the best in town, and for excellence of soil and ease ot cultivation the tillage
land is unsurpassed. It is situated in a good neighborhood, within easy distance ot Churches and
Schools. For further particulars inquire of
ISAAC O. PEARSON,
Near the piemises.
March 24,1868. wtfl4

THEated
Portland and

and
doctrine of Christianity that all men alike are
entitled to just and benevolent treatment.
There arc limitations, of course, to the efficien-

cy of provisions of the constitution that are
intended especially to secure all men in their
rights, but they are the same limitations that
are

common

to

all the works of man.

The

proposed amendment could not do any harm,
and certainly could no no good. There is another amendment already pending, practical

well watered, afro two
lulling weds. A good barn 40x45. Cut last
season 25 tons ot liay. Will be sold cncap, on easy
terms. Inquire of
ALLEN PRIDE,

in its character, which has it for its object to
render our institutions still further in harmony with truth and righteousness. If Prof.
Mcllvaine would devote his attention to se-

never

Die premises, ('r
W. H. AUSTIN,
C ipe E, Ferry Village.

near

curing

its adoption, instead of demanding the
incorporation of a superfluous declaration in

fas m tor Sale-

subscribers offer for sale their place, well
known as the Whitt-house Farm, situated in
the town of Cumberland, on the county road leading irom Gray to Pcriland. Said farm contains
about 110 acres, and is one of the best hay larius in
the county. Ten miles trom Portland and two and
a
halt from the Portland and Kennebec Depot.
Buildings lair; house, two stories; barn, 41 by 81
feet, in good repair. This farm will be sold with or
without the stock and farming lools at a rare bar-

THE

the coustitution, it seems
would be better bestowed.

to us his labor

Trade with Eastern Maine.—The Machias Union invites the attention of the traders of Eastern Maine to the advantages offered by their improved communication with

gain Title perfet. For further particulars inquire
E. T. HALL, at the larm, or U G HALL
ol W. T.
Ieb22d&wtf
Esq., Gray Corner.

For

identical with the precepts of the

religion. It distinctly recognizes
gives practical effect to that cardiual

twelve
miles fr« m Portland and one mile
irom stage road.
Contains 70 acres
divided into tillage, pasturage and

wlin*

are

Christian

Farm for Sale.
Situated In Windham,

Mar 10.

Representative.

Recognition of God in the Constitution.—We have received from Philadelphia a
tract on the subject of “our national obligation to acknowledge God in the constitution

jFOR SALK!
NORWAY, Me., a valuable larm, containing
250 acres, cuts al out seventy-five tons ot bay.—
House, woodhouse, stable, barn and out buildings,

the

Republican Triumph in Rhode
Island.

The Providence Journal sums up the results
of the election of Wednesday as follows:
Gen. Burnside, our esteemed Governor, is
re-elected by a large majority, according to
our figures, of 4309, which is 79
larger than liis
official majority last year, and which is likely
to be increased by from 50 to 100 by returns
from our far-off island town. The remainder
of tho State ticket is elected by about the
same vote.
This result is not only highly gratifying to the Governor’s wide circle of personal ana pohtical friends, and to all triends of
the well-bein6 and good order of the State,
hut it is moreover a word of hearty cheer to
our friends in
Connecticut, who are about to
redeem their State from the disgrace into
which it fell last year, and place it in line aud
iull fellowship with her sisters of New England.
The General Assembly will stand politically
about the same as last year. There are not
Democrats enough in either branch to form a
party., and those who are elected are not generally of a very mischievous kind. An unusual proportion of the Assemblymen are new
members, some of whom, however, have had
previous legislative experience. There are indications that the body will possess quite the
usual degree ol character and ability. Iu two
or three towns there was no choice of Senator

Villa, The grouuds are tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and goosebeiries;
n acre ot strawberries—raised l,00o Quarts
about

near

city,

and the well-earned fame and the benevolent
purposes of Mrs. Howe alike entitle her to a

as follows:
Within two years trade between Eastern
Maine and Portland has increased very largely. It is due to the enterprise of the Portland
merchants that Maine retailers examine their
goods, learn prices and make a business ac-

Portland,

Sale.

A small Farm for sale, situated on
the line between Westbrook and
Falmouth on the road from Sacarappa to Cumberland, containing 30
acres; goo l buildings. Plenty ol
wood and water. For further particulars enquire ot
the subscriber on the premises.
ISA AC H VWKES,
Mar 21. w3w*i?»
West Falmouth, Me.

quaintance.
The City of Richmond affords means of direct communication with Portland. The saving of time, the retention of capital u=ed in
trade in our own State, thereby adding to the
real estate and taxable property are inducements to trade at Portland, provided prices

Orand tor Sale.

and terms

of the late Mary S. hunt's Estate,
APART
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels

near
to

are as

favorable to the

buyer.

Portland merchants do not expect trade unless they sell at as low prices and on as favora-

suit Purchasers. Enquire in person or bv letter of
JAMES JOHNSON,
Strondwater, "Westbrook Ailm’r of said Estate with
will annexed.
oct 22-d&wtl
1

HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
HOFF’S MALT 1£X TRACT
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
HOFF’S MAL T EXTR ACT
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
HOFF'S MALT EXTRACT
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT
From CHS. DICKENS
“With my best thanks (or
your Malt Extract 1I
*
#
*
#
*
remain, etc.
From Ids
R. E. FENTON,
Governor
Excellency
Albany:
“Your Malt Extract is a pleasant beverage.”
For Hon. TH \D. STEVENS, Washington:
“Please send two dozen of it.”—Dr. M. P. Girvin.
■

Bresch-Loa^iDg RiflsB,

FEDERAL
cent,

8~!

OF

superior article,

NO. 06
March

FEW

CVTLER BOISE,

THE

same.

Jan9dtf

afford. The existence of the association to which we have referred is known
probably to each one of our readers. Monday
night the wife of the President of the assoone can

For Sale—One Mile from Portland.
beautiful residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
Merrill, situated in Westbrook, on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the Maclugonne

DEALER IN

GENTS* FURNISHING GOODS,
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store

sympathy on the part of the national legislature by such pecuniary assistance as each

Sale!

Hiram Bridge for sale, at one of the greatest bargains in the State.
The house is in thorough repair, and is second to
no housoJn the country.
Furniture and fixtures in
tirft rat*, or-mi.
Said bov He la located ou tlm main route from Portland to North Conway and White Mountains.
It not sold will be to let May 1st, 1868.
For farther particulars enquiro of J.W. Mansfield, No. 174
Middle Street, Portland, or ot
WILLIAM G. SPRING,
Proprietor, on the premises.
March 5,1868. dim

laeather

Saddle, Bridle and Halter $1C).

to

PUR1NTON& BTJTLFR,
No. 149 Commercial St.
Portland, March 30, 1808.
ma3^-dlw

cr

for

_woodland,

Leather Cavalry Saddles

600 Black

CO.,

PROPRIETORS
Dye House, Office No. 315
made
with

Sea

JEUU1S,

C. PROCTER.

Gentlemen's Garments Saddles and Bridles !

Commercial Street.

TIN TYPE!*!
TWEJfTV.EIVE CENTS TER DOZEN
£.i£c?;.„?AVIS’
photograph ealleriea, No. 27
ark«t Square, oppoaite
Preble Street.
jystf

*A

of R. A. ALLEN,
subscriber in Portland,

Sudbury Street, Boston.

REPAIRED.

it,

and

surely if he intends to pass his
maple orchard will always afonly luxury hut also profit.—

life upon it, a
ford him not

And wliat is mor e ornamental to a farm than
a

thrifty maple grove?

Then

why

not en-

gage in this work of transplanting those
trees at cnce, and not wait for the next generation to do it? And what charms can be
added to the country by setting ou‘ maples
and elms by the roadside?
We know ol
nothing more beautiful to the travelers tlrau
roads thus adorned.
The work is by no

MTlie

quire

at Law,
144£ Exchange Street, opposite presjuly9dtf

JS BX

constantly

eod3m

MB

Counsellor and
lias removed to
ent Post Oflice.

BY

Belting,

NO.

A.

BILLIARD

WEB,

(Successor tc J. Smith & Co.)

Manufacturer of Leather

Street.

sell

Estate Agsnt.

%

WOODMAN, YRUE & CO.
dec3d4m
Portland, Dec 2d, 1867.

REMOVAL.

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing
Varnishing

& CO.,

WILLARD,

31

to do

stricted sense it is applied to the
which are intended to

the side of this great
cosmopolitan sentiment
that recognizes in every human being a com-

at

WOODMAN,“TRUE

Commercial Wharf.
mar25dil
Portland, March 24,1818.
IVo.

compell-

syrup or sugar, or

means expensive, and easily
accomplished.—
(aimer then ornament the
patriot and a friend. Those that are animat- Let eveiy
roadside in this way,
and his childed by it are incapable of
Farm for Sale.
feeling that a line
A good Farm of 12) acres, situabless his name.
We know
fence can legitimately place a limit to their ren will
ted in Gorham, 1^ miles f.om the
that
all
will
that
trees
or
that
a
acknowledge
and
nine
miles
sympathies,
from
Portillage,
geographical boundary
land. Cuts from 35 to 50 tom hay.
constitutes an arbitrary enclosure for their thus transplanted will add much beauty
---A good 1J story house with ell. Barn
to the landscape, and yet no one is
38x5o, woon-Lou.' ■, carriage-house, on ihe premibenevolence and humanity.
quite
Solidarity is
ses. A choice orchard of
young fruit trees, in bearto begin the work.
All put it off
ready
in
ing condition on the farm.
Said farm is well divid- ! Christianity
disguise; or rather, we might
ed tor wood, pasturage and tillage.
from year to year and often regret that they
Possesion givsay, the philosophical side of Christianity.
en immediafrlv.
Apply to Iitdlon & Cov 1, at
So much we take occasion to say by way had not done it years ago. We have often
Gorham; the owner H. A. Fozg. on the premises, or
GliO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
heard farmers say they were sorry they did
ol introduction to the subject of the Greek
mar30 eod&wtf 13
Dealers in Real Estate.
Relief Committee, and we say it tor the ben- not set out trees when they first came into
House ami Siore for Sa'.e.
efit of those who pertinaliously insist that possession of their farms, and so they keep
three story House, with brick basement
on the rorner of Tate and York street.
Americans shall not go outside their own along and every time the subject is talked
It is
for one or two families, and has a
good store
households or their own nation in the minis- over they are frank to confess their neglect
on the first floor, now
occupied In' a shoe dealer, and
and perhaps promise themselves that next
b:ac® f,r business. Tne building ents lor
trations of benevolence. To such
persons it
§5oU,00. It will be sold for the low price oi §3,800,
season they will transplant some trees; hut
seems that Dr. Ilowe and
with tavorable payments.
his associates
Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS.
might better find scope for their humanita- when next season comes, they don't find time
March 28. <13w*Real Estate
Agent.
and again and again the work is neglected.
rian impulses in relieving the wants of their
Hoarding House for Sale.
destitute neighbors. They would make the We hope the good work will be commenced
A new two story
Building, containing
this spring in earnest. There is no time to
ill twelve finished rooms and four unfinished. American doctrine of non-intervention in the
be lost. Trees do not grow like musbroons
JL Well calculated for two families or for a board- affairs of foreign countries hold
good with reing souse. Plenty water. Centrally located. Will
be sold §509,0 ) less than cost- Apply to
spect to individual American citizens, as if it in a night. Set out large trees and thereby
WM. H. JERRIS,
were not hard
March 28. d3w*
enough to see the vessels of save several years’ growth; for they are more
Real Estate Agent.
all Christian powers hut the United States relikely to live than very small ones, if proper
For Sale.
care is taken in the transplanting.
the
Cretan
women
and
moving
children
to
two story House, containing 13 rooms toAoricola.
the ports of friendly
gether with a large lot ofland, situated on the
Greece, without insisting
north-west corner of Brown and Cumberland
that Americans in their private
Price low. Terms easy. Inquire of
shall
The (lost of an Emperor.
capacity
March 28. d3w
JijHN
WM. H.
Real

mart MU

Every Kind,

R EM OVAL.

Office
fe24d3iu

JUST RECEIVED
Some

of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay
upon the
other, and is on the main stage road lo Yarmouth.—
Will be s,ld low to a cash customer. Apnlv lo

subscriber, contemplating leaving
the State tins spring, now offers the

others being represented at this agency.

no

DRY

STETSON & POPE,

Yew

sen s

buy maple

used as a convenient term to express the intimate relation existing between all the members of the human race. Sometimes in a re-

which makes all nations and all races one.
In the mouth of Napoleon it means nothing; hut in the mouths of the just and upright it indicates the most advanced political
sentiment of the age. Patriotism is narrow
and friendship becomes mere se Ifisliness
by

land, in Fa'lmouth, {lore side), seven
„"miles from Portianl-is.
next to th
ethodist Meeting House. Buildings
all in eouipleie repair, having been
recently pamted
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay. Plenty
of wood and water.
This is one ot the inost pleasant places In this viclnlly. It commands a fine view
lliree

The

(B3P’All persons desiring insurance of this character, are respectfully invited to call.
Portland, Feb. 7,1868. ieblldtt

For sale by

corner

Residence for

bate.

gooti l^slory dwelling House and lorty-

Exchange St.,

Where Insurance of

Only,

&

to

First Class Companies,

hand, and sawed to dimensions.
Hard Pine Plank,
Hard Pine Flooring and Step-

No 10 state at.,

Country

ed to

without the luxury.
A maple orchard is a
tiue addition to a farm, and
always increases
its value, in case the owner is
disposed to

organizations
give practical effect to
doctriue of the human brotherhood; sometimes it is extended in its signification so as
to indicate the complete
identity of interest

WO ou Congress near State Street, and eight
X lots on Emery, Lewis and Thomas streets, lor
sale by
W. II. M’EP LIEN SON,
Feb 10, 18CS.-tfAt 2d National Bank.

Can be obtained in

Hard and While Pine Timber

Wharf and Dock, First,

Seaside

(BOYD’S BLOCK,)

FOR ANY

WtNtuiorclaiid,
Pietou,
Cumberland,

Boards,

immediately

Vj

39 India Wharf, Boston*

cdlrn

emit lining seven and eieht
X
flrsc-rute order. Plenty good water, good ch.sdls, Ac. Lots 50x88 led.
Nice new
stable. These houses are located nt llte
Ferry, ami
roust be sold
for the above low prices
which make cheap renls.
W. H. JEHRIS,
APPW »o
marJld3w
Real Estate Agent.

rp

Day Removed

]Vo. 72

150

250

$1400.

Louses,

Xx

INSURANCE AGENCY!

—

toils Euglish House Cuuuel,
200 ton’s Hcoleh Cannel,
200 tons

Green's?”PorthmdMe.

Cheap llents.

TXIE

,

OFFICE

ROUND*& COHP1NV,
26 Commercial St.

mar31 Uw

Manufactured

(Opposite the Market)

WORKMEN,
H.

HOUSE

rpHIS

NK1V BCSI,B>tWSi ON !. BESS SV„

C.

Furnishing

Goods

STEAM FIIlE-EliOOF SAFES l

Can be found in their

Of

Nice,

Crockery,

Proof

the

Wharf,

The subscribers offer for sale

-AND

Fire

And

per Schooner E. G. Wiliard,

a

March 31, 1803.

continue the

BANK,

li'umaces,

..!ThCT0 they,wl1'

the

the buildings

of Hobson’8

COAL."

l)It. JOHNSON'S

E. l>.

be pleased to see ail
•astomeM and receive orders as
usual.

under

business. Also, the manufacturing of Parlor and
Old customers will
Drawing Boom Furniture.
please call, and with our increased facilities we shall
be able to give good bargains. Upholstering done to
ARAD EVANS,
order.
WM. H. JDSSELYN.
inar9-eodtt

1-1 Broml (Street,
Samuel Freeman, i

<£■

firm,

Josselyn,

Furniture,
House

Merchants I

Stoves, hanges

new

term of years

a

SPARROW’S

dlw

RECEIVED
JUSTcargo

$1600.

27

Farm for Sale.

AND

S. FREEJTIAN & CO.,

Commission

No. 1 Free Street 13loclc.

Evans &

CLEAVES,

ward, jyh'Ci-iy

New firm ac tlie old stand

a

Mead

& Go.,

Burg'n

COAL,

3d&w2w* 15

sale by

WITH

Notice.

style of

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office Xo. 30 ExeJiattge Street,

Joseph

I P. STURDIVANT.

We have this day formed

...

H(

Sturdivant’s Wharf, foot of Hark St. Portland. Me.

Copartnership

MANOFACTtTSER AND DEALER IS

Attorneys

g.
rr.
conn & co.,
Ami having purchased the Stark Mills, are prepared
to furnish orders of every description of
Lumber^ at
G.W. OOBB.
Mar 27-dll

IS L/lSlSJi-JtCA fc/jf
RIPOSTES,

MOWAlio A

March 28.

IV.

subscribers having entered into copartnership under the firm name of

Cordnffo Manufacturers,

Huts and

and lor

Mar 21-dlf

BATH, ME.,

HaAt^Q leased for

Boors, Sashes

Ho. 120 Commercial St., Portland.

NOTICE.

G. & J. T. BONNELL.

<1. A.

Notice !

SLTBSCRIBERS have thi* day entered into
copartnership under firm name of Gallison &
Colby, tor the purp se of carrying on me retail
Provision and Grocery business, and have taken the
old stand formerly occupied by G. & C. L. GAllison,
No. 11 Gray streot.
C. L. GALLISON,
F. H. COLBY
Portland, March 24, 1868. d2w*

above Brown,

Orders solicited.

Edw, H.

THE

au29dtl
_Portland, Maine,
C. J. SCHUMACHLK,

landing

now

Foh 29-dtt

CARPENTER, BUILDERt THE
furnished to order.

Removal.

by

On

The business will bo carried

LAWYER,

Has removed to No 24 Exchange st., Thomas BuildleblS
ing, over Merchant’s Exchange.
d3m

Cargo of Scbr. Julia E. Carnage,

Bird, JPerkins,

a

Jr.,

Cargo of Schooner Gentile,

partnership of Jas. P. Spaulding & Co, doing
THEmanufacturing
business at Clinton. Maine, is

March 23d, 18C8.

removal.
W.
THOMAS,

w.

South Side of Commercial Street,

dtf

For Sale by

A.

Have removed to the new store

CHAMBER,

10,000 Bushels

Mar 26-dlm

WOOLENS,

PARLOR,

WHEELER, READ & SMALL,

of Copartnership

Portland, Maine.

goods

good assortment of

GROCERIES

3C0 tons

All Orders promptly attended to.
Office at the Mills. Clinton, aud 178 Fore

of

And Ship JoinerHT'Clrcolar and Jig Sawing done
Motiluings ol all kinds, Doors, Sash and l.
nr

100 Tierces Kettle rendered Lard.
75 Bbls. Clear Fork.
30 Ilhds. Choice »agua Molasses

O O A. Hd

Brushwoods of all description manufactured,
and turning of all kinds done to order.

DAVIS, CHAPMAN & HASKELL,

dry

ALSO

apr

near

Getting out Trees.
Xow is tlie time to tram plant tre
and it
is strange tliat this work has been
o much
: in
the
neglected in the count
as well
cities. In years past the people o. Portland
did well, and hut for the good
example set
by our first settlers, Portland would never
have been called the ‘‘Forest City.”
How
pleasant it would be if our farmers could
have the privilege of exuacting the delicious
juice from the sugar
maple this spring, ami
they might have had that privilege, if they
had set out years
ago those valuable trees.—
11 ue, some farmers
have had the foresight to
save maple orchards
and arc now reaping hen
efit hour them, while others
have given no
thought to the subject and are now

r_

which will be delivered at short notice.

To carry on Ihe Clothing and custom trade at the
old stand ot C. A. Larsons & Co.,

at tbeir

48‘I 7th 8t., Washington, D. C.
Send lor Circular.
(/>. O. Box, 1009.)
Mar 6. oadliu

JOBBERS

2500 Bbls. Choice Southern White
Wheat Flour.
1200 Bbls. Choice Spring Wheat
Flour.

PARSON'S,

Mar 28-U3\v

W. X. BROWN & CO.,
General Com mission Merchants,

a

Furniture!

Mar 27-dtf

FLOUR.

Notice.

style of

STOCK

Together with

flour!

Dissolution of Copartnership
of C. A.

Middle St.,

aprldlw*

the

Common Grades ol Work,
At prices to suit the most economical.

Southern Yellow Corn

CO.,

ns

Embracing

CBO. ft. VOS I KK.
1st. dlw

In store and for sale

Street,

Building well kuowu
arcade,

DINISG-BOOM SUITS,

Portland, April

WM. G. SOULE.
LEONARD WILLIAMS,
Portland, April 3,1868. dlw

& CO.,

the

premises or'

some

Lund
the

fruit trees

word

which, though a
favorite of the philosophers and especially of
the Liberals, has been adopted into the vocabulary of the Emperor himself. The word
is sulidarite, and a passing fine one it is. Latterly it has been making its way among the
words of our owu language, wlrere it
appears,
stripped of its Gallic form, as “solidarity.”
Originally meaning a joint and several obligation, by a natural transition it has come to he

A

LIBRARY, and

transaction oi the

and have taken tho store
formerly occupied by Mathews Sc Thomas, No, 69 Commercial Street.
ABNER DAVIS.
JOSEPH S BERRY,

Davis,

No. 18 Free

The French have a

Weal Gor-

!‘9Uire °f C1‘arles E- Jordan

AND-

--

Retail Trade, at No. 2 Galt Block by

a

Dealers l

First Class

foiTsale.
Choice St. Louis,

copartnership

a

Wholesale Grocery, Flour, Provision aud
Produce Buxines*,

mar26dtl

REMOVAL!

In

*

rj|5W0

n. w. gage.

OF

Portland, March 2, 1868.

Notice !

undersigned have formed
THE
under the firm name of
for the

Timber and Ship

Portland._
DliEItlJSG, MILLIKEN

Copartnership

(apr2dff)

EXTENSIVE

157 Commercial Street.

DAVIS,

References—R. P. Back & Co., New York;
Win.

stbodt.

]

new
rooms. all m

Where they are prepared to offer their friends and
customers an

d3wis

Together with

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

WRIGHT & BUCK,
Proprietors of Greemvood Mill,
IICCH8VIl,fiE, 8. c.
in

St., Boston,

Law,

at

near

oTlaud, is ot which is in Wood

91 middle Street.

s. c.

The Lewis Farm

4 1868.

The Greek Belief (oiuinttnr.

ham, Me. Buildings nice and very
convenient, about Seven! live acres
-:——_--tl:rcc hundred

CASCO BANK BLOCK,

for Butter.

DANA Sc, CO.

February 18. d6m

DEPOSITS of GOER and CURRENCY
receiver, subject to draft at sight, and interest
allowed.
ADVANCES made on Consignments to LiverI»ooI and London.
feb27d6m

Yellow Pine
Stock. Orders solicited.
DEALERS

METALS I

Counsellors

Saturday Morning, April

&,
____mar31-dtf
Farm for Sale.

GAGE,

HAVE REMOVED TO

California Flour.

Naylor A Co. ’s Cast Steel,
Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing,

PARIS.

anti

Attorneys and

PORTLAND.

Ii:ur and made convenient lor two
tenements; good porch and barn
and a large stup suitable tor
any 1 ii d of a mechanic.
Cistern on the »remises of 75 hogsheads; tine vard
in front and venr fine garden
Gray, March
186#.
A. W. ANDERSON.

oTI L~

m

STJROUT &

Salisbury Dories.

March 30, 1868.

LAW,

PORTLAND.

e

\

r

jjoi ‘••Jl

HAVE REMOVED TO

200 Barrels Clam Bait.
100

R~

y

#

Oflice No. 1 Sturdivant Block,
lOO Exchange S»
dim

■

Philadelphia.

For sale at the depot and by druggists and grocers.
Agents for Maine W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland,
apr3-eodlw

ble terms as are available in other markets.
It is decidedly for the interest of retailer and
jobber in Maiue to have a fair understanding
One advantage
as to what Portland can do.
of trading at Portland is that orders can he
and
better
tilled ofteuer
assortments
quicker,
can he kept in the retail stores, the goods
newer, latest and best, besides less capital can
be made to do a larger and more profitable
trade.
—It was formerly the practice among physicians to carry a cane having a hollow head,
the top of which was gold, pierced with holes
like a pepperbox. The top contained a small
and
quantity of aromatic powder, or of snuff,
where a disease
on entering a house or room
be infectious prevailed, the doctor

supposed

~n ^an,~

t.,,,,, $h.oo per

j DAILYlpKESS.

at Gray Corner.
Tie proi>erty known as the “Ford
Maud,” consisting of a large 2 story
nouse, recently put in complete re-

_

[*>

MANUFACTURERS,

use.

Also agents for the sale of

TBAVfiLEBS’ CREDITS issued on London and Paris, available in all parts of
Europo.
LOANS OF STERLING made to merchants upon favorable terms.

Furs,

kind in

For the

Tin Plates,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls, Terne Plates for Roofing,
Plate, Angle and T Iron, Eng. and American Sheet
Rivet Iron, Swarf Iron,
Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spiko Iron,
Russia and It G Sheet Iron
Slripand Railroad Spikes, Imitalion and French PolOval and hall round 1 t on,
ished She t Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Nads, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway and Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc,
and Shapes,
Banca. Straits & Eng Tin.
Norway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
Stool (t every description,
Kettles,
Tinmen's turnish’ggoods, Iron Wire, &c., &c.

Merchants,

114 State Street, Boston.
EXCHANGE

Cadiz.
Syracuse.

“

Refined Bar Iron,

Bes

Shorts, Fine Feed & Cr.Corn

ja!2dtf

Crk’d St. Martins.

OFFER POR SALE

Quantities.

Small

ALSO,

40.1

2.000
3.000

“
200 Sacks
25 Bbls. Grd.

AT

HAS REMOVED TO

apr 2

4, 1868

For.S 'le

L

A

PEABODY,

COUNSELLOR

-and-

IN

Flour,Meal,Oats,
ar

TTtzT

OP

tin plates,
SHEET IKON,

CORN,
Large

&

IMPORTERS

IRON, steel,

WEBB & Co.,)

to A.

Orders received from all parts of the State will he
satisiaction guaranteed.

prompily exemted and
March 31,1868. dlf

Commercial St., Portland, Me.,

In

Bonaire.

“

H. C.

Furniture

“

IIHEI'OKD. HE.

ftl

56

B.—Our Coffee is prepared by the oldest and
in the city.

N.
most

Hhds. Turks Island.

We would espe- ially recommend to the fishermen
the Cracked Salt, on account of its weight and
purity, this being more economical, and improving
tlie quality ol the tiBh more than mod any other

Cor. Commercial and Parjc Streets.

Comp’y,

V

O

APRIL

heal estate.

WALTER COREY & CO,,

“

Sjiiccs,

TARTAR,

Fishing

1.000

1.000

SALEBATUS, Ac.,

AGENTS FOR THE

Ne Plus Ultra Collar

and

SALT!

Country

1.000

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

TH0MES, SMARD0N& CO.,

R KM

50

Making,

March 9,18C8.

jy22eodtt

REMOVALS.

-.'(GBAMDItMS

New Muscovado Molasses.

-AND-

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

MOltNING,

m

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

50 cents.

Hall square, three insert inns or less, ri5 cents: one
week, #1 00; 50 gents per week attev.
Untie head ol “Amusements,” #2.00
per square
per week; three inserti ns or less, $1.50.
Spi < IAL Notices, #1. 5 per
square lor the first
and
25 cents per square for each subseInstTiiou,
quent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (whi- h has a large circulation in every par(
Of the Slate) for $1.00 per square lo>- first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser

"•

STEVENS,

State

Rates of Advert ui g —One inch of space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
#1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cents per
week after; three insertions* or less, $1.00; continu-

day al

L.

is.

THE MAINE 8TA.Tr. i\:LSS, is published at the
same place every Thursday morning at #2.00 a year,
Invariably in advance.

ng every other

PORTLAND, SATURDAY

BUSINESS CARDS.

published

N. A. FOSTER,Proprietor.
Terms
Eight Doll irs a year in advance.
C3r* Single copies 4

r.

w.

iM*.

to

on the floor to agitate
would strike his cane
it to his nose.
the powder, and then apply
Hence all the old prints of physicians represent them with canes to their noses.

[From the New York Post.]
A pamphlet just published in Paris with a
flourish
of trumpets asserts in a somegreat
what misty way the “claims of the Napoleonic
dynasty,” and tries to persuade Frenchmen
that they are happy and free. Since
Napoleon
became Emperor he has, this pamphlet
boasts,
blessed the French people with the
following

“great

measures
act which

“(1) The

has made public in the
papers the debates of the Senat •, and has permitted tho reproduction in extent’) by shorthand of the discussions in the two
Chambers;
(2) the sending ot Ministers to tho Chambers
by special delegation; (3) the extension to the
Corps Legislatif of the right of amendment;
(4) the power attributed to the Senate to send
back to the Corps Legislatil, for lresh examination bills, which appear to it to be
detective;
(5) the voting of tho budget bv large sections;
(6) the abandonment by the Emperor of the
power of opening, in the absence of the Cham-

bers, supplementary or extraordinary credits;
(7) the law on the liberty of the press; (8) the
law on conditions, and (9) finally the bill which
is

now

before the

Legislature,

and whoso ob-

ject is the right of meeting.”
In plain English, Napoleon, when he made
himself master of the State, robbed the
people
of all

their liberties; a few rags and
scraps he
has since returned, with grudging
hand, and
because he did not dare refuse, and these are
the “great measures”—which still leave the
press shackled, prohibit freedom of speech,
and keep the people enslaved.
It is an unlucky circumstance, that just as
this pamphlet attracts attention to the' condition ot the Empire, and the fruits of
Napoleonism, Mr. Horn, one of the ablest and most
accurate statisticians of Europe, should
print
another pamphlet, in which he reveals what
he calls the “balance sheet" of the
Empire,
and tells Frenchmen whatjt costs them to be
ruled by Napoleon. Mr. rRiru’s comparisons
in the following paiagraph, show how wasteful a ruler Napoleon is, and condemn his
system as the most costly as well as tho most inefficient of modern civilized governments.
"During the fifteen years of its existence,
1852 to I860, the Imperial government has
spent 80,500,000,000, or 82,500,000,000 more than
the July government in the same space of time
—1832 to 1840. Of these $0,500,000,000, nearly
three-lourths have been absorbed by expenses,
either partially sterile (debt, &c.,l or worse
than sterile (war, marine, &c„) or of
questionable utility. Nevertheless, these three-fourths
($4,000,000,000) represent the total of what has
been drawn from the ordinary resources—the
sure and positive
resources of the country.
The results of that disproportion between the
means and tho requirements are, the
elasticity
of the imposts broken down under the
heavy
weight imposed on the taxpayers, and the consequent falling oil' in the revenue, the most legitimate wants oi uie country iinstruction,
&c.) neglected, tho calls upou credit more frequent than ever, and the capital of the public
debt more than doubled in fifteen years; the
continuous augmentation of tho floating debt,
which it is iu vain attempted to keep under
$200,000,000. On the olher hand, the financial
credit of France and her [wlitical credit are
fallen lower than before 1852, and her internal
condition is characterized bj general embarrassment, which is turning to misery. Such is
what documents of the most unquestionable
authority exhibit to ns as the consequence of
personal government during fifteen years. We
need hardly say what conclusion must be
drawn. It is obvious to every judicious mind,
and it may be described in a very few words,
that to continue as we are is impossible, and
there remains for France no choice between
reform and bankruptcy.”
Within, increasing poverty and depression,
the vast public debt doubled in fifteen years,
the national credit sinking, the most important needs ot the people neglected; without,
Mexico, Germauy, Italy; these make up the
career of the great Ciesar who undertook so
proudly to show the world how beneficently
one man could tyrannize over a great nation,
and who, but a little while ago, thought he
could persuade all the world to cast away freedom and submit to the voke of Cmsar. It begins to look as though Napoleon III. would
take rank iu history as the most prodigious
blunderer and incompetent of this or almost
any age.
SCcrenl

**nblicalioii*.

Five Hundred Pounds fieward is the title of
English story of love and the legal profession, reprinted by the Harpers as number 309
of their Library of Select Novels. It is a livean

ly story,

(Received by

not without merit.

Hail L. Davis.)
The Napoleonic Pamphlet.—The much
talked-of Napoleonic pamphlet has at last ap-

peared.

The object of the writer, whoever ho
may he, is to establish beyond question the
superior right ot tile Napoleon family to reign
in France, over that of any other house, by
reason of the votes given for Napoleon l. as
Emueror, and those which his nephew obtained, iirslas Representative to the people to tho
Constituent Assembly, then as President ot
the Republic, and lastly as candidate to the
Imperial throne which he now fills. The charge or of the
popular origin of both Sovereigns
is dwelt upon in an introduction traced, w«
are told, by an august haul accustomed to
literary composition. The Plebiscites which
founded the Empire, the manifestations of
universal suffrage, aul the Constitution of
ISod, with the amendments introduced into it,
and oilier documents complete this
publication, winch, it is affirmed, has uo other object
than to exhibit within a short
compass tho
glorious phases which the Napoleonic dynasty
uas passed
through. It terminates with some
*°na °Q
l,reseut state of political affairs

mRES,di?ntial Succession.—Mr.Churchs bill, now before the
House of Representatives, repeals the ninth and tenth sections of
the act ol 1792. and provides that in
case of
the death, removal,
resignation or inability
hoth ot the President and Vico
tho
President,
President ol (he Senate pro tern., and in case
there shall lie no I resident of the
then
Senate,
ill

*i
rfi?

ii

!,el*ker°f

Ike

House,

and incase there

-11 “ Speaker of the House, then tho

dustice of the Supreme Court of the
United States shall, for the time
being, act as
President of the United States, until the disabe
removed
or
a
bility
President shall be
elected. The bill also provides for the special
election of President and Vice
President,
whenever both of those offices may become
vacant more than eighteen months before tho
expiration of the term for which the last incumbents were elected. The provisions of tho
bill, which has been referred to the Judiciary
Committee, have attracted considerable inter-

est,

V ax-ietiest.
—General Brisbin has lately administered a
deserved rebake to that impertinent class of
newspaper correspondents who are in the habit of priuting anything they can pick
up cot

earning the private affiire

ot noted men.

Tho

correspondent had asserted that Brisbin was
a son-in-law of Ben
Wade, whereupon tho
Geueral declares that he didn't know that
Wade had a daughter until it was so stated
in tho public prints, and adds: “It is

nobody’s

business whom I

married; my wife suits me
exactly, and so long as we keep out ol the police and divorce courts I am at a loss to know
what right newspaper men have to
inquire into our family affairs.”
lamous

conference between Oeuin 18US, General
Kilpatrick was present, and a characteristic
anecdote is related of him, to the effect
that,
—uie

erals Sherman and

Johnston,

during

a conversation between the two officers, his old antagonist, 'Wade Hampton, remarked that the South had “mustered into
her army the best and bravest in the land."

“Yes,” replied Kilpatrick, "you

mustered but

peppered them.”
—Queen Victoria, accompanied

toe

by

some

members of the Royal Family, intends to visit Germany in the autumn.

—Radicalism is spreading southward.

The
Bulletin is in favor of a thorough
medical education for nurses, and thus advocates such training: “If woman is to be a

Memphis

ministering angel when pain and anguish
wring the brow, it is well to have the angel
scientifically educated. It is all very angelic
to take care of the sick, but it adds
nothing to
the divinity of female charms to have a mustard plaster laid on the forehead instead of a
wet towel, or to take a dose of
uqva fortit when
Nature demands a cup of water gruel.
us have the angels educated.”
—A bill to prevent the
street-cars has been

Let

over-crowding of
reported in the New York

Assembly.

It requires that every street car in
New York and Brooklyn “shall, on or before
the first day of May next, have divisions affixed to the seats, similar to those now in use on

ferryboats

within said cities, such divisions to
be placed at least twenty inches apart,” It
adds that ou cars which have no such divisions, passengers need not pay any fare.
—The French are taking the lead in scientific research. Missions have just been sent

Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Finland,
to make historical, ethnological and philological researches; to the site of Nicopolis, in Alto

bania, to make antiquarian excavations; to
the Cape Verde Islands, for investigations in
natural history; and to Madagascar tor geographical and anthropological studies. The
fruits of these will be embodied in the next
volume of the Archives des Missions Scieutifiques et Litteraires. Several volumes are
also in preparation as the result of recent scientific expeditions to Mexico and Central
America, chiefly with reference tq their zoology and archaeology.
—Professor Goldwin Smith has sent to tho
library of Brown University, a richly bound
photographic album, of large size, filled with
views of ilie Oxford Colleges.
Browu
made him a Doctor of Laws wl>en he was iu
this country.
—The London Atheuseum thus
criticizes n pretentious book on

caustically
a

scientific

subject: “The best thing the author of this
book can do is to burn it, and tell us on a
piece of paper, an inch square, what he meant
by it.”
—A physician in Germany announces a case
where a child was born with smallpox, tho
mother herself not being affected at all. Sho
had accidentally come into ccmmunication
with a severe case of smallpox about six
weeks before the birth of the infant.
—A German astronomer thinks he has discovered a belt of vegetation iu the moon. The
discovery will hardly affect the price of early
peas on this plauet,
—A Boston paper says there is a lady in
that city who boasts of the possession of a
pair of eardrops made from “liver” brought
from Mount “Vociferous” during the recent

“disruption.”
—Slight of hand—Refusing

an

offer of mar-

riagc.
—Wanted—A cover for bate suspicion; a
veil for the face of nature; buttons for the
breaches of privilege; binding for a volume of

smoke;

Harper & Brothers, New York, have issued,
in a handsome octavo of 500 pages, The Massacre of Si. Bartholomew, preceded by a History of
the Religious Wars in the Reign of Charles IX.,
by Henry White, Tno author has aimed to
describe that long struggle of opposing beliefs
which devastated France in the latter half of
the sixteenth century, and which finally culminated in the tragedy of St. Bartholomew.
That the reader may thoroughly know the na
tore of this struggle, and form a just estimate
of its causes, he takes us back to the time of
Francis I., and shows the influences and the
fiery trials which, through the reign of that
monarch aud his two immediate successors,

shaping

were

character.

and

moulding

Mr. White has had

tho

Huguenot

access

fo many

important records and documents not hitherto
embodied in any narrative, and has made liberal and discriminating use of his materials.
His style is pleasing, and there is much clearness and method in the arrangement of his
work. Tho book is altogether the most complete and perfect record of the important and
interesting events to which it relers which has
yet appeared. It was issued in England within the past year, aud received there with much
favor.

The

Messrs, Harper

are

entitled to

credit for their promptness in presenting to
American readers so valuable an addition to
our

sources

of historical

kuowledge.

(Re-

ceived by H. L. Davis.
Another valuable book, published by the
Haipcrs, is tho History of the Thirty-ninth
Congress, which the author, William H.
Barnes, justly regards as a sequel to the History of the Rebellion. It embraces a sketch of
all the

important debates,

with characteristic

extracts from the speeches of member*; brief
biographical sketches of the members themaud House, a
selves; pictures of the Senate
over the various bills,
of
the
struggles
history
and a statement of the different party posiis an ardent partions and aims. The author
written in a spirit
tisan of Congress, but has
an evident desire to preof candor and with
of history. The book is a thick
sent the truth
handsomely printed and bound, aud
octavo,

with eighteen portraits, engraved
steel, of leading members of the House
aud Senate, most of which aro extremely
good. (Received by Hall L. Davis.)
From the Harpers we have also A Smaller
History of Englandfrom the Earliest Times to
the Year 1862, edited by William Smith, LL.

embellished

on

for

a compact abridgement, useful
whose
or for reading by those
reference,
quick

D.

It is

time and opportunities compel them to be content with bare outlines, dates, and the briefest
statement of important facts. It is freely illustrated with ancient woodcuts. (Received

by

Hall L. Davis.)

cement lor broken engagements.
—Efforts are being made to introduce the
tea plant into California. A box of tea seed

recently received in San Francisco from
Japan. The Agricultural Society of that city

was

has ordered its cultivation.
—“Ma, did folks use to use silver pieceB to
make change when they bought things?”
“Yes, dear; but it was before you were born."
—The Naples .journals record the death
there of a man named Carlo Felice, at the
age of one hundred and five years; he had a
family of twenty sons, one of whom is at pres
ent eighty-three years old. A few months
back the deceased centennarian visited Mount
Vesuvius to witness the eruption.
—At Keith Station, Scotland, two soldiers
in charge ot a deserter fell asleep while waiting for the train. The prisoner took a stroll,
and during his absence the soldiers awoke
and ran for their lives in different directions
in search of the supposed runaway. Subsethe deserter returned to the station to
look for his escort, and had to run after them |
—A book is about to be issued called “Th-e
Corset and Crinoline.” It will consist of a
history oi costume from the earliest to mod-

quently

ern times, and will be embellished with sixty
illustrations.
—On Saturday, the 21st, the St Louis police
seized the forms of tho Joker’s Budget as
they came from the press room, tho newly

printed sheets were taken from the counters
of the news venders, and the editor was takon
en down to the calaboose, and released
$1000 bail. The Budget is a flash paper.
—A rat’s nest, containing an old leather
of several
wallet and the mutilated remains
was fonnd
bank notes of large denomination,
in an old building in First Street, Brooklyn
E. D., on Saturday. On inquiry jit was ascertained that a gentleman residing in an adjoining house in 1852 missed a wallet, containing
it is very
$2500, with valuable papers, and
rat whose nest was fonnd as
the
that
probable

above stated committed the larceny.
—An English gentleman once fell from a
horse and injured his thumb. The pain increasing he was obliged to send for a surgeon.
One day the doctor was unable to visit his patient’ and therefore sent his sou instead.
“Have you visited the Englishman?” said the
father in the evening. “Yes,” replied the
young man, “and I have drawn out a thorn,
which I fonnd to be the chief cause of his ag“I trustony.” “Fool’.’’exclaimed the father,
an en
ed you had more sense: now there is

British Consul in
Ma llr. Calvert, formerly
convicted,of,lefraudConstantinople, has been
at Lloyd ., while in fhat
ing the underwriters
dollars. He has been
city

of sixty

sentenced

thousand

to two

years of penal servitude.

tm
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The Portland and Ogdeusbnrg ISnilrond.
The people of Portland are probably satis-

4

fied that the Portland and Ogdensburg route,
if tbe road can be built, °ffers greater advan-

gatniJay Moraine,

April

1363.^

gyFirst Page to-day—The Greek Relief
Commission; The Great Republican Triumph
in Rhode Island; Recognition of God in the
Constitution; Setting out Trees; The cost of
an Emperor; Recent Publications; Varieties.
Fourth

Page—Through

the Roof.

The rumor that Grant and Butler bare bem Copnt recounlol creites great alar,n
and Cassius
perhead circles. When Brutus
have been ungave up their quarrel it n,ust
and Octavius,
Mark
Antony
to
news
pleasant
though we hope that the present reconcilia-

en

tion will prove an omen of more propitious
events t“au that between the Roman pitriots
did. No doubt it will, coming as it does anrns
a succession of happy events that have made
tha present week remarkable. Whatever may
have been the meiits of the misun-

originally
derstanding

bei ween these two distinguished
There
men, it is time tho hatchet was buried.
the rumor, hut it
may he no truth whatever in
has great antecedent probability in favor ol
Grant is especially distinits correctness.
guished for the magnanimity which he always
and there is
shows towards Ins

subordinates,
his history Bhowing that

he would
be likely to harbor malignant feelings for
a man with
a long series of
years against
whom he had differed on matter of military

nothing in

policy.__
The

Great

correspondence

Cuijilval.— The telegraphic
between President Johnson

and Governor Parsons of Alabama which was
drawn out by the impeachment managers on
Thursday places the Executive in a position of
such gross criminality that there is no wonder
that his counsel winced ai d objected, to its introduction. At the time of that correspondence, Jan. 17tb, 1867, the military reconstruction bills had not passed.
All that was required of the Southern States in order to obtain the right ol representation in Congress

tages than

anv

The

only questions that
of grades and expense.

other.

remain to be settled are
We printed 'ast week a communication addressed to the Argus, and showing that the
heaviest grade in passing the Notch is only 65
ti-ct to the mile, and that all tuat Maine need
trouble herself about is tbe construction cf

that portion of the line between Portland and
the Vermont bo'der. In reply,yesterday s Arfor regus contains a communication too long

publication-making three columns aud a hall
in the Argus—the leading points of which
however we reproduce so that our readers can
follow the entire discussion.
Tbe writer claims,—
1. That when the citizens of Portland voted
to loan the credit of the city to the Portland
aud
Railroad Company, “do one
Ogdeusburg

that it was in contemplation to
line through the Crawford Notch of

suspected

carry a
the White Mountains.”
This is so great an error that we can only
suppose the writer was absent at the timo
when the vote was taken and unfamiliar
with tho discussion which preceded it. Besides, if the Notch ofters the best gateway to
t ie West, why not go through, even if. some
other line hud been in contemplation?
2. It is represented that the amount of aid
authorized by tho act additional to the act of
incorporation, is not all the friends of the
road “desired” to ask.
It is at any rate all they do ask, and that is
all that-the people of Portland are interested
in now. They ask simply that the loan voted
last year he now changed to an investment in
tho stock of the road.
3. We are told that the road “must cost as
much as the average of New England roads,”
and that average, by putting in Massachusetts at $59,764 per mile, is brought up to

$42,832.
This estimate can

published proposal

stand

against the

hardly
a responsible party to
$30,000. It would be in-

of

was to ratily what is known as the 14th constitutional amendment, which disfranchised
no white man, and eniranchised no negro except at the option of the States themselves.

take the cominct at
to know furthermore how far the
Hoosac tunnel has contributed to swell the

Alabama like tho other unrepresented States
had rejected this amendment. The legislature
was still in session, however, and upon representations lrom Washington that upon a reconsideration of the vote by which the amendment was rejected the Representatives ard

It is said that the cost ol 207 miles at
$30,000 a mile would be over six millions, and
Portland should not ho asked to furnish this

Senators from Alab

una

would be

immediately

admitted to Congress, lli-:re was a growing
sentiment in favor of such reconsideration.
Gov. Parsons telegraphed to President Johnson to know if the promises that had been
made with reference to the course Congress
would take cou’d be relied upon. To the question asked Johnson made no reply, but counselled in plain and emphatic language that
the legislature should not recede from its position. Here it was evidently in the power of
the President to have given such advice as
would have insured tho restoration of one of
the States whose exclusion from the Uhiou he
so oiteu and so heartily bewails. Instead of
taking a patriotic and state-manlike course he
deliberately advised that the conditions imposed by Congress be not accepted. No ruler
ever committed a greater crime thau this or

nicely calculated to inflict serious
injury upon his country. It was the evidence
one more

of this crime that the President’s counsel
wanted rejected because “the tenth article ot

impeachment sets

out speeches and not telegrams." That is. Andrew Johnson is to he
permitted to go on defying the will of the
American people and tliwartiug their legally
expressed intentions because, as Mr. Curtis
says, “the tenth article sets out speeches and
not

telegrams.”
Fun iu

Ilie

the examination ol a witness in the Senate on
the preceding day:
Next :anie one Karsner, from Delaware,
whose testimony was very important and at
the same time very ludicrous. He met Gen.
Thomas at the President's levee on Monday
evening, Fob. 24. and congratulated him on
the posit'on to which he had been assigned,
telling him to do his duty and that the eyes
of Delaware were upon him. “The eyes ol
Delaware” falling so quaintly as the phrase did
upon the ears of the Senate and galleries drew
out a laugh in which (he Chief Justice heartily joined. To Karsner's congratulation, Gen.
Thomas replied that the people of his native
State would not be disappointed in him,for he
would certainly do his duty
and kick
that fellow out, unquestionably meaning Secretary Stanton, but mentioning no names.—
Mr. Stanbery now took charge of Karsner, evidently with the purpose ot confusing him and
He commaking him contradict himself.
menced oy putting so many irrelevant questions that the Chief Justice felt constrained to
interfere with an objection and stop «.Ue farce.
Mr. Stanbery then asked the witness whether
he detailed the conversation to any one on the
night of its occurrence. “Yes,” the witness
said, he had. "What was his name inquired
Mr. Stanbery.
Karsner hesitated as though
trying to think of some name of not less than
ten syllables
f unpronouncable Dutch, and
then raised bis head toward the counsel and
with the air of one who had just caught it, at
ter a desperate effort, sa>d it was Smith.
A
poal of laughter followed. The Chief Justice
the
caught
contagion as badly as any one in
the galleries cr ou the floor and laughed so
heartily himself that he was ashamed to call
others to order. The scene was re-euaettd
two minutes later when Mr.
Stanbery asked
what was Smith's first name, aud the witness
replied “it isn't John.” “It isn’t John, but
William” Said he. Air. Stanbery soon disnii-sed this witness; but Gen. Butler bade
K irnser remain in the city as he thought it
mi^ht be nuoe-sary to call on him ag do.
Karsner's testimony seemed to annoy the
Pres den*.*9 counsel, and they will endeavor 10
impeach bis character in order to destroy u>«
effect of his testimony.
Karuser, however,
is *<aid to be a man of integrity. He lives in
Delaware, where he owns a large farm. When
the war broke out he took decided ground in
favor of the Union, and for this he was driven
from his home for some months. His business in Washington, at the time of his conversation with G^n. Thomas, was in connection
with the establishment of a postal route iu the
County of the State in which he resides.

Radical.—The Independent

scorns

to

oc-

female suffcupy any middle ground on
rage. It begins a leading article on the question of questions thus:
The American “White A1 ale Citizen,” who
receives such honorable mention in all our
State constitutions and statute laws, is a thief.
He has robbed both women and negro of their
right of suffrage.
Public sentiment l»as already compelled him to make restitution in
part; chieily to the negro. Public sentiment
is beginning to demand that he should make
restitu!ion also to women.
Alter the trial
of Andrew Johnson shall have been
decided,
we hope the next case on the docket will be
“Woman and the Negro versus the White

Male.”

The Wad Department Safe.—A Washington special dispatch to the New York Post
of yesterday says:
Iu order that Gens. Thomas or Hancock
may not seize upon the War Department
while Secretary Stanton is testifying in the
impeachment case, both these officers will be
summoned at the same time and be kept there
while Stanton is testifying.
Good.—Mr. Gobi win Smith doesn’t like
Disraeli at all. In fact he is perfectly disgusted at bis elevation to the premiership. He lias
letter in which he says among other sharp things: “Once in my life I have felt
the sensation of loyalty. It was when I stood
in the piesenee of Abraham Lincoln. But the
a

illustrious workingman of Illinois had risen
to the height on which he stood by treading
stainlessly the steep path of honor. Air. Disraeli has riseuby a far different raid. His triumph is a triumph over public morality, and
over the self-respect of the nation.”

Gen. Floras, President of Uruguay has
boen murdered at tho capital of that country
Col. Larenzo Cottle, who was previously minister of war has succeeded to the

Presidency.

Politrcnl IVott'n.

The Tribune has the following notice: “Wc
are authorized to say that any Republican who
Is u questionably a iegal voter in Connecticut
and not able to lose the cost of returning
thither to vote can have his fare both ways
paid by oalliug on Charles S. Spencer, Prc-ipeDt of the Central Campaign Club in this
city.
It is anticipated that the evidence
against
President .Tohnsou will all be presented to-

day.

-tie Tribune lias the
following double-leaded
editorial: “We have assurances from Washington lhat Gencr;'] Grant finds it not incon-

sistent With his duties
it

as a

soldier to announce
the only hope
for

his opinion that
pe ice is in the pending impeachment trial. He
feels that Ihe national securily demands the
removal of the President. If the trial should
fail ihe people can only expect more
assumptions of power and more determined resistance
as

ta aw.

Wheu the General of

our armies enconviction there is no reason for
°nbt a8to the
duty of the Senate. The loyal
tl'ani,s t'le president’s removal.”

tertains this

nV,l'\-'
too

,',W ^"'k

result of

World's announcement <f

tv.*
*

t»«

T

Rhode Island election is
marvelously concis*
r.
It
gives the vote—no
r.
It
is

strange

more.

journal,

ard

one

so

n.°

enterPns'nS a
1
etail>

given
D' ss °
should dismiss the matter in
Toe new constitution of
Michigan'
adoption of which the people of that

11!-

feiT”
vote Monday provides for impartial
suffrl^1
Post thinks the
The
Chicago

Massachusetts average.
4.

amount.

But Portland is not asked to do anything of
the kind. SLe is ODly asked to help build the
line to Dalton which is no farther from Portlaud than Canaan on the proposed Rutland
line. If she can do the one she can do the
other.
5. Tho Ogdensburg road is described as “a
line which scales barren mountains to reach

country ol limited resources without any
great city lor its terminus.”
a

The West has not hitherto been supposed to
be a country of limited resources nor Chicago
a contemptibly small city.
6. It is said to bo “as idle for Portland to
seek to divert Western freight from Montreal
by building a new railroad to Ogdensburg, as
it was for Boston to attempt it and fail fifteen
years ago.”
But Ogdensburg with tho Niagara sbipcaDal
will be a very different place from Ogdensburg
without it. The Welland canal, 28 miles long
and

deep, is not the outlet which
the produce of tho West, annually increasing
aud immensely exceeding all that was dream-

Democrats

ouggt to nominate Morrisseyfor President, not
because he is the most fit, but htcauso ho has
flV* the most.

only

9 feet

ed of fifteen years ago, needs and must have.
7. We are told that it is “simply absurd”
fir tho people of Northern New York to build
a railroad along tho Ontario shore from Oswego to he Niagara river, “competing with the
New York canals and the New York Central
railroad.”

their own affair. \Ve pave published
accounts of the progress of the undertaking from time to time, and it is understood
that tlio money has been raised.
It may be
T

Impeachment Court*
The New York Tribune's special of Thursday gives the lollcwing amusing account of

published

teresting

hat

is

absurd, hut

it is

There are

a

some

fact.
further

paragraphs

repre-

ing the merit of the Rutland project, so
far as it would tend to draw in a portion of the
local traffic of New Hampshire and Ve-mont
a*'d defending the management of the Grand
Trunk line. With these points we have at
this time nothing to do. The merits of the
Rutland line, as an independent enterprise,
we cheerfully acknowledge; but it does not
appear alter a careful examinator, of all
that has been said on both sides, that its
claim to rival tho Ogdensburg route can be

successfully maintained. It will

cost

just

as

much and will not do lor Portland a tithe of
what the Ogdensburg lino promises. The
iriends of the Ogdensburg rouie inform the
public that the money is raised to build tho
Ontario Shore road, that the towns in Verare taking stock in the liDe from Dalton
Rouse's Point, that tho grade through the
Notch will nowhere exceed C5 feet to the mile

mont
to

as

they

are

essur$( by competent engineers,

and publish a proposal to contract for
the whole
line from
Portland to Dalton at $30,000 a mile.
It
is
not a
satisfactory reply to these statements to
Ontario Shore
say that tho idea of an
road is absurd, that Portland ought not to he
asked to build the line through Vermont, that
the 63 feet grade lea-ls over barren mountains
to a country without resources, and that the
road must cost nearly $43,000 a mile. Facts
are

not to

The Lamoille Valley Railroad.

.Hr.

neuuee

is

a

memoer of the State

Senate aud a gentleman of
large influence:

character and

Dear Sir,—To-day I received a copy of the
Portland Press, and iti reading an articlo relative to the Portland aud Ogdensburg railroad I noticed that some of your people entertained rather a poor opinion of our beautiful
Lamoille valley and the country through
tvhich it is imposed to have the road pass. I
hope this opinion with your people is within
narrow limits;
aud for the information of
yourself and any others who may inquire,
allow me (voluntarily) to give you some facts
and statistics.
First. The road will pass through seventeen
of the best and most wealthy towns on an average in Vermont.
Second. These towns are all well sett ed
and the people are wealthy and industrious.
Third. Iu all these towns with one or two
exceptions there are extensive water privileges
and many of them occupied to some extent.
Fourth. The road when built will be fed anJ
puuported by sixteen other mostly large
and wealthy towns.
Filth. Tne population of the 33 towos is in
round numbers 52 000 and the valuation of
these towns is about $14,000,000.
S xih. These towns aud individuals living
in them will subscri e for the stock of this
aoad at the least calculation to the amount of
$1,600,000, aud 1 think more, and a great share
of this—say $1,200,000 is already the same
.as
raised or pledged.
Seventh. No town that has voted as yet has
refused to give her aid. Thus far the towns
have voted aid as follows:

Lunenburgh,

...

Concord,
St.

...

Johnsbury,

Danville,
Greensboro,
Hardwick,
Wolcott,
Morristown,

Hyde Park,
Johnson,
Sheldon,

$50 000
100,000
225,000
100 000

...

....

18,000
60,000
27, 00
65.000

50,000
....

....

Elmore,

...

50 000
50,000

8,000

still at work, and many other towns
are to have meetings within the next twenty
I
and
have no doubt all will give aid in
Jays,
the same proportion.
Thu books lor individual subscriptions will
be opened at this end of the line immediately,
and considerable will he realized from that
source. Every inch of this whole section is
alive to tliis enti rprise, aud it is confidently
believed that the investment will be a safe and
remunerative one.
All ihtse towns are much nearer Portland
than Boston, and on an average will be seventy-five miles nearer when this roau.is completed. Tho average dislaoce ot these towns
from any railroad is fifteen miles, and many
of them are from twenty to
thirty miles disWe

are

tant.

Had I time T could give
you much more information, but peihups iL is not necessary so
to do.
In addition to the thirty-three towns spoken
of above, whose entire trade would naturally

and almost necessarily come to Portland, theie
is a large number of towns more remote from
the line, fiom which Portland would draw a
It is believed that
rery considerable trade.
his road would secure to Portland the trade
>f very nearly oue third of Vermont.
The list of subscriptions shows that the Vcrdetermined to do their part,
md we learn that in Lunenburg, Concord and
Jt. JohnsbnryJ large individual subscriptions
^ i.avc already ben secured in addition to the
nont

people

are

1375,000 voted by the

towns.

It appears that the allied powers of which
i-azil is the leading nation have at last
min 'd a substantial victory over Paraguay
Hie Fociress of Humailta has been passed,
iud important
made. There were

captures

?reat rejoicings in B o Janeiro on aceount of
the victory on the 11th ult.
—The English are
talking of forming co-operative societies for die purpose of reading

Browning s forthcoming poem, which is promised to be twice as long as the Iliad and quite
as much Greek to the readers.
A thick neck is generally considered an
ot
evidence
strong animal propensities.
Heuco it is with fear and trembling for the future of a sister city that we read the anuouceniem: “Boston Neck is to he widened.” BeKarlea morally, Boston Neck was long since
stiffened—Commercial Advertiser.
—

Intelligence.

—The new Free Baptist church of Lewiston
colony from the Main street chnrch. have tendered a unanimous call to the Bev. J. S. Burto become their pasgess of Harrisburg, Penn,
a

tor.
—Sermons commemorative of the life and
character of the Bev. Dr. Shepard weie
preached in the Central and Hammond street
churches in Bangor last Sunday morning.—
The Mirror of this week publishes a communication sent to that paper by Prof. Shepard
the Saturday previous to his death ou Monday mo- ning. It is entitled “A Plea for the
Education Society,” and is the first of a series which Pro!. Shepard
to furnish

proposed

to Hie Mirror.
—The list of revivals in churches of
denominations, all over the country,
come so largo, and is receiving such
additions, that we have not space to

various
has be-

particularize in regard to them. The Independent
ot last week reports 10,940 conversions, since
its last repott, 11,000 of them among the Methodist; and for this week the same paper reports 7,700. Of these, about 1,100 are in Congregational churches, over 1,100 among the
Presbyterians, as many among the Baptists,
and 1,500 among the United Brethren.

—The next General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, which will be, we believe, the eleventh quadrennial meeting of the
body, is to begin its sessions on the first of
May in Chicago. It will be continued for
some three weeks, and will be of unusual interest to the denomination.
The question of
Lay-representation will he one of the topics of

discussion, and the subject of the reconstruction of this chnrch in the South, will be another. It will probably be thought necessary
to elect several new 'Bishops, the lime now

existing being inadequate to fulfill the arduous duties of their office in the rapidly extending bounderies

of the church.
—The twentieth anniversary of the advent
of modern Spiritualism was commemorated
in many places throughout the country on the
31st ult. Iu Boston there was an exhibition of
the children’s Progressive Lyceums, a procession with banners, a meeting in the Music
Hall in the evening, at d much pleasant festivity. In St. Louis the ceremonies consisted
of an address by Miss Elvira Wbeelock, one
of their most popular lecturers, iu which she
gave a history of the Bochester knockiugs,
and similar phenomena, briefly sketching the

growth and progress of their religion, and
claiming that they had gained in this country
four million believers.
—An English paper remarks upon the singular fact that the tour great and most ancient
over

spiritual authorities seem about to expire, or
be sw.-pt away by events. The present Grand
Lama of Thibet, the religious head of many
millions of people, is the last in that order of
priesthood by ancient prescription aud prophecy, the last incarnation of the Deity, as a
Thibetan theologian would say. The Mikado

spiritual

of Japan, the

head of the great Japis also uear the end of his reign,
political disturbance seeming to have struck a
fatal blow to the Mikado-hip. The Sultan of
Turkey, the Head of Islam, cannot, it seems
probable, much longer maiutain himself in
Constantinople; and will scarcely he regarded
anese

as

en

the

p’re,

people

when he

reign in the Bosphorus.

Finally

spiritual

ceases to

chief of his

the 1’ope, Italians think, will not much longer
be Pope of Borne; when PiusIX. dies a new
state ot things wdl begin.
—The Medical Missionary Society of Edinburgh is engaged in training and sending out
physicians as foreign missionaries. They find
that healing the bodies of the heathen is the
best means of getting a hearing for those
truths by which they hope to heal souls.
—In accordance with the announcement
UIUUC
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and comes to us this week,
a quarto of the same size as the Congregationalism neatly printed, with a new heading and,
presenting an altogether attractive appearhas been

enlarged,

With the additional sp^ee we perceive
an added variety in its contents, and the paper, which is arnoDg the best of our religious
ance.

to be entering on a new
lease of life and a new career of prosperity.
—Rey. B. F. Abbott, who has been for some
time pastor of the Unitarian Church at Dover,
N. H., has concluded bis ministry with that
parish and, as it appears, with that denomination. In his farewell discourse, as reported,

exchanges,

New Advertisements Ibis Bav
ENTERTAINMENT OOT.rWN.

City Ha’l—Eas'er Monday Ball.
Lecture by Gen. Neal Dow.
Readings oy Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.
SEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
ore—Lee & Stebbina.

Cigar

seems

be classed Christianity as one among many
religions, each of which is partly true and
partly false, while pure Theism being the universal essence of all religious, is greater and
He distinctly retruer than all of them.
nounced all claim to the title of Unitarian or
Christian, asking to be henceforth known only as a Theist. Jesus be believed to have been
a Theist, and Christianity a perversion of Theism. The Morning Star, (Baptist,) says Mr.
Abbott is a young man possessing superior
mental endowments.
His position has at
least the merit of boldness and honesty.
Variations of Temperature.—Tbe New
York Post lias the following dispatch dated
Cisco,California,April 2d :“Greetings to all from
the summit ol tbe Sierra Nevada, six thousand
Pet high.

We left the flowers in bloom this
morning, and are sleigh riding this afternoon
on snow ten feet Jeep on a level.”

—

Weston, tbe pedestrian, is endeavoring to
attract public attenti >n again. Yesterday afternoon be started from a point about ten
miles beyond Erie, Pa., to walk to Buffalo in
24 boars, the distance being one hundred
miles.
The Treaty with Germany.—A dispatch
from Berlin, dated April 2ud says that the
North German Parliament has passed to final
reading tbe bill carrying into effect tbe naturalizition treaty with the United States. The
Polish members dissented. Prime minister

always

be

—“Historicus,” who is much derided by all
tbe London papers except tbe Times, has a rival In “Hystericus” of tbe Pall Mall Gazette.
State News.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNNY.

We learn from tbe Lewiston Journal that
Mr. Hodgkins who lost his right arm in a
sawmill in tbat city a few days since, is lying
in almost helpless circumstances.
He is a
soldier veteran. He lost a child a few days before bis arm was amputated. The G. A. R.
propose to institute deserved measures for his
relief.
The Journal says the ice in the Androscjggin river below t'ie bridge ha3 disappeared,
with theexception of a small quantity jammed
from shore to shore opposite the Continental
mill.
The Lewiston Post Grand Army of the Republic now numbers 105 members. At their
last meeting ten new members were received.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The town of Brunswick has voted to allow
firemen fifty cents per hour for services at
fires, and twenty-five cents per hour at meet-

ings.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

The proposition made by the Trustees of the
Hallowell Academy relative to uniting tbe
Academy and High School, has been accepted
by the city authorities. The Superintending
School Committee, in accordance with instructions, have completed all the necessary
arrangements with the Trustees, and accordingly the next term of the the High School
will he held in tbe Academy building.
KNOX COUNTY.

The Rockland Gazette states that an individual wishing to dispose of bis interest in a
small vessel running as a packet between
that city and Deer Island, sold it in small
parts to varioas citizens there, giving a hill of
sale in each ease. This seemed at tile time a
correct transaction, but the buyers have since
discovered that the fractional parts disposed
ol to them make, when summed up, a much
larger total than the whole interest owned by
the seller!
Twenty-six divorces were granted by Judge
Dickerson at the recent term of the Supreme
Court in Knox county!
OXFORD COUNTY.

Fourteen divorces were granted at the recent session of the S. J. Court for Oxford
county.
A cliild of John Cooper, of Albany, was
sc tided to death in a shocking manner about
two weens ago. It either pulled a kettle of
hot water from the stove on to itself, or tell into the water tn such a manner as to literally
cook the lower jjart of its body.
PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

We learn from the Bangor Whig that the
late Caleb Billings of that city bequeathed
81000 to the Orphan Asylum, $1000to the Theological Seminary and $500 to the Hammond
Stieet Church; in the language of the will
‘‘to be considered as a gift from my mother.”
Martin Snell, of La
Grange, came near being killed by a kick received from a sick horse
he

was

straining them

—

exercising.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The Clarion says the factory of C. M. Bailey, Esq., in Skowhegan, employs fort.v-five
workmen and turns out 400 pieces of 25 yards
each, worth from 40 to 50 cents a yard.
Twenty-five libels for divorce were entered
at the lecent term of tlio Supreme Judicial
Court for Somerset county.
The Clarion says the sugar “crop” in that
vicinity is reported as being equal to that of
the two past years. Mr. Oakes gathered 40
barrels of sap from 700 trees last Friday. Mr.
Antiil has already made 50 gallons of syrup
from 200 trees. There has not been so good a
season lor many yeais.
The Clarion says a very spirited trot came
off on the ice last Tuesday between the stallion
known as the Brackett horse, owned by S. H.
Jacobs, and Polly Perkins, owned by G. S.
Hill, for a purse of $50. The stallion won In
three straight heats. Time not known.

or

selling

Superior Court of New York for an injunction
restraining the Union Company from bringing
an action against them. No notice was
given
to the defendants; no defence was therefore
made, and hence the petition was allowed.

Daily and Maine Stale Press
obtained at the Periodical Depots ot Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Coles wort by and
Chisholm Bros., at Boston Depot, and on the irain of
G. M. Curti>, and at Po« tland & RochesicrDepot.
Ai Biddeford, of Pillsbury Bros.
At Saco of J, S. Locke.
At Brunswick, of W. R. Fields.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham ot News Agent.
At BatbolJ. O Sli *w.
Agents Wanted—J. T. Lloyd.
be

Hotel

manufacturing

_SPECIAL

The Portland

BY

Proprietors.

Hotel proprietors who are subscribers to tbc
Press, or who become so by sending their
Dames and the pay for one year’s subscription
to the office, can have their name, the name
and loca ion ot their hotel published in the
Press under the head ot Hotel Directory
once a week, during the continuance ot their
subscription without charge.

IS usinetsfi

Daily

Dickens bought his cigars while here oi
Crosman & Co.

Religious Notices.

Children wake up in the night and cry for
Dr. Hendrick’s Bitters. Loring, Druggist, pro"

prietor.

New Jerusalem Society.—The sei vices of the
New Jerusalem Society will be held in the library
Room of Mechanics'
to-morrow morning, at 10$
o'clock. Sermon by Rev. Mr. Hayden, on Jesus riding into Jerusalem ou the colt. Math. 21, 6.
Newbury Street Church—There will be services at the Newbury Street Church to-morrow (Sunday) at 10$ A. M., and 3 P. M. Sabbath school Concert at 7 r. M. Preaching by Rev. Dr. Pennington.
Ail are invited.
St. Lawrence Street Church.—Rev. P. Thurston will preach at the St. Lawrence street Church to-

The best oi oysters are being opened atTimmous & Hawes’, Market Square. Do not fail
to get your supply for Sunday.

ftall,

Atwood, at his saloon on Centre street, is
daily receiving, fresh from the beds, prime oysters

mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—There will be
services at the Mountfort Street Church to-morrow
(Sunday) at the usual hours. Preaching by Rev.
John T. Havslett. -abbath School at close oi the
altera ion service. All are invited.
Second Universalist Church, near the corner
of Congress and Locust streets. Sabbath School in
the forenoon. Afternoon, a diseour-e will be delivered by the pastor in reference to the building a new
church. All interested arc i.ivifed to attend

S.

AUTHOR OF

Exchans« Street.

April

w,

l sn

T & s lw*

C. II- HALL Sc

are

carpeted,

first floor.

LEWIS RICE & SON, Proprietors.
ib4-eod3m

1,1868.

Republic,”

McFarland,

Tilton

Desire to call the attention to the fact that

New Clothing Store.—Messrs. Lewis &
Nash have taken tho store formerly occupied
by Charles McCarthy, 179 Fore street, and
put in a large and well assorted stock of

ary wretch,” or in any way a disreputable
character. On the contrarv it believes most
profoundly in the generosity of his heart and
the greatness ot his intellect. Since Monday
night we have conversed with a large number
of persons who heard him on that occasion,
and we find that they almost universally feel
a deep regret that they may not hope to see
him again. One of our most prominent citizeus, whose hearty admiration for the great
author would not he likely to impair his judgment in relation to the matter, is of the opin-

clothing and gentlemen’s turnishing goods.
This is a good location and we hope this enterprising firm will get a juBt proportion of the
public patronage.

Something New forT?>jrtland.—We have
had accounts of the moving of brick buildings
in Boston and New York, and sometimes for

distances,

hut this thing was never attempted here until this week, when Mr.
Nehemiah Curtis of this city, has been engaged in moving the two story brick house, No. l(i
Free street, and tho L with it.
He has succeeded in sliding it about twenty feet without
even jarring the plastering.
Mr. W. T. Kilborn is to erect a store on the lot made vacant,
which is to be thirty feet wide.
In this case
they left the cellar, but we shouldn’t be surprised at any time, to hear of the successful removal—with some brick building—of the cellar, together with the well, cistern, &c.
OUR -NEW Motel.—-the liostou Post says
“when Messrs. Barnsey & Wheeler get into
their new house in Portland, the hotels in
Boston will have to brush up to keep abreast
of their rivals down east.” Well they might

give

this caution, for with the surrounding attractions that nature give Portland, and the
beautiful drives and places of interest within,
it must become a iavorite resort for travelers
in summer at least, and when we get the new
opera house, this with our lectures and other
entertainments, will be of sufficient interest to
enable a traveler to spend a week with us in
winter as pleasantly as elsewhere.

Didn’t Pay.—Two young ladies, who

were

making themselves conspicuous by riding up
and down Congress street with a stable team
yes'erday afternoon, ran into a jigger, and the
consequences were, the carriage was tipped
over, they were thrown out, and both slightly
injured. The carriage was considerably damaged. They were driving at such speed that
the driver oi the jigger could not get his team
cut of the wav, and the young ladies seemed to
think themselves of sufficient importarce to
have the street cleared for them, but the jigger
seemed to have got the best of it in this case.
Arrest.—One Charles Fields or Charles
Coombs, of Lewiston, was brought to this city
yesterday by a York Co Officer, charged with
taking a team some weeks ago, in Lewiston
and running away with it. He says ho was
an a “time” at the time, and gives no account
if the disposition of the property, which has
not been recovered yet, but it is supposed tole
somewhere in New Hampshire.
The police
jay ho was hete some two years ago under
jimilar circumstances, except at that time he
hurt by being thrown out oi the carriage.
He will be taken to Lewiston for trial.
was

Eaton Sciiool.—The advertisement of this
popular Family and Day School, at Norridge-

wjck, may be found iu another column.

The
School has been for twelve years past in a
dourishing condition under its present teachers. It is located in one of the
pleasantest
tillages in the Stato, where scholars are not
surrounded by the influences that in larger
ilaces tend to uraw them away. It is intended to be second to none oi the kind.

Portland,

Me. is the most
prosperous town
the seaboard north or east of New York.—
It bids fair to rival Boston, at no distant
day.
—Newburyport Herald.
“The course of empire” is
tending slightly
n this direction certainly.
With the opening
if d'rect railroad communication with the
West, Portland will grow in .commercial imon

rapidly as to astonish
tfewburyport contemporary.
portance

so

even

(and who has not?) should by all

and on the southerly corner of Pine and Vaujhan streets—174 feet ou Pine and 100 feet on
Vaughan street. It adjoins the grounds of
Hon. J. B. Brown, and is a most desirable siturtion for dwelling houses.

PosTAGE.-Th^Tpustage

Canadian
on letters from the United States to
any part of the
Dominion, has been reduced to six cents if

pre-paid, the postage

a

article
wjs ever tried by so many
They elevate the depressed and give

no

strength to the weak.
Magnolia Water.—A delightful toilet article—superior to Cologue, ant at half the

price.

apr4eod&w2w

A Distressing Complaint.—X have been
afflicted with Catarrh tor many years. The

My

sense

from my nose and heaif was terrible.
of smolling had left me, and in fact

my whole system bad become so much impaired that X had about given up all hope of recovery. I tried all manner of remedies and

nothing helped

in the slightest degree. I
also consulted with skillful physicians, and
me

they pronounced my

case incurable.
Hearing
Kennedy’s “Permanent Core for
Catarrh,” I procured a package, and in six

of Dr

weeks it entirely cured me of this horrible disH.I. Rubles, Auburn, N. Y.
ease.
On the 7th day of November, 1837, personal-

ly appeared before me, Hiram I. Rublee, to me
well known as a respectable citizen of the city

Auburn, and being by me duly sworn,
the foregoing statement is truo in every
of

says

parHorace T. Cook,
Justice ot the l’eace, Auburn, N. Y.
This remedy is sold by all druggists. Demas
Barnes & Co., General Agents, 21 X’ark Row,
N. Y.
daprlwapr!)
ticular.

Arrival*

KiZotel

E R Perkins, Bangor
H B TiHson, Vienna
S R Benson, Boston
L B Phillips, do
W F Hurlourt, Scarboro
E M Norton, Saco
vV Colly, Gray
J M Peck, M une
J S Colby, Chelsea
H TManslielu,Farming’n

L M Nason, Batli
E J Hanson, do
J o Broods, Yarmouth
H Jackson, Maine
E G Mullen, Ltiddef »rd
S J McDonald, Salem
E W Benson, Monmouth
B A Norton, Thomaston
R D Kalor, Medford
S W Fuller, Meredith

COMMERCIAL HOUSE.

Miss Earnest, Halifax
MrB Williams, Biddeford
D W Lambert, Maine
C N Dixon & f, Boston
E F Por'er, Kenuebunk
E H Ford, Maine
C W Slade, Boston
S D Ilobson, Is Pond
G L Warren, Sacca appa B F Fenwick, do
J A Lord & w, KennebuukS G Phillips, do
Mrs Wyman & c, Cnelsea G O Folsom,
do
E Earl,
do
W S Harvey, St John
J E Miller, Few York
W H Blood,
do
A Uintnan, Westbrook
D Davies,
do
W R fisher,
<o
orMStevens, do
H B Means, rreeport
A C Treadwell, Rockland
N
J now Jr, Rumiord,
C
Mason, Lew sion
do
S D Harr-son, N H.
C Q Hashed,
A
Mrs
D
Rice, Bangor
Stanley, Purler
W P Hood, Boston
J A Briggs, Freeport
F B Maiden, Ba gor
C E*Bagiey, Both we J
C Den b in Jr, Boston
F Stearns, N > Conway
s B Tuomas
B P Philbrook, Ossipeo
do
M N
J H Weaver, rrovidence
Porter
F Jackson, Newburyporl L E Cross,
do
F A Stiinps u,N York

Stanley,

HOTEL.

CITY

M H Murphy, Boston
J E May,
do
do
8
Ridley,

M^s Morrill, Skowhegan
B Lana >ec, Baldwin

C C Smi.h, Soulhiield

do

CRice,

C M D.ivenpo. t, no
L Fitch. Sebngo
R Dunham, Westbrook

do
»'A Roberts,
J A Hoyt, Georgetown
T K Abbott, Lotted
<J Kingsley, Worcester
w it
Ring e, Au msta
J T Mayer, Montreal
L Howard, I Un is

T Ayer, Bethtl
II Par er, Boston
C

Rich,

do
do

S Lang.
E

1

RATES

FIRST

U.

‘

G Bachelder, Boston

K G NicKerson, do
J s T rr,
do
P Fo d,
do
JAB mghan,
do
A F Paine,
do
Capt Tils u, England
E W trench, Eastp-ut
J D Yerring&on, N York
w G Arnton, Montreal
Mr Jaqu< a & w, do
'J J ( a e, Baltimore

T Dann,

do

D H Bea'tie, Vermont
Mr Rie l & 1, Montreal
E A Whi elioad & 1, do
do
M-s Ried,
do
R Fawcett,
a Shrapnel,
do
J3 Shrapnel,
do
W Hogan, «ath
WFli .wes, SS N Scotian
Miss Hamilton, S«co
Li C Nathan, New York
D Ry-n, Hell Gale
W li C
try, Houlton
H F Todd, St Stephen
J L Leeds, New York
do
L A James,
A ltipley & s, Washing’n
A OT H.-S:

UAL

»

t>i ^<1? MSmKI i H

is ten
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Choice Fruits and &2>ice3 /

Has been received here, in the state in which it is
lor analysis.
sold in the market,
It was found to be an excellent, matured Elderwith the choicest
favorably
berry Wine, comparing
samples of‘‘Sambuci Wine,” and containing even
more more of the acid salts, astringent and valuab e
qualities of the berry, than that wine does.
it has the best prwpertiesot Port Wine, without Its
intox eating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverage, ii should replace the imported wines.
—

RespeetiUlly,

a. A. HAYES,
20 State Street, Boston, I
15th Aug.. 1867.
)

purity, delicious flvvors,
STRENGTH AND GREAT ECONOMY,
are attracting a trad-; from lovers of CHOICE flavors which is w-thout a parallel.
Their treat success is because they are the true
rich flavors qf the fruit 8 a,id spices cf remarkable
strength.

Ex-Gov.
says: ‘My
flavoring

D

James Y. Smith, ot Providence, R. I..
w fo pionomue® them
superior to any

she lias ever used.”
extracts
Wm, a. Buckingham, of
Ex-^oy.
sa\s:
‘Tor a

Connecticut.

l*>ng lime we have used them, and
fine,”
Holland, (Timothy Titcnmh) author of

find them very
*)r*

jents.

Active work has commenced on the new
Post Office, and the progression on this firm
Jtructure will now be rapid.

Katrina,

«v..,

the

wed-known anlhor

dc. >.]*Lass.,'say's: “They
vicinity.”

are

Dealers «reble their sales
Sold m Portland, Me.,

o

Springthis

the standard in
%

with them.

by

siDgle case before his Honor, Judge
Kingsbury, yesterday morning.
Not

a

M. D. State iftsayer.

S. DANA HAYES, Chemist

attended

That has

Success

Great

introduction

our

of

CALIFORNIAWIHES
induced unprincipled parties to flood the market
with Wines pretending to be pure California Wines,
Purchasers ate notified that our house has been officially indorsed by the California Wine Growers’
Association. By ordering our Wines they may be
certain of getting the best.
PERKINS, STERN & CO.,
108 Tremout St.
apr4-SN S&W Tw
Has

HALL’S
/EGF.TABLE SICILIAN

HAIR
Reston

i.

e oest article ever Known

Gray Hair to

its

to

Origiral Youthful

0'1'r,
It will prevent the Hair
Makes the Hair smooth
stain the skin

Our Treatise

as

from falling out.
and gloBsj, and does not

others I

the Hair sent tree by mail.
Beware of the numerous preparations which are
sold upon our reputation.
R.P. HALL & CO.. Nashua N. H.,Proprietors.
£*^~For sale by all druggists.
eod&weowlmsn
April 1.
on

Marriage and

<

elibacy.

An Essay for Young Men on the crime ot solitude,
and the Diseases and Abuses which create impediments to marriage, with sure means ot rebet.
Sent
in se iled envelopes, free ot charge. Address, Dr J.
SKILT.IN
HOUGHTON, Howard Association,
sk d&w3m
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Confessions a/id experience oi
an Invalid.
w'or the benefit, and as a CAUTION

PUBLISHED

TO YOUNG MEN and others, who sutler from
Nervous debility, Pr nature Decay ot Manhood,
Ac., supply in if The Means r.* Self-Cuire. Written by
one wh»c ired himself, and sent tree on
receiving a
pO't-paid directed envelope. Address NATHANIEL vi AYFAIR, Brooklyn, N. Y. Also irce, by the
same publisher, a circular of D aISY SWAIN, the
great Po^-m of the

“
Buy HI#*, and 1*11 do yon €«oodDR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS in every instance prove this mot»o true.
Thpy do good
to every one who use* them for Jaiudice, Headache,
Costiveuens, Liver Complaints, Humors, imp-ire or
Bad Blood, General Deb lity,and all Bilious Diseases.
GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO.,

Boston, and all Druggists.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only tr le and perfect Dve—Hirmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No dlsapp dmmenr. No ridiculous

tints. Remedies the ill effects oi Bad Dves Invigorates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful black or
brown. S >ld by all Druggists and Perfumers: and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 14 Bond
street, New York.
janliasdly

l

Come at Last l

Wine.

Berry

We Like pleasure ln announcing that the above
named article may be found tor sale by all city
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.'
As a Medicine Mains* Wine Is invaluable, being
among the best. If not the best, remedy for colds and
complaints,manufactured from the pure
nice of the berry, and unadulterated by any impure
ingredient, we can heartily recommended it to the
Sick a8 MEDICINE.

fmliuonary

“To the days ot the aged it ad leth length,
To the mighty it addeth strength,’*
M*is a balm lor the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and GrocerB buy and sell
27

sn

Nova Scotian.Portland... .Liverpool_April
City ot Boston.... New York Liverpool... .April
Caledonia.New York. Glasgow
April
Virgo.New York. .Vera Cruz.. April
Europe.New York. .Havre
April
Celia.New York..London
April
Borussia.New York. .Hamburg.. .April
Pereire.New York..Havre
April
San Francisco.New York.. Nicaiagua... April
C'itv Washington. ..New York. .Liverpool... .April
Olumbia.New York. .Havana
April
Star.New York.

^AML.CIIADWICK,^ Market square,
And by all dealers in choice flavor*.

6mlawsn

.Nicaragua...

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
7
April 7

Most Popular Medicine in the World
HENDRICK’S

Restorative

Friday, April 3.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Diiigo, Johnson. New York.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
via Fas. port for Boston.
Barque St Jago, (oi Portland) Loud, Matanzas,

11uable Roo's and Herbs. the who e forming a most
effectual Tonic, beautiful A puetizer, and grateful Stimulant, imparting tone to ihc Stomach and

v

'treugth

Medicine is
ot

Vitaliiy,

DISASTERS.
barque Jessie, at New York from Buenos Ayres
reports, 28lh n't, Iar37, Ion 74 2', spoke the brig
••Hornet,” ot Portland, [probably Harriet,] trom Matanzas lor Baltimore, with loss ot ail her sails, except two topgallant .-ails, and rudder sprung, bavinz
ha 1 very heavy weather tor the last ten days, needed

no assistance.
Sch «) A Farnsworth, at New York trom Demarara
had a he ivy gale 21st»»It and carried away bobstn> s,
head gear, and m;iiu shrouds.
Ship Samoset at San Francisco 4lh ult from Piiila
delphia. leports lat S’J 30 S. Ion 50 W, had a hurri
cane which las'ed lo hours; was thrown on her beam
ends and sluf.ed cargo.
Ship K nztisher, at San Francisco 7 h ult from
Honz Kong, reports, Feb 15, had a cyclone which
lasted twelve hours, three hours ot which the ship
was buried and the sea making a clean breach over
her, staving alter hatchbouse, &c.
Sell Addie M Bird. Merrill. trom Matanzas tor
Philadelphia, pat into Norfolk 31st ult, with loss ol

a

NERVE TONIC.
the

It

stops the

Nerves, and quieuy
refutes the system. Sleeplessness, Irritability,
rjoroot Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Con
•lipa ion, local Weakness, fnu a general Tailing of
the mental and bodily functions, are tliecommon In-

dication ot Nervous Disease.
Dodd’s Nervine and
Invi_orator is a complete specific tor all troub.es._
[t is also the best, as it is also the most agreeable,

Remedy for Female Complaints
oft-reil to the public.
Piostration
Hvsterin—retain*), excessive, irregu ar
menses—j iehl to its magic power.
57er

TO

ol Strength.
and painflil

MOTHERS.

Mothers! we also commend the NERVINE tor use
in the diseases which alliiet children while
Teething
as certain to sS .M quick and grateful relief.
Tie
impelling syrups, of wlti.h Opium is tlio princinal
are
ingredient,
dangerous to life, impair the mhctions of
lie stomach and bowels, and actually
impede the healthy growth of tour offspring. To
sure W,nd Colic, regulate the bowels
Bmlen the
turns and relieve pain, the NERVINE will always
ae lound safe and efficient.

Won’t Use

Anything:

Else!

Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
ooisonons ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.
Price One Dollar per bottle
IL B, STOKER & CO., Proprietors,
No. <5 Fulton Street, New York.
W. F. Phillip'* & Co Wholesale Agents lor Maine.
October 16, 1«S67. W&Sly
IVlotli Patches, Freckles and Tan*
The only reliable remedy for those brown discoloritious on fl:o lace is "Perry's Moth and Freckle Lo'ion.” Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, 49 Bond
5t., New York. hold everywhere. mar2id&w6msN
~

MARRIED.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO— Ar 7th ult, ship Kingfisher,
Gibbons, Bong Kong.
Ar 8ih ult, ship Eldorado, Plummer, Nanaimo.
LAV ACC A—In port *3d ult, sch Frank Walter,
Corson, trom New York. disg.
NEW CHILEANS—Below 27th ult, brig Lizabel,
Faun.), trom Cie.Juegos.
Ar 28ih ship Expounder. Irvine, Havre.
Cld SHli, sch J Lymburner, Orcutt. New York.
At SW Pas* 29tli, ships Union, Austin, from Liverpool; Arcturus, Nason, do; brig It B Gove, Iron

Boston.
MOBILE—Ar 27th, scb Joseph Warren, Wiley,
Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 1st Inst, brig Webster Kelley
Hask nl, Boston.
Ar 29'h ult, brig J A Devereux, Smith. Boston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar29th ult. schs Pavilion,
Parker. Bucksprt; Maryland, Green, Boston.
Cld 30th, sch Sarah N Smith, Williams, Boston.
NOUfOiiK—Ar 3ist, sch Audi; M Bird, Merrill,
Matanzas tor Philadelphia.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3lst, brig Edith, Oliver, from
Rio Janeiro.
Cld 31s% sch Annawan, Kimball, Curac a.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, biig George E Dale,
Pierce, Maianzas; sch Charles Comery, Kuhn, trom

id 1st, barque Ada Gray, Davis, Antwerp; brig
Cbas Mil er. Brewer, B< ston.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st. schs C A Farnsworth, Sawder, Demerara: i^eo II Mills, Newton, Wilmington;
Louis Wa sh, Robbins, New Haven; Minnie Cobb
Ingraham, New London; Eldorado, Brewer, Po.t
land
Cld 2d, barque Wm E Anderson, Drummond, lor
St Jago; brigs E A Carver, Sylvester, and Antelope,
Kumball. Havana: schs Alire
Keene. Robinson,
Asp nwall; W D Thomas, Winsmorc, Philadelphia,

Nellie Treat, Trim, Bueksville, SC; couis Walsh,
Robbins Bath: E DeHart, Low, New Haven.
NEW LONDON—Sid 1st inst, Br brig Nazarcne,
Murphy, (trom Ci.ntuegos) tor Portland.
NORWICH—Ar 1st, sch Keokuk, Small, Arroyo.
SI i, sch Leader, tor Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, sch Grapeshot. Wardwell,
Baltimore ; senator Grimes, Lord, Elizabethport;
Fred Brown, Mills, New York.
Sid 2d, schs F Arthemus, Hathaway, Shulee, NS;
J Clark. Fowier. Elizabetliporr.
BkTsTOL—Ai 1st, sch Mail, Merrill, Elizabethport.
N cWPORT— r 2d, sch Union Flag, Maloney, tm
Darien lor Providence.
in port, 8' lis James Fhoglish. Baker, Port Johnson for Portland; Sarah, Gage, New London lor a
port in Maine.
Sid, ec > Nettie Pushing.
BOS'iON—Ar 2d, barque Young Turk, Small,
Mes-ina; sch Mary, Rogers. Eli/.abetbporr.
Cld 3d, barque Prairie Bird Davis Mobile; brig
Wiulield, Luring. New Orleans, sens Gen Banks,
Ryder, Sa^ua, E Kidder, Perry,and Eva May, Richards, Pori laud, to toad tor C.iba i.endora Day, (Br)
O’Neil St John, Nil, via Portland.
Sid, barque Scotland; brig M Sawyer.
PORTS.
ult, ship Joseph Clark, Carver,

FOREIGN

Ar at Callao Feb 27. ship Regent, Elliott, Aden,
(and sailed 4t.i ult f.r Chinchas), Uucle Joe, Sewall.
Albanv, KBS, (and sailed 4th ult tor Chinchas, to

load for Germany.)
Sid Feb '8, ships Star, Poring, Chinchas, to load
for Germany; 4th ult, Sabino, Mitched, do do; 5th,
Mary E Campbell, Moody, lor do.
iu port loth ult, ships St Joseph, Alexander, lor
Chinchas. to load lor Rotterdam Peru, Yoi k, lor do
to load tor England; lvanhoe, Herr i man. for Chile;
and others.
At Chinchas 10th ult, ships Mary Emma, Patten,
and Gen Butier.Chose. lor England; At.Jauta, Eastman, and Amerca Morse, tor Antwerp: BritianU,
Smith, for F'rante: Transit, vvbitteuiore; Star. Lormg. .-abino. Mitchell, aud Uncle Joe, Sewell, lor

Germany.
8 d im Valparaiso Feb 18, ship Hattie E Tapley,
(or Liverpool; barque Garibaldi. Eldridge, Tome.

fPer steamer Cuba, at New York.]
Ar at Liverpool 20th ult, Patrician, Robinson, fin
New York,
Sid lylh, Lydia Skol field, Curtis, for Savannah;
20th. Suhote. Sou'e, New York; caliiornia, Barber,
Boston; 20th, bn/aar, Jellerson, lor New Orleans:
Enrique, Oivutt. Havana.
Cldldli. Mongolia. Melcber, New Orleans
Off Tuskar l9tb, (noon) Majestic, Lucas, irom Liverpool lor San Francisco.
Off Brixham *0lh, Am Union, Grant, from N York

lor Kor.igsburg.
Off Lundy lyth, Arlington, Bartlett, from Cardiff'
Icr United States.
Ar at Glasgow 19th, Therese,
Mudgetr, from New

York.
Sid tm Lara lash 17th, Oakland, McCulloch, from
Francisco.

Dardaneilles 6th ult, Skylark, Lonng, lor
M&rse.lles.
At at Havre 18th ult, Daphne, Young, from New
Orleans.
Sid 19th, Fawn, Nelson, lor Cardiff and United
States.
Sid I'm Dunkirk 18th ult, Sarah A Staples, Staples,

Cardiff.
Ar at Messina 7th ult, Maggie E Gray. Pillsbury,
Ca nnia; I3ih. Froa L rorter, Chapman, Licata.
Sid tm Medina 9th ult. Annie Collins. Mill, New

York; 12th, Nonuandv, Oti*, Philadelphia.
Ar at Leghorn 6ih ult, Osm>n Berry, Genoa.
Sid I'm Belvcet lyth ult, Gen Shepley, Dinsmore,

LEWIS & NASH,
179 Fore Street, one door West of If
change, Portland, me.
April 4-eodlt

Wetherbee,

Miss Anua
Jones, of Portland.
in Scat boro, Maxell 29, by F. MUllken. Eg.i Edw
>. Gray and Miss Sarah A. Rounds, both of S.
in Sacc.ii appa, April 2, by Rev. A W. Pottle,
Fisher a. Bettes and Mrs. Margarec A. Brown, bo:n
>f Westbrook
In Easr Poland, March 26, Geo. V. Campbell and
Vlaggio E. Jordan, both of Poland.
Ln Gardiner, March *9, Augustus W. McCausland
and Abbio F. Wing.
In Augusta, March 3t, G.o. E. fclewins and Addie
V. Pierce.
ln Bucksport, March 24, Geo F. Peakes of Muskegon, Mich., and Mary S. Remick, of B.
ln Camden, March 26, Ephraim M. Wood and Miss
Sarah E. Cleveland.

HATS S

NEW

-AT

The “Box” Hat!
The “Pickwick” Hatt
The “White Fawn” Hat?
The

-AND

LEAD,

HARRIS

AT

—

W. F, PHILLIPS & CO.’S
Wholesale Drug Store.
Have our White Leid ground expressly for
us and
brand to be exactly
warrant each
whit it is expressed as. Our Simou pure lead is admitted by a'l to bo equal in quality, purity and
waltencss to any lead manufactured, ami wear° prepared to furnish any quantity at the very lowest
prces. Deal.-rs, Painters and Consumers will do
well to consult our prices beiore buying.

WE

W.

F. PHILLIPS &
WH01.E.ALE

$8.50.

CO.,

DRI'UGINTN,

Nos. 48 Sc 48 Middle Hired,
April 4. eod 6wd&w 15

Donnells Block.

OPAL.

LONG LOOKED

mo,

FOll,

COME

AT

LAST.

OF COAL per schooner Emma
Bacon, nice tree-burning coal,
Stove Mize for l ooking Htoves and
Ranges.
L* V-f W

ALSO,

Horleigh Lehigh Egg

for Parlor Stoves
and Vurancea.

This is the best Lehigh Coal in use, delivered in
purchasers, at $8.50 per ton.

lots to suit

Randall, McAllister

& Co.,

Commercial Si.

Southern Yellow Corn,
3400 BUSHELS

Prime Sowlnrn White Corn
planting,

For

landing from Sch. John Farnum,
for sale by

now

O’B^ion, Pierce & Co,,
152 Commercial Street,

Apr 4,1868.* dif

IlEMO “VA. L. !
have moved one door nearer Congress Street,
where we shall be happy to show the Ladits ot
Portland and vicinity

WE

NEW SPRING

STYLES

lTn~ E

M I L

R Y I

AT

Great

Bargains,
usual, at the

as

New York store, 3 Elm St,
G. c- ROBINSON & CO.
April 4,1868.

U3t

REMOVAL.
J. H. MURPHY,

MERCHANT TAILOR!
having removed

to

NO. 87 MIDDLE .STREET,
CANAL BANK, store recently occupied by J. Burleigh, where he will be i»leascd to
see all bis < Id lrien»s and customers, and the publio
seueia'ly, and can show them one of the best iai orlng stocks in the city, which he will manufacture to

OPPOSITE

order in the

MOfcT

FASHIONABLE STYLE!

We also call your attention
upon reasonable terms.
to our well sdcct *d stock o> READY-MADE CLOTHING and Geutlemen’s Furnishing Goods.
April 4, lWi*. dlui

CIGAKSTOR E
LEE & STEBBINS,
inform their Customers and the public
WOULD
their present
generally (hat in addition
store No 361
have
to

new

store at

to

opened

Congress street, they

a

No. 103 Middle Street,
With an cn(ire new stock expressly impoited for
them, consisting m part of Fme Havana CUars,
from ihe celebrate t factories of Upman in H vana,
in Regalia. Londra. Figaro and Conchas, sizes. Also
1 grades oi Partagas
tien ol Conaossieuis.

a

to

which

they call the atten-

Domestic Cigars,
of1 hiir own manufacture,consisting of Perfection,
Pride ot Havana, Old time
L & L &c., Ac.
The particular attention ot Smokers is directed to
their fine assortment of Meerschaum Pipes, which
lor size, st* le and quality they have no hesitation ia
pronouncing lh» m tl:e best ever displayed in the ciiy
ot Portland; an examination will convince the public ot the truth.
They have full stock of Turkish, French, and German pipes, and
Smokers' Articles, of the latest
styles. All grades of Plugand Smok iug tolacco from
the best Factoiies in ihe Country
Thanking our friends and ihe public tor past favors at. our old stand, we trust and will endeavor to
deserve the same patronage at our new stand.
April 4-S&M then eoclw

BOOTS amt SHOES
At

Reduced

Prices,

SHORT TIHE.

FORA

to reduce our present Stock of f- >ots
and Shoes to the lowes> possible point betore
rcmoviLC to our new St >rodn \iiddle St., we shall
sell trom this dace from our large stock, consieiing
ot Ladies, Gent-, Misses, Bits and You hs Boots
and Shoes of the best quality, at manufacturers
prices, in order to close out oar entire Stock, so as
to enter our New Store with as ne *rlv a new stock
as possible; we shall therefore sell trom our present S'occ through April without regard to c«sf.
Buying none but goods of the best quality, we shall
have none but goods oi a good quality to show customers; but we shall endeavor to sell them at about
as low a figure as goods of an iolerior quality are
sold elaowl ere
N. B.-We continue to make as usual
Ca«iom Bo«i« nud Shoes to order, of the best
quality and workmanship at as low prices as possible.

WISHING

A.

GO WELL.

Car.

Cangrees nail Chr.tuat iu.,
Hall.
April 4. dtf-new SAW

uemr

Cllr

EATON

Family

&

Day School,

Norridgewock,

Maine.

(Established 1856 )
are received into the
family of the Principals where they enjoy the privilege# of a pleas-

PUPILS

ant home.
They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them iheaul anddiiecdon
Lecessaiy
(0 a rapid advancement in (heir studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address

BATON BROTHERS.

Copartnership Notice.
Undersigned have formed a
under the firm ot Lewis & Nash, and have taken ths store foamerly
by Chas.
No. 179 F>re Slre*t, nnd will open to day with an
entire new Stock of Clothing and Gents Ihirn'sMnff
G. \. LEWIS,
Goods.

THE

Copartnership
McCarthy,

iwcupied

WM. NASH.

April 4d2w
liood

Farms in

No.

Yar•

A good larm of TO acres, divided
into tillage,mowirg, and | a-turage
lau l. Orchard cf nl out SO craned
fruit trees.
A good l| s'nrv bouts
-inti barn The place will cut about
40 tone li iv. ibi- property is situated within l 2 ot
a mile of Dunne Depot, No. Yarmouth.
Also for
ai'e, ilie line place near by, known aa the Mor-o
__—

barm.

GKO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Dealers In Real Estate, No. 1
ort„n Block.
Argus copy.

apr4dtw

Valuable Land for Sale.
of Smith and Cumberland Stn-cts, being
about flfiy teet on Cnrob. rla-d by ab >ut elgh y
feeton Smith Street, together with Ihe brick and
stone thereon. Will make two good building lots.—
It is the most de-irable nortli end property in the
market. For plan aud pariicuiaxs call on
E. M. FATTEN & CO,
April 4, 1868. dlw

CORNER

To Let,
Spacionschsmber. in the30Woodman Block,
THEover Varney and Baxter's, feet front bv 120
fbet deep, well adapted fir the Boat and Shoe business, or Hats. Caps and Furs, Clothing, Dry Goods
Milllucrv or Fancy Goods bu-iness. Taking Into account tbo location and that a’l
goods ale rece ded

and discharged in the real by one ot Tulfls Patent
Elevators, this may be considered one of the best
rents in Portlands For further particulars enquire
of toe subscriber.

Apr 4dtf

GEO. W. WOODMAN.

Baker Wanted.
Want a good Cracker Setter, who wo will
pay
uood wages.
No one need apply tbat wul
not attend steadily to h s work.
ALFRED PIERCE & < 0
April 4-d2w
Buhletord, Me.

WE

Boarders Wanted.

TRUE & CO.,
WOODMAN,
Importers
and Dealers in

Goods,

And Smiill
Corner

Portland*

0,900 BUSHELS

April 4-d2w

Dry

CO.,

Sc

Opposite Post Oflier,
April 4,1808. e-Jislw

mouth tor Sale.

Paints ami Varnishes.
—

—

LOTS OF NEW CAPS I

Two

Linseed Oil,

Hat !

**

“Dickens

April 4-eodtf

80
In this city, .April t, by Rev. S. F.
Reuben M. Wig in, oi Barton, Vt., and

SMA t.L EXPENSES t
CALL AND SEE US.

sails, &c.

NERVINE

braces

Just

RESTSl

Br

WHITE

AND INVIGOR 4 TOR!
This
waste

Article of Clothing
Man ufactored.

LOW

Matcus hunter.

MEWADVE1ITISK9IE NTS.

(Opposite the Post Office.)
T& r tlSN

Low as the Lowest

as

And Warranted to give Satisfaction

CLEARED.

Barque Grace Redputh, (Br) McKichan, Havana—
John D Lord.
Scb Tookolita,
Stewart, Georgetown, D C J I
Libby.
Sch City Poiut, Fisher, New York—J Porteous.
Sch J E Uamage. Lurvey, Rockland.
SAILED—Barque Hunter; brig George Am s;sch

Prepared by

DODD’S

Sold f *r Cash

lor Cuba.
Brig Elsinore, (Br) Moore Boston, to load for
Cornwallis, NS.
Sell John Fainum, Kelley, Baltimore.
Sch Fmma Lacan. Beat sc, FUzabethport.
Sch Sliawmut, Ricker. Boston.
Sch Clement, Beals Jonesport.
tcfl^SiguaJ tor two brigs

to the whole

S

PRICES

CASH,

AND TO BE

Knight, Blais del, Norfolk.
Biig Cnniina, Church, Boston, to load

TUOS, G. JLORING, Apothecary,
7.

FOR

5tli ult.
lirig L T

SPOKEN.
March 18. lat 29 30, Ion 60 4», brig Geo Downes. Im
Barbadoes for New York, lo days out.
March 28, lat 37, Ion 74 20. brig Harriet, irom Matanzas for Baltimore, (see disasters.)

tf enlih and

PRESSURE

PORT OP PORTLAND*

Composed ol Peruvian Bark, Pipsissnca, ChammoFlowers, Tho*oughwort, Dandelion. Ye'low
Dock, Mandrake and Sarsaparilla, and n any other
mite

Price $1-

LOW

Suits,

MARINE NEWS.

Cardiff'.

system.

Dress
BOUQHT AT THE

ALL

Miniature Aliunnac.April 4.

BITTERS!!

digestion and

Business Suits,

Sun rises.5.37 I Moon sets....... 4J0 AM
Sun sets. 6 30 | Hi«h water.ti.00 AM

Ar at

ULDERBBkRT WINK.
d&wtf

JDR.

Over Coats,

Sau

IWAIIVS’
nov

Spring

DESTINATION

FROM

Baltimore.

Mains’ Elder

lihels 44 tc«

414

DEPARTORE OF OCKAA STEAMERS.

Ar at Panama 20th

dc31-d&w3m-s.N

marl8d(jy8sn

—

Sagua

'Henewer.
it is

Their strict

UNRIVAL!

MAXANZAS. Barque St Jago
molasses, to Geo S Hunt.

2 bbls

ENTIBEI

STOCK

Every

—

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”

The

NEW

afternoon, at

IMPORTS.

Alley, Bndgton

8. HOTEL.

A H Tvler, Falmouth
G W Harmon, Boslon
do
J M Merrill,
do
Mrs Sm th,
C *mith,
do
K W Smith,
do
do
AAL-rdJr,
T F Hovey,
do
H G Rolhiis,
do
do
J P Bines,
G A Police, Frsnk ort
A Rob uson, Moutana
J H Par s, St John
W McGibbon, do
F Forgers* >n, do
Mrs Fergeraon, do
J c Hilliard, Conn

SAFE,

Allayer’s Office, Bouton, Eaai.
A BOTTLE OF

Mtate

March

PREBLK HOUSE.

•T H Boynton, New York
Ma-tor Boy*rto.r, do
do
G Gra-,
B Harrington. Bloomfield
T K Abbott, Lowed
W H liouuus.
iuot
J A Clarke, Carr.d n
W II Leavl t, St John
do
S Sound* rs,
J L Yale Shelburne
E H Quincy, Boston
• M
do
Uplon,
E H Hobbs,
do

donee ot

the

MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMERY £r WATERHOUSE,
Middle Street,Portland.
Or at HO Sndbnry Street, Boston.
KJF*Second-liand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to TP tun & McFarland’s Safes, can order oi
Finery, Waterhouso & Co.
Jan 15—sn 1st w in each ino&adv remainder of time

Long Sought .For

ALBION HOUSE.

9

our

Chance for a Building Lot.—E. M. Pat& Co. will sell at auction, at 3 o’clock this
ifternoon, on the premises, a valuable lot of

If not

take

“The sweetest thing in life” is good health
and good spirits, and if you have them not, the
next best thing is, what will restore bloom to
the faded cheek and happiness to the drooping
heart. The great and sure remedy is Plantation Bitters, which our pliyjiciaos recommend
to both male and female patients, as a safe
reliable, agreeable and cordial stimulant. They
contain nothing to disagree with the most
delicate constitution, and have won golden
opinions from all who have tried them; and

discharge

than

At a

stantly emanating from Poor's spacious shed.

:en

ire-paid.

means

look at Poor’s scale—the most perfect working
of which is not equaled—not eveu approached
in its fine finish and elegant adaptability for
the purpose used for, namely, weighing the
astonishing quantities ot coal that are con-

persons.

more

PROTECTION In

Of their Safes gave AMPLVfi
late tire. Parties desiring a

ieblld&wttsN
Shall We
See Dickens Again?—One
thing is established—Portland likes Dickens.
Portand does not believe that Dickens-is a
toadya “fop,” “an unfeeling and mercen-

probably

sn

4,0

days

riding in the same car with Dickens, she
evinced the most intense curiosity, and wanted to pay her respects, and a good opportunity
offering soon af'er, she was permitted to do so.
Dickens always opens his heart to children,
and he received hiB little admirer on this occasion with great cordiality. She was pleased
to express her approbation of his writings in
flattering terms, saying, “I have read all your
works, and like them very much.” “Ah,”
said Dickens pleasantly, “permit me to inquire which you like best?” “David Copperfield,” promptly answered the liltle girl.—
“Good, good,” exclaimed Dickens, “so do I!”
The interview was somewhat prolonged and
seemed eminently satisfactory to both parties.

eodtfsn

Tlie
which
tel, the largest in New England, enables tl»e proprietors to offer to Tourists, Families, aud the Traveling Public, accommodations and conveniences supe
rior to any other Hotel in the city. During the past
numerous
summer additions have been made ot
suites ot apartments, w.ib bathing r oms, water
closets, &c., attached; one otTuits’ magnificent passenger elevators, (lie best ever constructed, envevs
guests to the upper story of the house in one minute;
the entries have been newly and ricnly
and the entire house thoroughly replenished and
refurnish'd, making it,inaui ts appointments, equal
to any hotel n the country.
Telegraph Office, Billiard Halls and Cafe on the

by

By the way, we learn that a very pleasant
and amusing incident occurred when Mr.
Dickens was returning to Boston from this
oity. A little girl about eleven years old,
whose parents reside in Hollis, was on hoard
the train. Upon being imformed that she was

Union Ntreef,

AMERICAN HOUSE.
Boston) .Tin ns.
very important and extensive improvments
have recentlv' been made in this popular ho-

Pills, bought

some

«f

Next to Brown’s Hotel.

Virginia oysters.
Constitution Water is a certain cure for
Diabetes and all diseases of the Kidneys. For
sale by all druggists.
marlGaod3m

(LOTIIIAfi.

2| o’clock, trom
Isaac Jactson, No. 67 High stteet.

NAME

Hoop Skirts,

corner

res

Guiding

everywhere.

second reading would be much
fully attended than the first. Cannot
means he devised to bring him back"

part

the

ot

TriinmingN,

130 Midd'o,

marl9

j

a

in

and Gloves,

Dress

Feb.

Always the same success by using SchlotP. Y. M. O. A.—Regular prayer meeting at the
terbeck’s Moth and Freck'o Lotion. It eradievery day, from 12$ lo 1$ o’clock, and Wednesday and Saturday evenings, Horn 8 to 9 o’clock.— cates all discolorations of tho skin. For sale
Ladies are invited to all end. Also prayer meetings i
Mission Chapel, D erings Bridge, andnt Tukey’s
Bridge every Thursday and Sunday evenings.
At least two columns of tho Press could be
St. Paul’s Mission.—Services will be held at the
Reception ual, tity building, to-morrow afternoon, filled with testimonials of cures effected
the
at 3 o'clock. Rev. N. W. Tayior Root, minister in
of Croscharge, will officiate. Silting-, tree. All are Invited use of Hill’s Rheumatic
to attend.
man & Co.
Second Parish.—By the continued courtesy ot
the First Parish Dr. Carruthers will preach in their
Special Notice.—Owing to change of boats
church to-merrow at3 P. M
sabbath School and sothere will bo no boat for Boston this (Saturcial meetings as usual in the Y. M. C. A. rooms, corner of Brown and congress streets.
day) evening, April 4tb, 1838.
The Portland Sabbath School Union will bold a
L. Billings. Agent.
public me tin;? at the F.rstPa’ish Church to-ra»r- :
row evening, at 7 o'clock.
Subject for consideration,
“The influence of .■ abbath schools upon individual
We understand that in answer to a request
life an t.ieir relrtions fo the church.'*
forwarded to Mrs. Howe some
First Baptist Church.—The Rev. Dr. Shatter
since, she
in
room
wid f reach
the lecture
of their new Church |
will read among other poems her celebrated
at the usual hours. Sabbath school at 1$ o'clock, i
at the close
Battle Hymn of the
Social meeting at 7 iu the evening.
Chestnut Street M. E. Church.—The usual j
of which it is intended that she shall have it
sei vice at tbe Chestnut street M. E. Church will be :
omitted to-morrow afternoon.
given in music by the First Parish choir.

ion that

Goods!

Ury

Consisting

No.

lty.
tcag* II, of this
[Funeral on Sunday

Co.,

Would respecttuily call the attention of Traders to
their stock of

Hosiery

Id this tflty, April 3, Miss Mary Robinson, aged
40 years.
In Farmington. March 13, Mr. John Gerry, aged
86 years 11 months.
In 1Toy, March 28, Capt. Israel Bagley, aged 75
years.
In Gardiner. March 27, Mrs. Nancy, wife of Thos.
Holbrook, aged 63 vears.
In Augusta, March 24. Mrs. Betsey, wile of Hiram
Coy, aged 16 years 3 months
lu Sidney, Miss Sally Warren, formerly ot Buck“JEdd, aged 75 years.
in Windsor, Mrs. Eliza A., wife ot Charles Marsh,
aged 12 yeirs.
in Foi'estviUe Plantation. Jan.
17, Koscoe, son ot
Dominions and Roxana Harmon, aged 21 years and
7 months.
In South Natick, Mare., April J*. Mr*. Mary J.
Randall, daughter of William and Elizabeth D.

t:p**The funeral services of the late Mrs She pie v,
will be trom No. 74 stato street, on Saturday afterand Irieuds of the taranoon, at 3 o’clock. Re'atives
Uy are Invited to attend without farther notice.

TO TRADERS.

Fancy

NEW APVEBTISEMtWg.

<

ELWELL, PICKARD & CO.

rooms

more

Subscribe.

Single numbers far sale at the Priocipal
Depot, and at the Transcript Office, 113

of various kinds.

H. Freeman & Co., No. 101 Federal street,
ready to furnish customeis with tho best of

morrow.

STORY,

1Tow is the time to

fifty cents

See the advertisement of Randal], McAllister & Co. of coal—a fresh arrival.

Bethel Church.—Sei vices in the Bethel Church
to-morrow at 10$ A M. and 3P.M. Concert iu the
evening, at 7$ o’clock. Seats tree. All are invited.
Spiritualists.—Rev. Davi t A. Wasson, of Boston, will lecture la Temperance Hall, to-morruw at
3 and 7$ P. M. Progre>si e Lyceum at 10$.

for 1868.

Orrs & Macnaught, R sdlev and other Spool Cottons,
Han ikerchiols. Edgings, Uuttiings, Jtc.,

item —.

The best Hair Rencwer is sold for
at Crosman & Co.’s.

died.

TBOWBBIDCE,
BONDS,” ETC.
“COUPON

J.

Collar

Company, suits on which are
now pending in tho United States Courts; uor
does it restrain them from bringing and prosecuting suits against the other iniringers.

Transcript

ORIGINAL

This decision in no way affects the validity of
the patents owned and controlled by theUnion

Paper

NOTICES.

The Transcript commences its thirty-second volume this weeek with an

Hoffman & Co., fearing that a similar suit
would be brought against them, applied to tho

Tbc

May

lrorn

paper collars until tho prescribed royalty was
paid. Subsequently tho Metropolitan Company gave bonds in tho sum ol So 000 to comply
with the order of the Court, and were allowed
ta proceed. The other
delinquents, Goldsmith,

Co;n—• ’B^on, pierce & Co.
Boarders Warned.
C p ire e ship Nct'ce—Lewis & Nash.
Baker Wante
»lfied Pierce & Co.
Fnms for Sule -G. R. Davis & Co.
Cl>itb m—Lewis & Nash.
Dr.v Goods, <&c,— * o dman, True & Co.
Coal—Randall, McAllister & Co.

considerable

Bismarck said tbe treaty would
carried out in a kind spirit.

refused further payment of tho royalty, and
the Union Compauv, therefore, brought a suit
for recovery, against tho Metropolitan Company New York, and obtained an injunction re-

Rent Wanted.
>a on Fam Iy School—Eaton Bros.
Removal J. H. Murphy
Lind t«r Sale—E. M. Patten & Co.
Removal—G. C. Robinson & Co.
New H ts—Harris
Paper Mi 1 Wonted—James Welsh.
While Lead—W F. Phillips & Co.
Chambeis to Let—Gee. VV. Woodman.
Roots and Shoes—A. Gowell.

constant

be so conveniently disposed of

We are permitted to copy a letter from the
Hon. Geo. W. Hendee of Morrisville, Vt.,
lated March 31,1868, to a gentleman in this
mv.

Religious

Tho Union Paper Collar Company.
New York, March 26.—The Union Paper
Collar Company state that a despatch sent
hence to-day gives an incorrect statement of
the lacts in regard to rcceut law suit’, and say
that in 1866 they granted licences to twenty
different parties to manufacture goods under
their patent. Recently two of these licensees

Portland and 'Vicinity.

Woolens,
Wares,

of Middle nn.f Pcnrl Street.,
PORTLAND.

Ey-Asent.'or Maine for the Washington Mmnufac luring Oo e Cloth Button Holt Paper Collars and
Vu/Ts.
Alse Afeni. for Singers Sewing Machines ami
Sanbor'i's Patent Steam Fire Proof Sale
April 4U»-4tm

FEW Gentlemen, ami gentleman and wife, can
be accommodated with hoard, at
No. 221 Cumberland Street.
April 4. dlw*

A

Wanted.
Hire
TOPlease

a
a

Paper mill for three
Idrcss

five

Yarmouth,

d3t*

April!.

or

years.

JAMES WELSH,

Me.

Wanted.
rent

suitable Tor

the city.
A part ofBox
1217.

Address

a

small

tamdy In

a

defir able

aprldtt

by telegraph to the

■-+

—

II

Cross-examined—The paper for which I reto the President. Wrote
ported was opposed
and omitted portions
my notes upon my kuee,
but
gave the drilt. Have not
of the speech
compared a full report with my notes. My
notes were not stenographical but written in
long hand. The synoptical poitiou as taken
down was again reduced lor
publication. In
making up my report I also made use of John
®on *s report, which was taken in the same
way.
He-direct—There were many interruptions
and pauses.
Mr. Butler—Wero tlie President and the
crowd bandying epithets?
Objected to and question withdrawn.
Mr. Butler then asked what the crowd "said,
and told witness he might refresh his memory
by the memoranda before him.
Mr. Evarts objected, that newspapers were
not memoranda.
Tin' objection was argued by Messrs. Butler
and Evarts.
The Chief Justice ruled that tlie witness
might refer to a newspaper copy if he knew it
to be correct.
Witness pioeeedcd to read extracts narrating
the interruption.) which enabled him to write
out portions of what the President said verbatim.
Cross-examined—Took down what the crowd
said and at the same time caught up with my
report of what tho President said. The accounts of the interruptions which I have just
given wore ail had by me from the paper before me.
C. Me Wen, short hand reporter, testified.
accompanied the President’s party as reporter for tile World.
Witness produced a stenographical report of
the Cleveland speech and also a copy—an accurate transcript of the report written out and
hauded to tho Agent of tho Associated Press;
witness put down a portion of tho interruptions; it was impossible to get all there was;
there was a great deal of noise and confusion;
I think there were expressions of ill feeling or
temper oil the part of the crowd; the President was a little excited; the crowd said,
‘•do’nt get mad, Andy.”
Mr. Butler—Did he appear considerably excited then?
Mr. Evarts—That is not part of the present

Saturday Morning, April 4,1868.

WASHINGTON.
THE TAX

BILL

SIGNED.

Washington, April 3.—The President signed
the tax lepeal bill day before yesterday and it
The Internal Revenuo Departwith a schedule
having the bill printed
of all the articles exempted, which will be iorwithin a lew
collectors
warded to assessors atiu

Is

now a

law.

ment is

days.

PUBLIC DEBT.

THE

The Public Debt statement will be issued
to-morrow, and, as iv:,,r -:t tted a few days ago,
will show-a slight increase in the public debt.
THE .FLO It IDA CONSTITUTION.

The Reconstruction Committee hold a meeting to-morrow to come to some couclnsion in
regard to the constitution ot Florida, submitted to them by the House for report, about
which there has been so much discussion.
DISCHARGE OF SAMUEL STRONG.

In the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia to-day, Judge Cartter discharged
Samuel Strong on 1 lie ground that the evidence furnished did not clearly and sufficiently show that Strong was a fugitive from justice in the sense of the Constitution of the
United States.
New York, April 3.—Washington specials
have the following:
THE IMPEACHMENT TRIAL.

DIPLOMATIC APPOINTMENT.

The

Secretary of State has selected Ward H.
Lamon, lato Marshal of the District of Colun
bia, to represent the United Slates in the settlement oi special interests pending between

the Prussian and Austrian governments. It
Is not yet known that Mr. Lamon will accept
the commission.

trict, Kentucky.
THE

PRESIDENT.

J. B. McCullock, a newspaper correspondent, has been summoned by the connsel for
the President, to give testimony in the irnpeachmaut trial, to show that the President,
in his repotted conversation with him, declar-

ed his action in the Stanton-Thomas matter
was with a view only to obtaining a judicial
decision on tbs Constitutionality of the tenure of office bill.

XLih C0H3BES2—Second Session.

Impeachthent

The

FIFTH

Trial.

DAY.

Washington, April 3.—Chief Justice Chase
took the eh»ir. After the journal was read
Mr. Drake said: "Mr. President—I move the

proposition which I offered
morning to amend the Senate lule.
would ask a vote upon it.”
Chief Justice—It will De considered before
the Senate if not objected to.
It was read:—Amend Rule7 by adding the
following :—Upon all such questions the vole
shall be without division unless the yeas and
nays be demanded by one-fifth of the members
present or requested by the presiding officer,
■when the same shall be taken.
Mr. Edmunds—Mr. President, I move to
strike out that part of it relating to the yeas
and nays being taken by tlie request of the
presiding officii'. Tlie amendment wag accepted and the rule adopted.
Charles A. Tinker, re-called. Butler—Before interrogating Tinker, I will -read a single
paper. The paper is the message of the President of the United States, communicating to
the Senate the report of the Secretary of State
showing the proceedings under the concurrent
resolution of the two Houses of Congress of
the 18th of June in submitting to the Legislatures of the several States an additional article
to the constitution ot the United States.
Thayer—What article?
Butler—The fourteenth article. It is dated
June 22, 1866. It is the same one to which
the despatch related. An executive document
of the lirst session of the 39th Congress. In
order to show to what the despatch referred
the message was limited to the President’s
Counsel for inspection by the Secretary. The
examination of the witness was then proceedSenate take up the

Jesterday

ed with.
Tinker, the manager of the telegraph office

Washington produced the records oi the telegraph office and among them a copy of a
speech delivered by the President, w hich was
in

sent to the Associated Press.

*

Jas. B. Sheridan, stenographer, of New York,

testified that he reported a speech of the President made in the east loom of the White House
Aug. 18th, 1866, which he took down to the
beBt of his ability in short hand and wrote out,
the copy to Col. Moore, the President’
rivate Secretary. He did not recognize th
copy shown him by Mr. Butler as liis own, but
ewore to having written out from notes afterwards extracts from the speech, which were
then shown him in manuscript.
Cross examined by Mr. Evurts—The stenographic report in his note book was wholly
The speech occupied about
w ritten by himself.
twemy-five minutes in delivery. It was reported from sound but attention was also paid
The portions written out recentto the sense.
ly were written solely from signs. Could write
out notes correctly after a long lapse of time.

fiving

i_

m.

\’

_...

~c

*v.„

Iu the cross examination the witness said—
Did not report the whole of the speech; left
before it ended; besides certain sentences were
broken off by the interruptions of the crowd:
only took the principal exclamations; could
not hear all of them; tho
transcript of the
speech here was made two weeks ago train the
notes of tw> years ago; think them as accurate as if transcribed then.
Iiilwiu B. Stark, examined by Mr. Butler,
was formerly a short-hand
reporter. Reported the speech of ilie President at Cleveland on
the night of the third of September, 18f>6, for
the Cleveland Herald in short-hand, and it
was published.
Notes are not now in existence—suppose they were thrown into the
waste basket. A copy of the paper was
produced. Witness said in some places the substance was given instead of the literal words.
Witness read from part of the report just what
the President said : “Where is the man living
or the woman in the
community whom I have
wrouged; or where is the person who can
their
on
one
place
finger
single pledge that I
have violated, or one single violation of the
Constitution of my country. What tongue
does he speak, what religion does he profess?
Let him come forward and put his finger upon
a pledge I have violated.” Witness continued:
There were then interruptions, and various remarks were made, of which I have noted one,
because it was the only one Mr. Johnson paid
any attention to; that was a voice—“Hang
Jeff. Davis!” The President said, “Hang Jeff.
Davis! hang Jeff. Davis! Why don’t you?”
’There was then some applause and interruption. He repeated: “Why don’t you?” There
was again applause and
interruptions, and the
President went on: “Have you not the court?
Have you not got the oourts? Have you not
Who is your
got tte Attorney-General?
Cliiof Justice who hat refused to sit at tho trial?” There were tlieu some interruptions and
applause, and he said: “I am not the prosecuting at'ornev; I am not the jury; but 1 will tell
you what I did do: I called on your Congress,
which is trying to break up the Government—”
Here there were interruptions and confusion,
and there may have been words uttered by the
President which I did not hear, hut I think
not. Then tho President went on to say: “Let
all the prejudices pass—”
Mr. Butier—Go to the conclusion where you
reported that accurately.
Witness commencing a little before where
the specifications commences. He says: “In
bidding you farewell here to-night, I would
ask you with all the pains that Congress has
taken to caluminato and malign me, what has
Congress done? Has it doue anything to restore the Union of the States? But to the contrary, has it not done everything to prevent
it? And because I stand now where I did
when the rebellion commenced, I have been
denounced as a traitor. My countrymen here
to-night, who has suffered more than 1? Who
has run greater risks than I? Who born? more
than I?;But Congress, factions, domineering,
tyrannical Congress has undertaken to poison the minds of American
people an l create
a feeling against me.”
So far were Mr. Johnson’s words. Witness completed the sentence
in this fashion: “In consequence of the manner iu
which I have distributed the public patronage.” These gwerej not Mr. |Johnson’s words, but a condensation iu a summary
wav.
The reasons which he gave for the mi-

e..

prerae Court of the District of Columbia—September 18th, 1867 was employed in the Department of State ; had been a stenographer

for about eight years and was then engaged to
report the President’s speech. He transcribed
from notes a portion ot the speech for the use
of the Associated Press ; did not recognize the
manuscript shown him as being his own band
■writing. He might have dictated it. At his
request Mr. McFarland wrote out a literal report of the speech, w hich the Chronicle published next morning, that paper not being willing
to take the copy furnished by Col. Moore.
The report of the Chronicle was accurate with
the exception, perhaps, of a few words.
Cross examination by Mr. Evarts —Took
phonographic notes of the entire speech ; wrote
them all out. but do not know where the manuscript now is. When he read the published
speech he did not have his notes before him ;
written-out
never has compared them or his
manuscript of them with the printed speech.
Redirect—The copy of the Chronicle before
him contains the speech referred to.
Mr. Butler asked if it was a correct report.
Mr. Evarts objected. It was impossible for
the witness to tell from memory.
Butler claimed that having twice re-written
it, witness could very well remember it, and

liis testimony

was

competent.

Evarts argued
reply, maintaining that the
original notes must be produced, and also said
that the President had not been allowed the
usual opportunity of correcting his speech,
which all Congress men used.
Mr. Tinker being re-called produced a copy
of the President’s speech, marked as having
been sent over the wires by the Associated
in

Press.
Mr. Sheridan recognized a portion of it as
his own handwriting. There ore correetions in
this copy. Did not see them made but believe
they were made at the White House.
Cross examined—Have corrected the pages
which are in his own handwriting only. Those
notes. This
pages are written out from his own
was done at the time by himself, hut he has
never since compared them.
Redirect—The copy before him was substantially a correct transcript of his notes.
Francis Smith, official reporter of the House
of Representatives. Has been a stenographer
for fourteen years. Was one of those employed by the agent of the Associated Press to report the speech referred to. [Produced his
notes.] Wrote out a portion of the speech and
delivered the sheets one by one to Col. Moore.
Q.—Who corrected them? Col. Moore had
Btaied that he wished to revise them, not to
make any substantial change, but to revise his
phraseology. Witness selected from the cony
Bent by telegraph the portions written out by

liguing.

Mr. evarts to Mr. Butler—Do
to

Mr. Butler—We do. 1 observe in the anof theJPresident that we did not put in
all he said, and 1 mean to give all.
Witness cross-examined by Mr. Evarts, said
in determining what part to give in full, and
what part condensed, he was perhaps influ*
enced soinewlia} by what he considered a little more spicy or interesting to the reader.
Mr. Evarts—Jn what interest, of the President or his opponents?
Witness—I do not know that.
Mr. Evarts—On which side were yqu?
Witness—! was opposed to the President.
Mr. Evarts—But you did not know where
yon thought the interest was when you selected the spicy parts?
Witness—1 was very careful in all tl:0S3
parts where there was considerable excitement and interest in the crowd to take down
carefully what the President said.
Mr. Evarts—The part which the crowd was
most interested in you took down carefully?
Witness—Yes.
Mr. Evarts—Are you able to say there is a
single expression in that part of your report
given substantially which was used by the
President, so that they are the words as they
are from his lips?
Witness—No, sir.
Mr. Evarts said we object to this report as
no report of the President's speech.
Mr. Butler asked what were the politics of
the Cleveland Herald at that time?
Witness—It was what was called JohnsonRepublican: some called in Postoffice Republican; the editor had the Postoffice.
Mr. Butler said he proposed to offer the
Leader’s report of the speech as sworn to by
Mr. Hudson.
Mr. Evarts objected, on the ground that the
managers are in possessiou of the original
notes of the short hand writer of the who e
speech, and of his transcript made therefrom,
and sworn to by him. The substitution for
that evidence of the statement as testified to
by him is against the first principle of justice
He has not testified how much
or evideuco.
of the report is his and how much is Johnsou’s. Besides it is for tbe great part coudeused statements directed by circumstances.
The same objection may be made to this second Herald’s report.
Mr. Butler did not propose to withdraw the
report of Mr. McEwen, but to put in all the
others.
After considerable argument Mr. Butler
asked the decision of the question.
The Chief Justice said he could not put the
questiou on all three at once.
Mr. Butler—Then I will first offer the Lead-

but he had to correct the ungram-

stantially,
matical expressions.
Clepbane

you proi>os9

swer

himself.
Cross-examined by Mr Evarts.
The manuscript was correctly made subMr.

put them all io?

recalled.—I Recognize the

manuscript ofhis report.
Cross-examined.—In his

variations irorn
made the meaning clear

strict accuracy, he
and corrected grammatical errors.
Col. W. G. Moore, the President s Private
appointed
Secretary, testified that he was in
iNoveinPaymaster with the rank of Major,
ber, 1866; in 1865 was made Private Secretary
been
had
time
that
of the President; before
He heard the
Assistant Adjutant General.
speech of August 18th; made some corrections in the reports written out by the stenographers, doing so without the assistance of a
memoranda; did not change the substance in
any case, but altered the language; examining the manuscrip he finds no page in which
his writing predominates.
He made the
change without the direction or authority ot
the President, and the
manuscript, as revised,
was handed to the agent of the
Associated
Press. The President never said to witness
that he had done wrong in
making the correc-

tions.

Mr. Butler then proposed to read all the various repot ts oft he speech, and put them in
evidence.
Mr. Evarts objected to the report of the
Chronicle, as not proved by authentic evidence.
At this point, 2.25 o’clock, the House took a
recess of 15 minutes.
On re-assembling a motion was made to adjourn the Court from this evening till Monda; ,
next, which was lost-9 to 28.
Mr. Butler then read the Associated Presi I
report of the President’s speech.
Atits conclusion Mr. Anthony made, a mo
tion that a reporter of the Associated Press b a
admitted to the floor, but the Chief Justic e
decided it not not in order.
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London, April 3.—A division will take place
in the House of Commons to-night on the Irish Church question, the result of which is
The Liheials
looked for with great interest-.
are sanguine that the Government will be
Cabinet
is certain.
Liberal
that
a
and
beaten,
The course of the Ministry, however, is uncerof
resigning or
tain, as they have the option
appealing to the country by a dissolution of
Parliament.
No indications as to the position which will
be assumed by the new Ministry, should one
come to power.

Compound

Boot and Mhoc Market.
Boston, April 2.
1 lie demand in the boot and shoe
market tor the
week Iras been good; prices are
tirm, and for prime
standard work shows an upward
tendency.
Buyers
continue to arrive in town from the
West, and are
buymg largely; goods to order are held at an advanes.
Tricec ot stock continue to advance, with
siiii an upward tendency,
especially in heavy lines or
upper stock, which are in short supply at the present
tune; this, combined with the higher*rates demanded by the workmen in several
manutacturing towns,
will no

New York Stock and Money Market.
New 1 okk, April 3—CP.
M.—Money still very
stringent; some business at 7 per cent, currercv, but
the more general rates were 3-16
@ J per cent, per
day, and 7 per cent, lor Gold; the demand was active
throughout the day. Diaeouuts very limited at S @
10 per cent. Sterling Exchange rather more active
at 1UU£ @ 109], prime qills. Gold more
doing; rates
quiet and steady; opened at 1372, advanced to 1384,
and closed at 1372 @ 167f. Governments
higher, closing strong and active. Henry, Clewes & Co. furnish
the following 4.31
quotationsCoupon 6’s 1881,1114
@ 1112; do 5*s 186-'. roof @ 110; do 1864 108 @ 1081;
do 1865, 1082 @ 108J; do January and
July, 1062 (do
10H{; <lo 1807, 107}; 10-40’s 100} @ 10 |; 7-30’s, lus}
@ lOii}.
Stocks opened buoyant, Central
selling up to 124,
anil Erie to 75}; Western shares all
liigncr; pacific
Mail tin-own on the market in
large blocks and de-

heavily; subsequently Hie

market was excited
that a national bank had failed and that
Icga izc the cours of the Erie Direct irs had
passed the Senate at Albany. Erie fell lo 71}, Central to 122}, and other stocks were off
} @ 1 per cent.
Both rumors soon p.oved to be
grounuless, and Erie
1
rccoxered
t 74, and the balance ot the market r.dvnneed.
Towards the close prices were lower on New
)
York roads, but Western shares were
generally
(
strong,
particularly Wabash, North Western and
K ick i lmi'l. The followingate5.30 figuresracilic
Mail 102} @ 102}; New York
Central, 122} @ 1224;
Erie, 73}®73J; Hudson, 133 @142; K- ailing, 90 @
!90}; Michigan Central,
113@113}; Michigan
ern, 8sg @ 1-8}; Illinois Central 136; Cleveland &
Pittsburg 90} @ 91}; Toledo, 101} @ 104} ; Kook Is-

on reports
a bill to

The

u

EACH

Street,

Fluid

Extract

a

o£dD®(?a,^\v!:h6m
Entire

Gravel

Satisfaction!

EEE

me a

Call.

Men, Women and Children.

Helmbold's Extract

Manufacturing

These symptoms, if allowed to go
on, which til
medicine invariably removes, soon lollows

LADIES’

Walking

Many

of the cause of their
will confess.

are aware

the melancholy deaths by consumption bear
ample witness to the truth oi the assertion.
The constitution

aftected with

once

Suits, from

John Crockett’s Old Stand,
11 Preble Street.

FURNITURE
-A SB

House

1WAIIIAUI.V

And other

the

LLL

Price, that cannot

affections peculiar to Females,

Extract

Slaints

Bradley’s,

for

Men’s and
is

ready

land, 93} @ 93}; Chicago & Norlh Western G3@ 64;
do preterred 74}^|75; Fort Wayno,
ex-div, .99} @
99].
Mining sbaresjdnll.
The receipts at the Sub-Treasnrv to-day amounted to$3,196,516; payments $4,241,600; balance
$96,659,001. Large amounts oj Gold have been borrowed during the present moiiejery stringency anil sold
to realize

w

currency which will cause an upward
when Afoney eases up. The Assistant
Treasurer bought a million and a half ot 7-30s and
sold very little Gold.

to make

them Into Garments of all kind*,
in the

STYLE!
_•

BouivKtic IVlfirkcts.
pH LADELTHIA, April 1.—Coal Market.—1The market continues dull. We quote Locust Mountain
lump
and steamboat at $3 50; do broken $3 5 0@ 3 65; do
egg $3 90 @ 4 10; stove $4 40 @ 4 20; red ash egg and
stove $4 10 @4 5*; Lehigh lump, steamboat and
broken $ ; do prepared $5; do chestnut $4 25.
New York, April 3.—'Joiton active, excised and
}
@ lc better, dosing quiet; sales 17,000 bales; Middling uplands 28} @ 29c, Flour—State and Western
dull and 10@ 15c lower; sales 6800bbls.; superfine
SUite U 15@950; extra 10 00 @ 11 CO; lound hoop
Ohio 10 00 @ 13 90; extra Western 9 90@11 10; White
Wheat extra 12 00 @ 15 99; Southern drooping; sales
4800 bbls.; Californiaheavy; sales 75 sacks at 12 25 @
14 O h Wheat very dull and 1 @2clower; sales 14,000
bush.; No. 1 Spring at 2 48 @ 2 53 delivered. Corn
opened quiet but closed moderately active and 2 @ 3c
belter on speculative orders irom the West; sales
54.000 bush.; new Mixed Western 119 @ 1 21
afloat;
old 1 20 @ 1 23 i store, closing, buyers at 1
24, anil
sellers at 25. Oats nominal; Western 85}c In store.

Bern firmer; sales 285 bbls.; new extra mess 19 50
@
24 50. Pork firmer and closed heavy ;sales 4350
new mess 25 40 @ 25 75, closing at 25 50 regular. Lard
and
quiet
steady; earns 450 bbls. at 15} @ 10}c. Butter quiet. Whiskey quiet. Rice quiet at 10} @ lie
lor Ca olina.
Sugar fairly active; sales
Muscovado 102 @ 112e. Coffee quiet; sales 2800 bags
Maraicabo on private terms. Molasses quiet; sales
125 hhds. Demarara at 50 @ 67}c; 75 bbls. New Orleans at 75 @ 89c.
Naval Scores quiet and steady;
Ri'sin at. 3 35 @ 7 00. Oils firm. Petroleum
quiet.—
Freights io Liverpool firm; Cotton per sail 5 16 @ la;
per steamer g @ }d.

OLD

and everybody else
themselves.

aid ol

Female,

Helmbold’s Extract Buchu
tlie

Great

Diuretic,

And is certain to have the desired effect in all diseases for which it is recommended. Evidence of the most
re8i*oiisib'e and reliable character will accompany
the medicine.
OOO
OOOOOOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O' 10
OOO
OOO
OOO

invited to call

are

TIBBETTS
Cor.

and

I make

no

“secret” of

Helmbold’s
Is

Or

TO

LIST.

Buchu

Enquire

of

CHARLES PERKY.

marSldlt

Portland

Dispensary.

Annual Meeting of the members of the Portland
will be hebl at the Dispensary
[looms, 122 Federal street,

X'HE

Dispensary

New V jkk. April3 —Dry Goods-Prints
MONDAY,
April Otli,
higher;
Sprague’s 14 @ 15c; Wan^utia 10c; grain cloths 9^
Practical and Analytical Chemist, and Sole ManuAt 5 o’clock P. M.
@9?c; heavy brown sliee.ing3 firm at 18} fa) 19c";
facturer of
A full attendance is earnestly requested.
muslins, certain styles }c higher,
S. H. WEEKS, Secretary.
Chicago, April 3.—Klour quiet and easier; Spring
Mar 3l-dtw*
extras 8 50 @ 10 59.
Wheat in fair demand at a del
1
oi
2c:
No.
at
2
cline
@
04); No. 2 at I 882 @ 1 89.
Corn advanced 1 @ l}c; No. 1 at 82 @ 844c; No. 2 at
LLL
81 @ 81 }c. Oits in improved demand; Winter at 57
LLL
@ 57}c, and 59} @ 59}c tor tresh. R>e dull at 1 5g lor
LLL
No. 2 in store. Barley quiet at 2 422 for No. 2, and
LLL
2 0J for rejected, in store. Provisions active. Mess
ANNUAL MEETING.
LLL
Pork at 24 CO; extra prime 19 50. Lard steady and
er report.
LLL
active at 152c. Bulk Meats firmer; dry salt shouldLLLLLLLLL
The Chief Justice says it appears from the
members of tbe Portland Institute and Pubers 10
LLLLLLLLL
@10}. Sweet pickled Hams quiet at 11} @
statement of the witness that the report was
lic Library are hereby no'ilied that tbe annual
142c; do rejected 9c. Live Hogs active at", 60 @ 9 6o.
not made by himself but with the assistance
meeting or the members will be held at the Library
Beet Cattle higher at 5 37# @ 8 65.
of another person, whose notes are not proRoom, under the Ciiy Hall, on
Cincinnai 1. April 3.—Bulk Meats held at 11,132,
duced aud who is not himself a witness.
Monday tbe sixth day of April next, at 3&
15 @ 15}c; bui little demand. Bacon—sides wanted
Chief Justice-That paper is admis^able
but uone out o! smoke; shoulders 12c; the rstock of
Personally appeared before me,an Alderman of tbe
o’clock 1*. M.,
The yeas and nays were demanded on the
Bacon is light and dealers not smoking, owing to
City of Philadelphia, H. T Helmbold. who, being to choose five d‘rectors f >r the ensueing three years,
which prices are relatively lower than Bulk Meats.
duly sworn, doth say his preparations contain no and to act
admissibility of the report, and it was admitother business that may legally
upon
but
any
narcotic, uo mercury or other injurious drugs,
Hams unchanged. Lard dull at 152c.
ted, yeas 35, nays 11, Messrs. Howe and Trumcome before them.
are purely vegetable.
New Orleans, April 3.—Cotton excited and unbull votfng with the democrats in the negaEDWARD A. NOYES,
T
H.
HELMBOLD.
settled; sales to-day 5000 halos; Middling 30}c; reClerk.
tive.
Portland, March 27,1868.
Sworn and subscribed before me this 23d day of
1940 bales; e"ports 2951 bales; sales of the
ceipts
the
1854.
Mr. Butler then offered
report prepared week 34,700
mar28dtd_
bales; receipts of the week 11,9 0 bales; November, WM. P. II IB BE RD, Alderman,
Mr.
McEwen.
by
exports tor the week, loreign, 16,130 bales; coastwise,
Ninth Street, above Race, Philadelphia.
Mr Evarts objected.
4 to bales. Sugar and Molasses very dull; price irregMr. Butler offered the report of the Cleveular and unsettled.
DDDDDD
land Herald.
DDDDDDDD
Augusta, April 3.—Cotton market buoyant and
Mr. Evarts objected.
MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,
advanced lc; Middlings at 28c.
DDD
DDD
On motion of Mr. Edmauds tbe court adDDD
DDD
Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers in
DDI)
DDD
journed tiil to morrow noou.
Foreign Market*.
DDD
DDD
The Chair was vacated by the Chief Justice
Havana, April 3.—Sugar—Nos. 10 and 12 in deDDD
DDD
Goods !
and assumed by the President pro tem.
mand at 7} rs
arrobe; higher grades 7} @ 72 rs p
DDDDDDDD
The Senate shortly after adjourned till toarrobe. Exchange on London 102 @ 11 per cent, preDDDDDD
Yarn*, Small
Gloved'
Corsets,
Hosiery,
morrow.
mium ; on Uuited States, currency, 29 @ 29 per cent,
discount.
Wurcs, Trimmings, Ac.
London, April 3—Evening.—Consols closed at 93
or
Price
Per
CANADA,
@ 93} for money.
NO. 146 MIDDLE ST., OYER LANE & LITTLE
RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES—TREASAnte lean securities— U. S. 5-20’s 722; Illinois CenPORTLAND, ME.
Six
URY ESTIMATES.
_maiCdtl
tral share 91}; Erie Railroad shares £:}.
Frankfort. April 8—Evening.—United States
Ottawa, April 3.—Iu the House of ComSLITS*
to any address, securely packed from obPARLOR
Lelivered
5-20’s closed firm at 75i.
A. McDonald said Governmons Sir John
servation. Address letters to
Ijonnses, Spring Beds and Bedding,
LIVERPOOL, April 3—Evening—Cotton veryacment hail information of certain enanges iu
buo
a decidclosed
ant
and
the
e
day
ti
Manufacture! to order at short notice.
throughout
tuc United States customs regulations prejued advances; sales 30,000 bales; Middling uplands in
dicial to Canadian fishing interests.
u0 deNo. 31 Free Street.
Orarrive
12
do
to
Middling
>rt
@
12};
12}
I2id;
clined to state whether the Canadian Govern- p
Mar 21-dtt
leans 12} @ l2$d.
I»rug and Chemical Warehouse
ment intended to impose additional tonnage
Advice from Manchester are tavorable; market
TIBBETS & TENNEY,
duty on United States fishing vessels. Gov- strong wFli an advancing tendency. Breadstufts
594
N. Y,
ernment hail (he subject under consideration. clo-td irregular and generally dull with a further deAre now finishing up a
cline in Coni, whLh clo-ed at 40s 9d for new Mixed
Estimates of ttie expenditures for the year
Western.
OR,
ending June, 1853, was laid before the House.
Lot
Chamber
The total ol expenditures will amount to $7-,
Huston Sleek
At Corner of Congress’and Washington sts.
Saies

Helmbold’s Genuine Preparation,

Fancy

Bottle,

Dry

j

HELMBOLD’S

ARKANSAS.
ORGANIZATION OF THE LEGISLATURE.
Memphis, April 3.—The Appeal’s special
says the newly elected Legislature of ArkanJames In. Barsas met and organized to dav.
ber was elected President of tbe Senate and
J. G. Price Speaker of the House.
PROBABLE DEFEAT OF THE CONSTITUTION.

The result of voting on the Constitution at
the military polls has not been announced yet.
There is no doubt that the State has gone
against the Constitution by 5.000.
The radicals, however, claim a majority of several

thousand.

Helmbold's

Aiucrie;n
U S Coupon Sixes 1881..
Umted. states i-bos, dui.e.
1 uly.
United States 5-20s, 1802

1*07.
Eastern Railroad.

104 South Tenth Street,

105?

PHILADELPHIA.

re#
IQs}

1889.•/*]' 100
Railroad.102}

Portland. Saco & Portsmouth

Utoi'e to L«t.
AJ O 50 Union, tipper .lore in ttie Block, ami next
1, to Middle street. Enquire ot tke subscriber at

No 4 Cot’on Bt.
Mar 5-codtf

Depot,

ltC2

105#

1864;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.

Maine State Sixes.

138}

Medical

J. M.COLBY.

Beware of

dotmterfeits

And unprincipled Dealers who endeavor to dispose
“of their own” and “other” articles on tbe reputation obtained by

Large

it, and
!eb20eod&eowly

Cut out this advertisement and send for

avoid imposition and exposure.

Sets,

of

Mar 2-dtl

___

Grocery
ion

Store !

siness paving well.

ing

oighty

over

and

countries; women as well as men, a handsome Octavo book of about 600 piges, illustrated
with beautiful steel engraviugs; written by JAMES

PARTON,

the most popular of living authorstwhose
insurc tor it a rapid sale. Send tor our deA. S.
scriptive circular and sec our EXTRA terms.
HALE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
Mar 7-d&w4w
will

$20

to

A

!

ONE-HAIF

the Stock

___

TENEMENT In Franklin Street, containing 7r
rooms. Also one on Lincoln st., containing %i

rooms.

Apply

Deo 29.

to

eodtf

for

single gentlemen,

water.
at 26

enquire

Myrtle

War

!

I

I
!

No 57

112$ Federal

st

HOUSE

dlw1*__

$25.00 per I>ay!
Agents Wanted;

male and lemale; Local and

Traveling. B^smcss new, light and honorable.—
capital
Steady employment the year &round.No 78 Nassau
CO.,
required. Address REEVES
street, New York.

IN

Lost!
Tippet;
vice it has
An
A SQUIRREL
cle will be rewarded

mar

seen

Fib 2D dtf

_-Owlysa

Mri,
83 FranklinYo.
St.

N excellent Horse for Ladies and Children, can
for very «oon.
A be bought cheap if appliedW.
L. SOUTHARD.
March 27-d2w
A

none

tbe better for the

ser-

v one
fiuding such an artiby leaving it at the Press Office.

is

Mar

quality

TON J first

gQ

J. K.

G—till juno s'.

I.OVEJOY,

J. G.

Mar 27,1S68.

ONE

A.

CITY MARSHAL’S OFFICE, I
PORTI AND, April 1, 1868. f
Chapter 29, Section 7. The keeper <>t any Billiard room or table who admit* minois thereto without the written cons nt of their parent or guardian,
or Buffet 8 any persons »o play tin re after six o clock
in the afternoon oi Saturday, or ten in the afternoon
of other days, shall forteit ten dollars for the first,
and twenty for each subsequent offence.
All persons violating the above law will be proseCUted'

JOHNS.HEALD,

City Mar»h.il.

Argus and Star copy.
April 2, dlw

Engine.

Portable
Commercial

Portland, Aug 2#,-dt

PUH.LIPI.

_

St., loot ot Park St.

WHOLESALE

Drug ami Paint Store.
secured the large

We have

Opposite Woodman,

MY

OLl\

COUIit.

Portland, March 3t,

li

W

jor

F.

IP.

OI.IVKI* n'KD(.R, (legally my hnthnn.1) ha. advertised that I have lelt his hed anil
board. He has never provided me with etther. As
to harhoi lug or trnstlng me on his account, there is
no danger of that, as I know ot no person who would
trust him or me on his account,

ONE

ALMED1A WEDCiE.

Portland, April 1st,

apr2dd

18tA.

*

Geo. VV. Ladd’k Patent Watch Case.
half and. tie third gold, «iuil f')r
|
*
styles to solid gold cases ai a orrespovicli'
duct Ion In cost, adapted to and eas'ly nt te<

ONE

ssErsTSSrS1 js.as® "s.
ln^ew

™and

by the manufacturers.
No. 11 Maiden Lane

or

Boston
Yur
J. A BROWN & CO.,
mar24dlm

^ew ^or^‘

Jb

PHILLIPS

CO.,

\VIIOLE9AliE OBUGGIkT,,
411 Si. 4N Middle St., (Donnell’s Block.)

April 3-eod*w6w_
Notice.
the undersigned have this diy tonued a cothe Krai same ot SMITH
under
WE,partnership
of

BAKER, lor the purpose
carrying on the Baking Business, at Til key’s Bridge, Westbrook.
WM. .1 SMITH,
.1. R.BAKER.
inar26dtf
March 24, 1868.

&

For

$2,000.

half story house a ud corner
building lot on Smith Street. Ilonso contain
eight rooms. Terms «asy; $Goo cash balance tiro®,
wltniu
l’his
property will ue sold cheap if applied f®r
one

ANEW

weeks.
Apply to

and

a

__

OF.O. K.

*" ^

anrgdlw'6”

DAVIS A

^^"."Xy-

Dories!
Dories, Dories,
r-A SALISBURY

Additional Notice.

St.,

Co’«,
shall give

our
And fitte l It up for our business, and
whole attention to the WHOLESALE trade.
We have now in store as large a stock of Drugs,
Paints, Chemicals and Patent Medicines as can be
found inanv Drug Siore in New Kuglaud, and our
Brokers in New York, Philadelphia and Host n are
constantly fending us goods from the importers.colntr
With our present increased ta ililies
oi the liberal
business,we hope to have a continuance
pitronage we have received from the Apothecaries
in this city and
and
Store-keepers
Physicians
throughout the State for the past thirteen years.

LDlit.,

ai.rl.llw*

1*#«.

itore

True 4k

two

wile, Almcdia Wedge, having left my bedaud
board without jnsr cause, I hereby forbid all
persons from harboring or trusting b#ronmyac-

new

>litlcllo

AM

40 \

Store.

New

Old Firm.

N««.

Room*.

P0WEL

HORSE

E9GHT

W. II.

BARNES,

HAY, for Mia

Commercial »tmar28d2w*

33

SALE.

FOR

J

Surgeon General, U. S.

Billiard

PRESSED

°V

Department,

thirty-nine.

HAY.

HAY,

24-dtd

new

and Lot No. 16 Hanover Street. The
house is one story and a half, with basement, in
thorough repair, and finished throughout. Enquire
F. D. MOORE.
on the premises.
1868.

Lost!
City Hall Tuesday Evening, a dark Sable Mud.
Any one finding the samc'will be rewarded by
apr2dtf
leaving it at the Press Office.

Notice.

For Sale.

April2,

ELLIOT F. CLARKE,
Cor net Grove and Portland stf.

Apr3-dlw*

AN

st.
apr 3 dlw

H. PEYRET'1,

Apply

apr ld2w*

Stolen !

or

with a white face. Any perin their possession, will

cow

notify

Washington} D. C., March 2, 1808.
ADYEKTIRVMF/ST.
Medica1
Boaid, 10 consist of Surgeon
Army
J. B. Brown, Brevet Brig. Gen’l U S A., SurR.
H.
Brevt
Lieut. Col. U. S. A., SurWirtz,
geon
geon .John Moore, Brevet Col. U. 8. A. and Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, Brevet Lieut Col.,
U. S. A., will me *t in New York City on the 1st o 1
May next, lor the examination of Assistant Surgeon*,
U. S. Army, tor promotion, and of candidates *or
admission into the Medical Stall oi the U. S. Arm}'.
Applicants must be between 21 and 30 years of ago,
physically s rand, and graduates of a regular me lieu! college
Applications for permission lo appear before the
Board should be addressed to tie Surgeon General,
U. S. Army, ami must state tlie lull name, residence,
and date and place of birth ot the candidate.
Testimonials as to character and qualifications
If tbe applicant has been In the
must t e furnished.
medical s-rvice of the Army during the late War,
the fact should be stated, together with his former
rauk, and date and place of service, and testimonial! from officers with whom he has served should
also he tor warded.
;
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
:
undergoing examination, as it is an indispersible
prerequisite to appointment. The number of vacancies row existing in the Medical Corps of the Army

foot if

Billiard Tables in good conation with
wil be sold cheap lor cash.

red

son

SURGEON GENERAL’S OFFICE#

Billiard Tables for Sale.
sets Balls,
TWO
to

Cow,
ALIGHT
having said
the subscriber.

S.

Portland, March 23,1868.

or lo Let.
little Cotnge 97 Franklin street.
a good

Possesion given immediately.

Strayed, host

every

ot the Assessors.

T1HEHouse nearly
new, contiining 9 rooms;
of filtered

brick cistern
For particulars

into the enclosure of the Subscriber about
the la.*t ot (February, two sheep. The owner
have the same by calling at my residence, prov-

ing pioperty and paying charges.
JASON LEIGHTON,
Near Prides Corner, Westbrook.
Westbrook April 3,1868. wlt*15

B. BECKETT, )
WM. BOYD,
J Assessors.
WM. H. FOYE,
)
3!ff*Blauk schedules w ill be ftirnisbed at the room

For Sale
beauti til

Stray Sheep.

ment ot bin taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

gentlemen
at

LOST AND FOUND.

CAME

of Portland

session

mar2tkltt

Danfortli street.

ol

OU

ctdved

BOgjgy^WmSiSd?"
CO.

this day per

mat28dlwis

he

DANA A

______

A Ooocl Sale!

A VERY POORPRlCE.il
nE HAD FOR
PA*,. r immediately. I- SOUTHARD.
Match 3

*-^_W.
For Sale

1JOUSE
April

1st.

or

and Fnintture.

dlw

Rent.

No. 52 Park St.

Apply

W. L. PUTNAM.
Cor. Exchange & Federal

For Sale!
i

A

Wf’V’JSim'Im*
Lot 60x120

NEW two Story House In
lln, or the Horse Ba 1-Koad.

For particulars Inquire of

April

2.

,K

„

lecl.

PB0CTEB.
#3

Fxcl.ai.ge 9t.

d3w__
For Sale.

The Ilorse.

To Let.

A

be obtained

Boarders Wanted.
FEW Gentlemen boardeis. or a gentleman and
wile, can bo accommodated at No. 20 Myrtle St.
November 6. dtf

A

And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice, will be do-uned in a tax according to the laws
of the Stale, and be barred of the rights to make application to the County Commissioners for any abate-

Board
rooms can
wives or

Elliot,

over.

W. L. SOUTHARD,
79 Commercial St.

ANDandgood
tlieir

ploy

twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clock in the afternoon, f >r the purjK>se of receiving
lists of the i>oll8 and estates taxatde in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
ami bring to said assessors, true and perfect lists ol
all their (oils and estates and all estates real and
personal Hold by them as guardian, extern or. administrator. trustee or otherwise, as on the first day of
April next, and be prepared to make oath to the
truth of the same.
And when estates ol | ersons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
trom any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person intended, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed although
such esiate has been wholly distributed and paid

Congress and Washington st*.

March 27-d2w

BLCl'K.

day, from the first to the fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room In City Bail, from ten to

order by

per

(lie

city,

pointed.

To the Landless,
12$ eta.

St.,

be given to the poor, gratis.

Assessors of

WHITNEY.
fe_-‘7il3mis

FINE Lot on North Street at
called for immediately.

Guaranteed.

Day

a

Agents wanted to introduce our [fRW
NTAK 8HITTLK NEWIftC IWAC HlNfclfl.
Stitch alike on both sides. The only
We
first-class, low priced machine in the market.
will consign Machines to res|*onglble pn» ties and emenergetic Agents on a salary. Full particulars
and simple work furnished on application to W. O.
WILSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
jau 25.-d3m

City
hereby
notice to ail persons liable to taxation in
THEgive that
they will be in
secular

said

Furniture

Cor

sketches ot eminent persons of all

ages aud

can

TlBBtTS & TENNEY,
Mar 2-dtt

Agents,

p»rts of the United Stafs tor our new work
“PEOPLES BOOK OF BIOGRAPHY,” contain-

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

ot Portland.

Made to

•

A. J. COX & CO.
No. 351 1-2 Congress St.
Dealers in Real Es'ate.

In al!

Hampshire Street,
Congress street,) where ho may le

April 1-dlw*

__

SALE.

and interest In the
Grocery Store, at the north end ot Deerings
Bridge. A rare chance tor one who wishes to invest
in the business.
March oO-dl vv #

Helmbold’s Genuine Preparations.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
Ask for Helmbold’s—Take no other.

Wanted.
PARTNER wanted with a small capital, to taka
an interest in an old and long established bu-

A

on

from

consulted.
fiT5F" Attention will

State Pensions.
holding certificates under the State
Pension Law of 18b7, and continued in torce by
an act of 1868, are no longer entitled to Pensions by
virtue of such certificates, but new applications mast
be made in all cases by paities desirous ot availing
themselves ol the bent fits of the law. Such applications may bo made in person, and not otherwise, to
George H. Libby, bv disabled Soldiers or Seamen,
residents ol He city, who nave served and been crcdi ft <lon the quota ot Maine, by the widows ol such
deceased Soldiers or Sailors, by the legal guardian ol
orphan children of such deceased persons, and by the
dependent mother «r sister of such deceased persons,
and no others,on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
April 6ih, 7th and 8tli. between the hours of 2 and 5
o’clock P. M., at the old Probate Court Room, in City
JACOB McLELLAN, Mayer.
Building.
Apnil 2.1868. 02w

TIl.mE

Broadway.

Board, April 3.
Hold.

Warehouse

Office

|

__

the Btc ker.v

l-d2w

Provisions, GOOD

Herbert

(2nd house

WHEREAS,

for $6.50,

at

April

an

Wm. P. Fessenden has petitioned
the City Council to change the line of Melien
street as now established to the lino as it was formerly laid out, and whereas said petition was referred
by the City Council, Nov’r 4tli, 1867, to the Committee on laving out new streets, for them to consider
and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interest d,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on the sixi h day
April, 1868, at two o’clock in the afternoon,
at the corner of Melien and Congress sts, and will then
and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether
the pub ic convenience requires said sUeetor way
to he laid out.
Given under our hands on .this thirteenth day ol
March. A. D. 1808.
1
JACOB McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICIv,
| Committee
f
on
EZRA CARTER,
J. F. LEAVIIT,
[ LayIngOut
New
JAMES NOYES,
Streets.
GEO. H. CHADWICK, I
Mar 30-dlw

Office

small family, no childr> u, cen'ralan I
not to exceed $225 00. AdBox 2210. Portland.

a

ly located,

dress

Graduate of Harvard M< dical Scho.l)

Portland Institute & Public Libraiy PERSONS

SPlIlfY&

060,000.

KENT for

Wanted !

the pleasure of announcing to the citizens
HAS
Portland and vicinity that lie has taken

F.rst Class Workmen, per day,.$4,0‘!
Second do
do
do do
3,50
Third do
do
do do
2,50
This refers only to members of this Association.
Per Order.
apr3d3t

AFFIDAVIT.

T.

Hr.

—

THE

n.

Wanted.
4

IN

T1I01US
Portland, April 1st, 8'8.-dtf

condition of the market in relation to the exorbitant
prices of provisions, fuel, rent, &c., we deem it a
matter ot necessity in behalf of the justice we owo
to ourselves and families, to demand the following
rale of wayes for tie year ensuing; therefore.
Itesolved
That we, members of ilie Portland
Bricklayers’ Union, do hereby notify all contractors
and owners that on and alter April 1st inc lusive, to
December, we demand the following prices;

City

Immediately.

good

Ma

and customers

02 Commercial

latest styles at

To Bricklayers, Owners and Contractors.
a regvlar meeting of the Bricklayers’ Union,
held at their room on Wednesday last, the following preamble and resoluiion were unanimously
adopted.
Whereas— We having duly considered the present

Al JLt IB

PcKB.’ssion given April 1st.

VACUO,

$1.25

HOOTS,

KE SHALL A
Portland, Feb 261b, 1868.

UOOIiD.

Store No, 3 Galt Block.

“ingredients.”

HELMBOLD,

T.

DEALER

No 30 Tantortb

tenement wanted in a
good neighborhood.
Call at the Daily Press Office.

name

Flour and

at

_ocSSdtf

Wanted

NTRGGT,

8ced Mtorc

a large stock of Furniture, embracing every
article in the line, are offering it at a great reduction
trora former price**.
Nearly every article is custom made, and warranted to be as good as can be mundin tne market.
Setees furnished for Hall and Vebtries at short
notice Reparing and upholstering in all its branches
faithfully and promptly done. Call and examine
BEFORtf PURCHASING ELSWHERE.
Mar 2-dtf

selected with great care,

BY H.

his friends
the stove of

AND

Agricultural

for

of Congress Sc Washington Ntivcfs,

composed of Bncliu, Cubebs and Juniper Berries,
PREPARED IN

To Let.
Board, pleasant rooms,

_wiwrm

BROTHERS,
see
at

Pounds Northern and Western Clover.
lOO Sacks Red Top.
150 Bushels Golden Drep Spring Wheat.
50 Bushels Millefct.
lOO Bushels Hungarian Seed.
Also a large and select assortment ol Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and Retail, at

TENNEY,

I 71 O R

Extract

Will be happy to

8,000

Portland
see

Cbailes P.

to

subscriber
Poc.6. <ltfSuperintendent.

9 o’clock.

EIARRI8

TIMOTHY,

Having

AlUMVVt

JL.

IlJolVluUSf

Apply

HALL.

Senior partner of the late firm ot

whorl Nailer.

full assortment of the

a

or evening
from 3 to
Kimball or to tbe
J. B. THORNDIKE,

on

Bill!

ALBION F. HARRIS,

2200 BUSHELS

Reduced Prices S

OOOOOOO
OOO
JET

To Let,
Library Room, by day
THE Mechanics
very reasonable terms, will seat
400.

Alar 25-d2w

SEED!

AT THE

Is

BI”<*-leblTdtf

NOTICE.

FERNITERE AT

diuretic.

a

Rooms, with Board, tor gentlemen
PLEASANT
and their wives. Enquire at No. 12 Clapp’s

WITH
nL

Floor Committee -Jas Rooney. Jas. F. Marshall.
J. J. Sheahan, It. H. Parker, W. H Kaler, T. Parker.
Dancing to commence at 9 o’clock,
Tickets for Gents and Ladies $1 50.
Gallery tickets for Gents 50c; Ladies 25c; tor sale bv the Commit tee and at the door.
Members can obtain tlidr
tickets at ihe stores of Wm. Melaugh. No. 1 York
Street, and D. Warren, Washington Street.
Refreshments will be for sale in the Senate Chamber.
apridld

SEED,

dtf

April 1,18C8.

Buchu !

or

to

133 Middle street.
Sign of the large pand ot glass.
M. G. PALMER.
March ‘i8-d2w

LTSTOMEBS

NATHAN

From whatever cause originating,and no matter how
long standing. Diseases of these orgaus require the

bblsT;

200‘hhds.;

CUTTING for others to make done at short
notice.
ALL

Can find

-AT-

Male

11HE

A.

Monday

on
second floor.
at Spanish Consu-

Exchange St.

For i«ale or To Lei.
II rst-class, three story brick
house, with freestone trimmings, number tldrtr live
High street.
For particulars Inquire at the house
tcl9dtf

L. C. Briggs & Co,
in Want WHOLESALE GROCERS, $10

BURT’S

Wear I

At tfiie Lowest Prices.

For all affections and diseases of the Urinary Organs
whether existing In

movement

late No. 30
Mar2-(ltt

PORTLAND.

dim

^Ladies

a

A\l Garments Warranted.

1IEEM BOLD’S

Extract

i

KINSMAN,

March 28.

Portland Pie.-,

To Let.

.Holiday Evening, April I I, 1868.
Music by Chandler’s Quadrille Band, D. H. Chanter, Prompter. Concert by full Portland Band from

J2m

EXCniNGG

AND

BBBBBBbB

USE

R.

A.

CITY

1 HEIR

nt

Let,

desirable Offices
WITH
Terms reasonable.
Keys

G

-ON

—

Boys’

BEST

BBB BBB

Soutfc

ROBBINS,

**ip*ng done

ter.

BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBBBBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBB
BBBBBBBB
BBB BBB

To
Brick Store, No. 1

OF

or no
exposure.

no

On tho premises.

ARRANGEMENTS:

Grand Easter

Gas Fixtures of all Kinds.

Buchu First Class Stock of Cloths!

inconvenience and

marl2dtf

nie Irish American Relief Association will give their
Filth Grand Annual Ball, at

Portland, Maine.

J.

(UP STAIRS,I

their stages, at little expense, little
no

3-d3m

Building,

EXCHANGE STREET,
OVER 1IEKCUANTJP EXi'KIAXGF.
For particulars, &c, apply to
W
W. THOMAS, JR.,

apvgtl 1 w

I.

CHANDELIERS,

Having just returned from Market with

Improved, Bose-Wash,
diet,

In Tliomas

Chamber.

"oTSTs""

Middle* Street

No. 137

causes a frequent desire, and gives strength to urinate, thereby removing ohsrnictious, preventing and
curing strictures of the Uretha, allaying pain and inflammation. to irexuent in this class ot diseases, and
expelling all poisonous, diseased and worn out mat-

OF

FEET,

'IH feet High)

and

O. W. Patker,
Chas. J. 1‘euuell,
James T. Brown,
Chas. H. Thomas,
J, ,J. Boyd.
Tickets admitting a aentleman and Ladies, 81,
lo be obtained at the stores ot J. J.
Bo.vd, Edward
Mason, Paine’s Music Store, oi the Committee of
Arrangements, and at tho door.
SSTIancing to commence at 8 o’clock. Clothln «
ehec 'ed free.
REFRESHMENTS will be for sale in tbe Senate

ttiore No. 119
Exchnuse Htrcet,
And D. B. RICKER, No. 185 Fore St.

Lloyd’s Phosphate.

feb

—AND—

change

COMMITTEE

SAWYER & WOODFORD,

March 14.

manufac urei’s prices.

—

It

A HALL 43 BY 73

«.
r.

T. A. Rob Its,
John F Rand,
Chas. \V. Roberts,

Also for sale by
AT

LTET !

TO

CHANDLER, Prompter.

No. O 1-2 Union Wharf* Portland*

Merchant Tailor,

Diseases.

on Pearl Street and
fine location, containing ei^rht and ten rooms, each with modern conveniences. Abundance of well and cistern wa'or,—
J. L. FARMER.
Anply to
Mar 17-dim
No. 47 Danfortb St., cor. Park St.

proceeds will be devoted to defraying the exI ease of re organ zing and uniforming the “Mechanic Blues” tor military duty.

WHOLESALE DEPOT

mthaiFgoold,

Talce no more Balsam, Alercury, 'or unpleasant
Medicine for Unplnasant and Dangerous Diseases.

Secret

To Let.

Tbe

GORHAM. MAINE.

s*peil

a

^ND .STOKES
I Cumberland Ttirace.
fJOUSES
A

Musio by thj Full Portland Band.

ISAAC McLELLAN.

SAMUEL H.

of Lime,

Portland Feb. 1,1868.

MMM

Extract

a

te

20 ecdtf

r

HALL!

AJDDBE8B

prepared to fill orders for
CUMBERLAND

Coa's aisd

At

Without It.

Helmbold’s

House to Let.
JOHNSON, Dentist, will let
part of tho
DR.
house No 13 Fi
street, to small family.
M

Wednesday Evening, Apr. 8,18G8.

KENDALL & WHITNEV.

AI MM
AJ M M
Al M AI
AIM AIM AIM AIM
AIM mMMM MAI
AIAI Al MAI AIM
MM
MM MM
MM
AI
MM

IJLEASANT Lodging Room to let at 21 Browu
Jl street.
mar23dlw>tbentf

two

Gorham, March 1,1868.

PEACE.

Let,

’i’o

Bridge.

Also

Family Should he

in

Nnil All.

Lodi and B»*ex Pourireife

(See symptoms above )

WMM
MM.M

h

CITY

recommend
to all m> lYiends.
I also know that
my neighbor, James Moody, Esq., used it on his
tarm and nursery with the same result* as
mysell.
E. W. JACKSON.

At a
in price of
Five Dollars per Ton.

Change of Life,

or

7,

Grand Promenade Concert!

I used Croasdale’s Super-Phosphate the last seaplanting my corn, potatoes and garden, and
with the result. I got good crops ot
corn and potatoes on
newly broken up land, which
was run out. and had not been tilled for
mauy years.
I regard it as an
valuable lertidzer, and
exceedingly
so
It

are now

Phosphate
reduction

sion

In all

to

THE

Raw Bone

Buchu

uncqualcd by any other remedy, ns in Chiorosts
Retention, Irregularity, Painfii ness or Suppresot Customary Evacuations, Ulcerated or Schirrus state of the Uterus,
Sterility, and for all comincident to the sex, whether arising trom iuiscretion, habits of dissipation, or iu the

Tenement to l.ct.
st, Mnjoy. Enqlre of II. ROWE,
on the piemlscs.
maritdlf

Lalayette
ONArchitect

WILL give another

son In
was satisfied

No. II Preble Ft.

The Subscribers

or

Cures

Pail

FERTILIZERS

Is

No

Tassels,

House Furnishing Goods in Endless Va-

Apr 3-dlm

LI.LLLLLLLL
LLLLULLLLL

JT.

Portland Mechanic Blues Associa’n

Gorham, Maine, Dec. 23, 1867.
Mess B R Croasdalo A Co:
I used in the spring of 1867 a small
quantity of
your Super-Phosphate upou my apple orchard of
young growth-just before a ram
The effect was
it changed the foliage at once, became
dark, and the growth of wood during the season
greatly exceeded that of previous years. T tound also the loliage remained
longer on the trees than when
I did not apply the Phosphate.
I used it on my garden lor
corn, potatoes, beans,
peas, beets, cucuimers, Ac., and the effect was highly satisfactory excepting the potatoes.
1 had a row
ot grape vines, aud used Hie
Phosphate on them. I
was agreeably surpiised with the
result, as I did not
expect anything irom it, as the lanu was so run
do>vn. Jt did well tor them, and
they showed a very
remarkable growth. I can full> recommend this article as a good fertilizer.

W. LOWELL,

LLL

t

Put,*t

We are CLOSING OUT OUR STOCK OF
CROCKERY and PAPER HANGINGS AT COST.

LLL
LLL
LLL

Decline

and

DON’T FORGET

LLL

I.

LET.

To bet.
HAMMETT has a tore t) let on Congress
• St. opposite W. 11 Barton's
Oyster Saloon.
Also three rooms with top light, c.
ntrally located,
convenient for a photographer.
apr3dtt

Grand Promenade Concert!

P.

HOLMES,

_lo

SEVENTH

fine flavor. I also used it on
barley; and had it not
beeu blown down, should have had a
good crop.—
^
^
J^38I mu°b better than any other in the
neighborhood.
used one barrel to the acre. 1 also
used it on my strawberr.es, and in
setting the plants
in the hill.
The growth wa* splendid, and 1
shall bo able to tell you of a
large crop ot berries
nexf year I hope.
Yours,
IRA WINN.

Yours,

riety,

At

A Trial will Convince
Most Skeptical.

AND OIL

CARPETING J
Window Shades,
Cord

DOES.

Par-

Common and Kitchen Furnilure,

HELMBOLD’S

In many

Furnishing Goods,
-ALSO,-

Requires the aid of Medicine to strengthen and invigorate the system, wiich

ETTOE1XJ,

F. E. HOWARD.

8uri>rislu^;

—

Sofas, Lounge*, Enwy, Hocking aud
lor Chairs iu Great Variety.

Weakness,

EXT.

Yours,

..

a

uv

Horse/

UCTIONEEH

-at-

WOOL, HEMP, STRAW

Organic

The

Goods, in comparison

will do.

on

:tOO Congress Street.

Alonzo F. sanbofn,
John Scully,
L. M. Mars ton.
Apr 4-d3t

it remains to be seen what the
The season was too wet to
properly

at Auction

py Sales o/any kind ot pro] erlv In the City or vicinity, promptly attended to tn tlie most favorable
terms.
October 12. dt

ent.
An admission fee of 15 cents will charged to
defray
expenses.
Lecture to commence at 8 o’clock.
Tickets can be procured ot either of the Committee or at the door.

West F.lmouth, Me.. Dec. 23, t8o7.
Mes>*. B. lv. Croaadale A Co :
I chanced to fall upou some of
your Phosphate in
Portland last year, ana
being pleased with the appearance of it, I tried it on my carrots.
There was
three-fourths of an acre of ground, and I used one
barrel ct Phosphate. I harvested fifteen tons of carrots trom the piece. 1 have used Coe’s ami the
Cumberland, but never received so much benefit from
them as from this.
The carrots wore large size and
..

35 to 5t».
Former Price, from 50 to 65.
And all other Goo is in like
proportion of deduction.
April 3-eotl3m

suflering.'none

The Records of the Insane Asylnms
Aud

Coats, &c.

Business Suits from $30 to $50.
Former Price, from $45 to 65.
20 to 30.
Spring Over Coats,
Foimer Price, from 30 to 40.

and Consumption.

Insanity

lu nips
lest It.

SAC’QIJES,

Here are the Prices of some
with those of Last Year.

Dress

New flail,

AT THEIR
end of Docrini:’*

premises.

F. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer.

c* w.

A

There will be music on the occasion and a pleasant
entertainment may be expecte I. It is honed that all
interested in the cause of Temperance will bo pres-

markablygoed,and

of which the

patient may expire.
Who can say that, they are not frequently followed
by those “direful diseases,”
one

Manufacturing 3t

ntrriluarket lot»
0irJr««’ Baroess.-s,

DOW,

Tuesday Evening next, April

«Vc

particu-

tue

on

11 o’clock A. M.,
Market street, I ahull sell
A c.

tiou,

WE8T BltllxJEWATEK, Mass.
Mea-srsB RCroasdale & Co.:
I
side by side with Coe’s and
could see yourPhi-sphato
even l.i] tlie tir.-t of
Augu t a decided bcuetit in favor of yours—that
is, the stalks of coni were
much larger. I used it
on grass m the spring,
freely
nmi late on some turnip*.
The grass crop was re-

also give my pejronal attention to the Cut.

I shall

ting and

Impotency. Fatuity, Fpileptic Fits,
In

Boys’ Clothing!

Will receive particular intention.

Buchu

For weakness arising from Excesses, Habits of Dissipation, early indiscretions, attended with
the lollowmg symptoms:
Indisposit'on to exertion, Loss of Power,
Loss oi Memory,
Difficulty of Breathing,
Weak nerves,
Trembling,
Horror ot disease,
Wakefulness.
Dimness of vision,
Pain in the hack,
Hot hands,
Flushing of the body,
Dryness of the skin,
Eruptions on the face,
Universal lassitude ot the Pallid countenance,
muscular system.

of

Horses, Carriages,
pVKRY SATURDAY, at

Will Lecture before the
Westbrook Good Templars Hull Axxocio.

On

’T'Ro mo t dcstrnblu l)t»
"l“k:,,U'
>'» »<dd wlthou' reserve, on
For plan of
property, and

Apr 3-tu

.,

PORTLAND. ME., NOV 13, 1867.
B. R. Croasdale A Co. :
The Phosphate has given perfect satisfaction in
every case save one, and in fields where it has been
used it can be plainly distinguished
by the superior
growth and color ot the crops.
Yuius,
A. F. BUNT.

o

»

lars, cull on tbe Auctioneers. Sale

films

NEAL

*«•
Pine and
vS^LStre*'.’174
S",.a ,i‘>inlnit ihe grounds of Hon.

on

l l"1!’

Lecture Monday livening,
at 7$o’clock, at
Library lioom, Mechanic’s

GEN.

in.I

B
Brow n
on “
Br'iniliftll
m
libera)
terms.

N. I*.—-Dr. 11. will heal the sick without inediciue
atKoomNo23 U. b. Hotel, dailv from 10 to 1 '& A.
M, and 2 to 4 P.M.
aprSdtt

Messrs

EEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEE
This me Heine increases the power of <ligestion,ftnd
excites the absorbents into healthy action, bv which
the water or calcerous derwisitions and all unnatural
enlargements are Teduced, as well as pain and inflammation, and is taken by

First
April 6th,

DANIEL GOODWIN.

And PRICE.

Please give

out—

RICE.

M. E.

tbe
Pine

100lit
•I

BY

And others increst^d are cordially invited to attend
ol free lectures by
UH. €. €. BEIVNET'f,
Director oiMisericordia Institute, New H iven, Conn,
on healing by laying on hands ar d collateral
topics,
scienlilic, medical, religious, etc., illustrated by a
Chart of the Universe.

Stetson, Maine, Fob. 12th 1868.
I his certifies that I used Croasdale’s
Super Phosphate last season on corn and believe it increased my
crop one-tliird at least, as I left a part of the
piece
without, and all manured alike.
rr..

WORKMANSHIP

EREEEEEEE
EKKEEEEEE
EEE
EEEEEE
KEWEeE

down and worn

run

Yours Ac,

FITTING,

ings.

was

\Ve»ll£ttd.
on SATURDAY. the
aczt’ 111 3 O’clock P. M.,
on lie Southerly corner ol
0,JIUK|
Vm,ok
the

ILLbesoMbyaucGon,
WAt
v,lo'h„?:r A,:ril

a courso

corns ol manure.
I will semi you the
tesfamony oi
my neighbors soon. I think I can sell from 50 to 100
tons. How soon < an you ship it? I think now
April
will be soon enough.

-in-

Swell-

ground

oi

PATTEN * GO., AicUemi•
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

M

Valuable Building Lots at Auction

Ijeetures.

in

the oats w ere about thtce or four inches
high—it
changed the color at once, became dark and stout
had a splend d crop. I can raise as good corn
with’
six dollars’ worth to one acre as i can with
eight

FIiIENDS>

,0

Free

Thr«m,

piece

1

t^*Reailiuzs will commence at 8 o’clock precisely
Tickets 00 cents each, or three lor 01
Fcr sale at
Crosman & Co s, and at the door on ihe evening of
the rea iiBg.
:ipr4dt<l

to
best

and Summer Wear,

Spring

Cretans,

W'elberbco, Mrs. IVorcro.., Hears.
Kolzscbium, Ibnrstou ami Shaw.

revived

desirable stock of Cloths

very

®.

Mrs.

r^‘R‘C.ro!\9'lale&<5o.
onmLt'iv
j

No pains will be spared to give

Kidney?,

Dropsical

BRAND

Read the Tciamony.
Stetson Maine, Not. 27, ’u7.
y
iOiNorih Del. Av.
■*US| ru,urutJ <rom an absence of
5'oar ,e,lor i’boula have been answered soonei, °,r
I can sav in reference
to to your
Super-phosniiatc tlial I have u e.l the PhnsnWe of
two other Manulacturers, and J have
nevm
as much benefit Irom any as Irom
this
I sold <t
twenty-one tamers, and they all say it is the
they ever used. I used it on an o'd mowina liel.l120 lbs. to the acre, and it Increased
third to one-n It h part. I used it on my oats oneamt

B. Frost.

Just received
HAS
adapted for

for Diseases of the

and

BEARING

of the

MUSIC

Standard Guaranteed bu Prof. James C. Broth.
Chemical V. S. Mint Philadelphia.

MERCHANT TAILOR,

A Positive and Specific Remedy

Bladder,

PACKAGE

avct/on bales.

A.* Brown’s
Hall,
On Mouda,
Ereuin,, April 6lli. 1808

Richer in Ammonia and Phosphoric Acid
than any Fertilizer in the Harket.

the

Boston

doubt- ad vane the cost of goods tor the remainder of the season, aud consume the
proliis of
the manufacturers on orders accepted early in the
season, ba^ed on the supposition that stock would
not advance, and that workmen would be available
at former prices. The prospect at
present is good for
trade with manufacturers to hold on till late in the
season, as they are
orders from the
nowieceiviug
New England trade and stocks of
goods suited to
that- demand are small. The too common ciror—that
when sales are a little quicker
in tlio shape
anything
ot a boot or shoe will sell is again
apparent this
year, as buyers are seeking for the best qualities
onl j, and are loud in their censure of the
poor stock
and ‘‘shoddy” goods which have been
put on the market in former seasons. The shipments for the week
have been 2 5,662 cases, and for the mouth
54,501; the
mouth last year they were 86,46S ca=es. Since
Jan 1st the clearances of cases have been 208
686,
being about 4000 more than last year for the same
period.—Shoe and Leather Reporter.

Middle

Peter

BUCUII,

London, April 3.— [Special to the New York

COMMEBCIAL.

Super Phosphate. Benefit
Standard Fertilizer for all

_

“Highly Concentrated”

BRAZIL.

pone the consideration of Mr. Gladstone’s resolve till the next Parliament.
Six hundred members voted, and Go vernnient was defeated by sixty
majority. The
announcement was greeted bv wild cheers of
the liberals.

13

Corner of Temple.

HHH
HHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HHH
HiiH
HHH

GREAT BRITAIN.

clined

HHH
HHH

HHH

EUROPE.

London, April 4—3 A. M.—At 2.13 this
morning the debate ended, aud a division took
place on Lord Stanley’s amendment to post-

31

GOOD^S

!
109

tail.

Herald.] By the mail steamer at Lisbon advices from ltio Janeiro to March 11th are received. The news Irom the war on the Parana is to the effect that the allied forces were
passing the Fortress of Hnmitia, and had taken Asuncion.
The resignatkn of General
Alegra and the departure of Generals Mitre
and Flores for their respective seats of government left Caxias untrammeled in earn ing out
his jilans agaiust Asuncion. These consist of
moving a heavy body of troops along the Cran
Chow bank of tho llio Paraguay to a point opposite the upper.bauk of the ltio Tibicuari.—
This body of troops was to cut off' all the Paraguayan supplies from the Cran Chow, all communication by river with Asuncion, and also
to raise tho chains and other obstacles that
prevented the allied fleet from ascending tho
river. Meanwhile, with reinforcements Caxias
was to diaw a cordon from opposite Ytati on
the ltio Parana to the Rio Tibicuari, thus enclosing the whole Paraguayan encampment.—
An attack was then to be made by nine Brazilian iron-clads and 16,000 troops on Fort Hurnaita, and in case of the removal of the river
chains, to advance with the balance of his fleet
on Asuncion, ahoHt
130 miles above.
The
whole force now at the disposal ot Caxias
amounts to 40,000 men, 14 iron-clads and 20
wooden vessels; whereas, Lopez is reported to
have only 12,000 in and around Fort Humiata.
There is great ioy here over the news ol' the
success of Caxias.
From Montevideo we have the announcement that the President, Gen,
Flores, had
been murdered in that city. He had
recently
returned from the seat ot war on the Rio Parana, for the purpose of resigning the Dictatorial power which he seized about a year ago.
This determination was the cause of a scandalous outrage on the General by his own son,
Fortunate Fiores, on February 5th, in which
the former received personal violence from his
son. Fortunate called out the battalion which
he commanded, placed a cannon in the
street,
and the son was ouiy checked in his
bloody
designs bv the intervention of the American,
French, English, Spanish and Italian gunboats ill the harbor. Gen. Flores, who had retired to Union on the 8th, banished the aiders
and abettors of his son. dissolved the battalion
and sent Fortunate to Buenos Ayres. The authoiities there however, determined to arresthim for a murder which he committed some
time ago in the Argentine
Confederation,
whereupon voung Flores took refuge on an
Italian gunboat until he could escape to Europe. Our dispatches do not state who is the
murderer of G.-n Flores, but it is probable he
was some cashiered aider and abeitor of bis
son. Col. Lorenzo Battle, Minister of
War,
has been elected President of Uruguay in
place of the deceased Gen. Flores.
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Albany, April 3.—The Assembly to-day ordered the third reading of the bill to submit

Mr. Butler—The allegation denies that there
was a .scandalous
and disgraceful scene, the
conditions being that tho counsel for the President claim freedom for speech, and we claim
decency of speech. We are now trying to
show the indecency of the occasions
I understand the freedom of speech iu this country to
mean liberty to speak
properly and discreetly;
I regaril freedom of speech in this country as
freedom of tlie private citizen to say anything
in a decent manner.
Mr. Evarts—Yes, it is the same thing, and
who is to judge of the decency?
Mr. Butler—The Court before which a man
is iried tor breaking the laws.
Mr. Evarts—Did you ever hear of a man being tried for freedom ol speech?
Mr. Butler—No, hut I saw two or three who
ought to have been. (Laughter.)
Mr. Butler repeated the question to the
witness, who continued—I could not seethe
President; only heard the tone of his voice;
he seemed excited; 1 do not know what his
manner is from personal
acquaintance when he

The President to-day sent the following
nominations to the Senate: Hedgeman Slack,
to he Marshal of the Western District of YTirgtnia; Wm. S. Willis, New Jersey, Assistant
Surgeon in the Nav.v; John Ayres ana Nicholas Quintard, Agents of Indians in New Mexico; A. Kosborne, Collector of Internal Revenue Filth District, Wisconsin; Wm. Murphy,
.Collector of Internal Revenue for Sixth Dis-

niSCfILLANEOOg.

AND

THE NEW CONSTITUTION.

enquiry.

NOMINATIONS.

WHCELLAnnEora,

HE JL JWI2 0 ED’®

NEW YORK.

?D.

The Tribune’s despatch says the President’s
friends are more cheerful, regarding the ruling
out of the testimony about Cooper as an important point in the President’s favor.
It is a'leged that the President urged the rejection ot the Constitutional amendment in
South Carolina, as well as in Alabama.

WITNESS SUMMONED BY

Concord. April 3—The hotel,furniture and
out-buildings of A. J. Sherburne, at Chichester, were destroyed by fire this morning. Insured for $3 000 in City Company of Hartford.
No insurance on furniture. Loss between
$5,000 and $6,000.
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Wm. M. Hudson of the Cleveland Leader
testified—With the assistance of Mr. Johnson
I reported tlie speech made by the President
Have not
at Cleveland in September, 1866.
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INSURANCE.
thieving to be a part of your cautiously forward until the sound of horseMISCELLANEOUS,
HOTELS.
warfare,” rejoined the captain, “but you will men moving rapidly came quite near, I withat least permit these ladies to retire before
drew into the edge of the forest and awaited
THG ROOF,
their passage. Nearer and nearer came the
you subject to me to this indignity.”
ALBION HOUSE
“No. by (x—!” replied the ruffian; “I know t troop, aDd at once I thought there was too
them too well to trust diem out of my sight much jingling and clatter for a guerrilla band
AND
at Home” lor April.]
[prom “Hours
on a night expedition, and presently came the
as long as I am on <he place.”
was just over.
voice—
sl'all
The
last
oi
a
notes
resonant
sound
“TheD
begin your evening's
deep,
Dress-parade
you
ROOMS l
“Silence!—Close up! Steady, men, steady!”
of tue post band lingered aloug the face of soort at the other end, and do your murJer
How my heart leaped into my throat! It
first.”
the Arkansas ltiver, mingled with the creepthe European Plan,
was my junior lieutenant, with a detachment
Xiio widow walked quietly up, and layintr
ing ioe ol the autumn evening, and the short,
117 Federal Street.
deep peal of the “sunset gun” came back, her hand on Captain Blake,s shoulder, said of our own com) any 1 Plunging into the
iu
low but finn tones: “Captain Blake I en- road, at the risk of being shot down, 1 stopmellowed aud softened, trom the wooded
repaired and every
roomirefuralBfeibce^omP’e,uI''
The D,nini! KoHm has been entreat that you will not subject yourself to
hills, behind which the red glow was already
ped not to inquire how they came so opporta fS
il
larged,
and greatly
troatoeU,
improved.
fot
tunely near, but, making myselt known to
any avoidable severity, out of any regard
fading into colder purple.
Mca,s
The short twilight of that latitude was fast
Lieutenant Winters, liurr;ed them forward at
We have sulfered too
till Hours.
my sister or myself.
and 1,
Blake
the same reckless speed at which I had com,.
not
to
much
as
in
this
into
unholy strife,
Captain
Roam Menu every day,win,
deepening
nigh'
already
s0up.,Oy.tcr.
his lieuleuaur, leit the ii3t traces ot the little
feel willing to endure all things, even to the Reaching a corner of a field some distance
Chowdern, &c.
Horn the house, we
loss of iile, lor the cause, or lor the few to
town which was occupied by our regiment,
hastily threw down the
BEEP
STEAK
BEST
IN
fence and rode
TOWN.
the 100th Illinois Cavalry,and struck into whom we are dear.”
straight towards the door. A In
!
ByAll Bread and Pastry made at the Est ablishthe sec uded lorest road which led up into
With these bold words she took her sister’s shot or two from the frightened marauders
ment.
tall
hills five or six miles hand, and the two withdrew to the farthest outside greeted us as we dashed up, but, heed_mar 18 11m
the heait of tbe
less of all save what
the room; and throughout the
coi ner of
he passing withaway.
might
CAL
AND
SEE.
AUGUSTA
captain Blake was decidedly a military fop. whole scene which I am about to outline, in, I threw myself from my horse and lolB. PLUMMER &
with the exception ol a single moment, reHe always wore faultless uniform, and on ah
lowed by a half dozen sturdy troopers, burst
ST A TE STME ET.
General Agents
proper occasions his delicate white fingeis mained kneeling with their faces toward the open the door.
lam, not now
the Board
Unwalk
were encased iu tan colored kids, produced
Never shad I forget the scene. On the
AUGUSTA, ME.
Far
British
Maine
anil
the
Province.,
trom some mysterious nook of his baggage,
A momentary silence was broken by a rude
table, the noose about his neck, his arms pin- derwriters.
‘RE-OPENED JUNE 1, ISM.
the sources of supply whereof, during neatly laugh Iroin the guerrilla chief, and a coarse
—OF TUB—
ioned tightly to his sides, his chest heaving
J• II- liLING, Proprietor.
lour years ol campaigning, remained as uujest at the kneeling posture of the “d—d Yan- from his quickened breathing, his forehead
Conn. Mutual Life Ins.
discoverabie to his brother officers as the au- kee saints,” and then he again addressed
A Liberal Discount made
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covered with sweat, pale, hut erect and selfthe
Porttorooms.
FHEE Carriage to and fiom House—
thorship ol Juuius. His hair wa3 long and Captain Blake: “Since you preler, my light- possessed even then, stood Captain Blake,
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have
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ever
HARTFORD,
indulged
juneddtl
begin at that end, you and a little farther bacu, the widow, with up- land
neglige ing-cock,
rates on all kinds
flowing, and lie
property.
But his shall have your way. Jerry, go and bring iu
of blouse or citizen s linen sack.
lifted finger and heaving bosom, with eager
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and
beeu
ol
more
than
a
those
had
proved
oi.ee,
couple
plough-lines by the door.— eyes and parted lips and whole lace aflame
courage
Hotel
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Now twist the two together,” he continued,
many ol his ruder companions had learned to
with exulting light, while the sister, still
Over 918,000,000.00.
their cost that under the kid gloves slumber- as one of the gang returned, alter a momen- kneeling in the half shadow, with clasped
Auburn.
ed muscles ol steel.
tary absence, with the desired articles, ”aDd bauds and uplifted face, sobbed “Thank God
Ofliee Ao. SO Exchange Street, Elm House, Coml. St.
W. S. Young, f .oprietor.
This evening, like all others, found him
then pass the end over one of these
—Oh! thank Bod!”
poles,”
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PORTLAND.
buttoued to the chin in spotless blue. My pointing to the ceiling.
the
one
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Augusta House, State St. J. H. Kling, Proprietor^
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exception, the hangman,
Of* New
own attire, on the contrary, was that of the
This was summary indeed, and the blood
York,
guerrillas escaped in the darkness and conBangor.
Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.
ordinary citizen. I was too prudent, or cow- curdled in my veins as a burly ruffian, stand- ! fusion. This one was captured as he was
ardly, ever to ao out of range ol our guns, in ing on the sideboard, thiust his hands up in- climbiug through a rear window, and brought Capital and Surplus Over Half a Million of Dollars l
Bath
Bath Hotel, Washington St.C. M. Plummer, Prothat bush-whacker country, wearing the nato my place of temporary concealment, and
hack at the moment I was releasing the Capprietor.
uniform.
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three laitlnul old servants—the last of a the floor.
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huge plantation corps
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Captain Blake’s face may have been a
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life, without even an alarm 10 break the
monotouy.
And so we cantered along the daikening
son

wav, with the same uouchalent assurance
with which we would have gone out Irom
Illinois homes lor an evening riue, Air.ved
near ilie gateway ol the larrn, lollowmga
habit termed when we began our visits, vie
turuid sho t into the dense wood opposite,
aud concealing our horses m its deptns, proceeded on loot to the house. The sulky hoy

hanging lazily
passgate
ed m, and greeted
giulf “How are
ye,” and a jerk of his thumb towards the
house when we inquired for his sisters. Farther up the path ue met old Harry one of the
servitors about the place, who accosled us
pleasantly,' aud then, coming closer, said
conudeniially, that he had seen four or live
was

over the
us with a

as we

“mighty suspicious lookin chaps” riding past
the house two or three times on the precedI lg day, and he thought that some of Buck
lixown’s whackers”

about.
We were alone and totally unarmed.
A
sudden sense ot danger struck me like a chill,
and I at once suggested to the Captain
that,
as our tricuds did not yet know ol our arrival,
we should return to our boi-ses aud ride back
»to our regiuieu’, postponing our visit to some
more auspicious occasion.
He, however, ra
ther tangled at what he termed uiy nervousness, and argued that as the boy had already
seen us we would he beartdy laughed at on
our next visit it we did not at least show
ourselves to the sisters, if only lor ten minutes.
Know.ng into what colossal pioportions the Captain's teu minutes were likely
to expaud, 1 adhered to my suggestion, anu
during the short conlerence which lollowed
we walked back to the gate.
The boy was
gone, and assuming that he had gone to the
house by some other path, and, probably, had
already apprised the inmates of our presence,
we turned again and walked without hesitation to the door.
At the beginning of the war the manorhouse of the plantation had been burned, and
its proprietor murdered as an abolitionist,
aud thelamiiy were now living in an old tenant house, which was of logs and built in a
maimer familiar throughout the West and
Southwest. A wide passage-way, rooled and
floored, hut not inclosed at the ends, ran
transversely through the centre, on one side
of which were a kitchen ar.d a living room,
and on the other, three or lour small
sleep
ingrooms. All these rooms opened into the
passage-way a ove named, and iu none of
them was there any other door.
In the passage way itsell were kept harness, saddles,
hoes, spades, and a variety ol out-door implewere

ments.

Inside the sitting-room there was. warmth
and light ana pleasant welcome
There, too,
the widow, with a tinge of
anxiety, mentioned the suspicious horsemen ot tUc day Lofore. Agaiu the chill ran over me, and the
impulse to return at once came stronger than

But the merry -hearted sister aud the
galiart capiaia laughed our tears to scorn,
and declared the horsemen were but idle neThese
gioes or strolling Federal soldiers.
latter 1 knew they were not.
But we were
within the charming circle. The temptation
to stay was present, visible,
glowing with
beauty and welcome. The possible dancer
was remote—bareiy
suspected, if eveu that.
Is it any wonder we stayed?

ever.

“

At all events,” said the widow,
I’ll go
and have Will keep a good lookout while you
are here, and report at once anythiug suspicious he may see.”
W ilh these words she passed out of the
room, but alter a brier absence returned with
the intelligence that Will was nowhere to be
lound, and that his saddle and bridle also had
disappeared Irom the passage-way.
1 hen ot course,” said the younger sister,
“
Will has gone up to the Brown place to see
Chariie, and if anything is astir in the country, those two boys will he sure to discover it
ana let you know.”
“Yes,” replied the widow, musingly, “it
must he so. Anyhow, it will he sate lor you
to stay a little while, till the Captaiu siugs us
one or two ol those German ballads.”
Captain Blake w as no mean pianist, and
perhaps there is no better evidence ol the
lascination which led him to this lude farmhouse, than tne (act that, being such, he
could, without witciug, si- dowu to au old,
asthmalic meiodeon, and faithfully essay to
accompany his voice in some ol the quaint
bailaus ol the Fatherland.
uw-t.y

in

music auu

ant, cliat.

pieus>

V\ e had separated into couples,
and on one side ot the room the widow and
myseii, half hidden behind a huge, old-fashioned sideboard, conversed fitluliy iu tones
scarcely audible to ourselves, while in the
larthist corner, the sister and the Captain,
with downcast eyes and tremulous
voices,
held tender c nverse. The last stroke ol len
rang out from the old clock that stood on the
sideboard as the door suddenly opened and
Old Harry stole in, his round eyes distended
to ibeir utmost, his grisly wool almost erect

with (right.
We sprang to our feet simultaneously.
“Masto’ Cap’en,” said Harry, in a loud
whisper, l,l j is sec lour, sebeu men c imb
oher tie garden lenee, an’ I bear horses in de
road. You hab (or to run right now,or Buck
Brown bah got you, sbu!
Even while the old man was speaking there
was a heavy triad in the passage way, the
door

pushed rudely open, and ball-u-dozen
motley-looking ruffians, armed to the
teeth, strode in, seized the old negro by the
throat, uamned his black soul,’' and, roughly thrusting him into the outer darkness,
was

*•

closed tue Uoor.
Bike nearly all
iog-houses, this was of one
Btoiy, the ceiling being formed ol boards la d
011 tlie toi’3 f,t the
walls, the
llavinS no fixed stall way, being
leached, (by a ladoer
habituady kept outside

-° l.?lfafi1Cl

and placed

in

through

position only when
necesarv)
in

an opening
ttle ceiling, which was
almost immediately over my head as 1 stood
in Iron tot I lie sideboard.
t h e tab
pulse ol the moment, guided i,y a
k
per Iroin the widow, 1 sprang upon the
beard the first loob tep in tb»
board as
outer
passage, and, as the door was swung open bv
a slight exertion of strength swung
myseif
up into the darkness ol the lult, iroru whence
through the cracks betwejfn .the boards in
the floor, I could see all tdwtbpassed iu the

Allowingf

Lie-

below.
The captain’s first impulse was toward a
window in the end of the room, but this was
suddenly raised pom without, the white curtain thrust
aside, and a ruffian of the same
stamp with those inside looked in with a
drunken grin.
Seeing his only apparent avenue o escape thus
%ut 0li; Captain Blake

room

lb mu
his
full

araw|nS
tit ,a’ann
coolly askeu;

height,

hinisi If up to
u

vy0jj aeutle-

men, what do you pioposeto o„
Tue whole parly had cvidcullv been drinking beefy ol the fiery whisky which was their
only beymage. and while the diunken mood
did not detract Irom their ferocity, it in
srime

devilish lacetiousness
horrible than their fiercest rage.
cases

produced

a

“Well,

more

my jack a-rlandy,” said one, who
seemed to be a leader, “the first
thing lor
to
do is to
you
strip yourself ol them line
teal hers.
We have use for such
some-

toys,

would cause him to (all almost as

suddenly and eltectually as irom the “drop”
ot a regularly-prepared scaffold.
All these preparations were effected in tar
less time than is taken in the telling. Cap(atn Blake seemed to have deliberately made

up his mind that his hour to die had come,
and to have determined that he would go out
ot the world with the self possession which
always characterized hmt, nor give his loes
the slightest opportunity to taunt him with
cowardice, or even weakness.
The guerrilla hangman was in the act ol
pinioning his arms, when their leader, with
no anparenf object bul to
prolong the scene
ol murder, broke in with a fiendish sneer:—
‘•Hold on a minute. May be the gentleman
would like 10 say something. May be he can
give some good excuse lor coming down here
to steal niggers.
I'm in the humor lor a
s jeech.”
So saying, he seized a chair and sat down
with all the air of an auditor at a political
gathering, his companions following his example. A cold, famt smile curled the captain’s lip, and for a moment he was silent—
Then the whole expression ol his face chaug
cd suddenly. I saw him dart a single glance
ol fiery intelligence up into the darkness in
which 1 half crouched, clinging to a raiter tor
support, which seemed to search me out and
bum itseli into mv heart, and then his words
came clear, distinct, and growing louder as
he proceeded: “ui lor the wings of an
eagle
that, I might mount upward out of your accursed presence, even through the root of this
desecrated duelling— even through the roof!”
he repeated in a yet leader t me, and
looking
lixediy iDto the eyes ot the chief, “and bring
down upon you the lull punishment you de-

1”
A loud laugh from the guerrillas for a moment drowned his voice, but, heedless of the

serve

interruption, he went on loudly, fluently, continuously, denouncing vehemently southern
slavery, the southern cause, men, armies, and
leaders.
It was at the
beginning ef this
strange and apparently insaue outburst’
that
the
two
sisters, lor the only
time during that
turned
their
scene,
taees
toward the captain. In mywondering
selt, momentary astonishment

iollo ved
by a shock as ot a galranic life. As If
through an instantaneous revelation troni
heaven, 1 saw his object and cursing myself
lor the precious moments
already lost, I
turned my attention to the immediate execution ol the conception his
opening words

conveyed

was

to me.

The rout ot the house was formed of thin
boards some lour leet in length, doubled and
overlapping to prevent leakage, and held iu
place, not by nails, hut by long poles laid
along the outside. Rapidly examining the
tool, I soon found a place where some warping or springing of the pole outside enabled
me to blip Uao buiuUa aaule until I could
get
my arm through, when board alter board was
removed
until
the
quickly
opening was large
enough to allow me to pass out, and still the
tide ol the captain s declamation flowed on
louder and more fluently, and the half-drunken guerrillas clapped their hands and
laughed
and stamped in
huge enjoyment ol what
seemed to them the most ridiculous of farces.
Reaching the outside, I was about to risk
a leap Irom the low eaves into the
darkness,
when 1 caught sight ol the chimney out-lined
against the iky. This was built outside the
house, ol sticks laic1, like the logs ol the house
interlocking at the corners, with the projecting enos allowed to remain; the whole securely smeared with clay on the inside,and having
an almost regular taper from the
groun-f ujn
ward. Clinging to these projecting
corners,
l descended almost as
rapidly as it on a ladder. Arriving at the bottom, I
paused a moment and listened. Inside i could still hear
trie captain declaiming as vehemently as before, and the ribald laughter of his auditors,
and outside I could distinctly see the watcher
at the one window in that end ot the
house,
gazing intently at the strange scene within,
riven in that brief
moment, with dtaih all
around me, J could not repress a leelin(r of
admiration, almost amounting to awe, for
tiiat man, who, wiih the latal noose
hanging
against his neck, utterly in the power of remorseless murderers, with such wondeitul
sell control sustained so
uninterrupted a flow
ot thought and
speech; with a well defined
object iu view,displaying all the cultectedness
ol mind aud fertility of resource ot a trained
legislative debater speaking ''against time.”
imowing myseu ii.it on the ground, j
crawled as rapidly as possible to the
gulden
lence, and iu its friendly shadow sood reached the road in tront 01 the house. Heie I
had expected to lind a
sentinel, but the closest scrutiny tailed to detect one, and
quickly
the
with
an almost
crossing
road,
choking
sense of treedom, I plunged into the dense
lorest on the o'her side. Once under this
cover 1 harried directly to the
spot where we
had left our horses. They were both
gone!
koine one or more ot the
guerrillas, then,
must he acquainted with our habits. But
however this might be, there was now no alternative but to try to reach the
post on toot,
and that, too in the shortest possible
space
ol time; and nerving myselt tor the hazardous mu, 1 picked my way back toward the
road at a point lower down than where I had
eutered the torest, 1 had almost reached the
roadside when my ear
caught the sound ot
voices directly ahead and not far
away, one
ot them evidently a
negro's. Stealing to the
edge ol the wood, 1 could dimly see a man
on horseback.
His companion I could not
see, but soon heard enough to satisfy me
that the p-rsons were the
guerrilla sentry
and one of the negroes
belonging to the
The
horseman
was trying to make
place.
the negro tell what had become ot old HaiThe
answers
of
the
black I could not
ryhear, aud in crouching aud trying to steal
closer my hand came in contact with a round
club, evidently a piece of cord wood, dropped
from tome passing wagon, four feet long, ot
perhaps two inches diameter, round, smooth
and straight. My decision was taken on the
instant; It was scarcely twenty feet from me
to wbeie the guerrilla sat on his horse, his
attention drawn to the negro on the other
tide. Gtasping the club firmly iu both hands
1 approached in a crouching postuie till within a slep or two, and then rising, with a single blow, delivered with all the energy my

desperate purpose could command, brought
the man to the
ground. To seize the reins,
spring into the saddle, and, with spurs deep
buried in the horse's
liauks, plunge headlong
down the
narrow roa(|j waa the work of an
tie was a noble
horse, aud I had
!U ,v,U'.
no
mercy ; aud

down that broken and
road, in the thick darkness, we
u was a terrible
but a hie worth hall
tide, luVm‘lrhvmd'
a dozen of mV
so

mffAl be saved
nor horse nor self.
mva

by speed,

and I

r
spared

Half a mile down the road,
passing over
moist ground, I thought 1 cau dit the
taint clatter of bools, hut Irom which direction 1 could not tell. Reaching the summit
of a succeeding rise, I paused and listened.
Yes—there were horsemen, plaiulv—and aptoo, on the road directly iu front
proaching,
ol me.
It must be, too, a part ot the fang
who bad
surprised us at the bouse. And oli!
horrible chance, I must lose precious moments in
this new
some

avoiding

danger. Riding

•

©R.J.

•••••

Ol l Harry is silting this drowsy afternoon,
in the shade of the willows down my garden
walk, calmly watching a little wicker carriage,
in the contems of which the erewhile widow and myself claim joint proprietorship.
Captain Blake and his wife live in the
brown cottage over the way; and the captain stoutly maintains to this day that he
was terribly frightened that night, otherwise
he could not have made so long and vehement a

speech.
=

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS.
Wear tbe

or

ft

Not ice.

and would
to his old
IStriends and theagain,
public generally, that lie has bought
announce

the old

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,
SQUARE)

which he has renovated throughout,
Jor a first class

and furnished

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where he hopes that his old friends will drop
in
amt help him ** out.”
He is also prepared to serve
Wedding Parties and Families with every variely m
*

the way of

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,
Ice Cream, &c., &c.
The above place will be open on MONDAY next.
March 23d, 18C8.
Tbe subscriber is happy to announce that he
has secured ihe s^rvicrsoi Mr, BENJAMIN BARNETT, the well known Fh.eI'CH co k, who lias for
so many years offi dated at most of the Public Parties, Dinners, &c., in this city and vicinity.
ISAAC) BARNUM.
March 21. dtt

Organs
Of

and Melodeoiis

the latest improved Style and Tone, Manufactured by

WM.

P.

HASTINGS,

No, 15 Chestnut Street9 Portland,
MAINE.

voiced wiih a rich, mellow and powerful tone. Tlie
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
please the eye and satis y tue ear.
Also improved Me I o< I eons, the latest of which is a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put the in-

strument out of tune
Al- o keeps on hand Piano Fortes of the best
styles
ami tone.
WM. P. HASTINGS.
dcOeodly
ESP*Price 1 ist sen t by mail.

ATWOOD’S

The Greatest Discovery of the Age,
FOR THE RELIEF OF PAIN.
both externally and inlernally, for all
ihe purposes lor which a Liniment if used, and
is superi *r to any preparation that th<3 skid ot man
has yet discovered.
As an external remedy it has never been excelled.
is used

IT

will

cube

Side or Back'; Pains and Sores i
the bones
and Muscles; Pains and Stijjness in the
Joints; Neuralgia, <. ohc Cramps
and Pain in the Bowels; t holtra
Morbus; Dysentary; Bites and
Stings; Scald II ad; Tooth
Ache; So re Throat;

Diphtheria; Frostbites;

youth.—treated scientifically

ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we

Ac.

Dirctious for the use ot lliis Valuable Pain Destroyer in all ibe various diseases, will be found
aro nd each bottle.
It is an indispensable medicine in every family
who desire to be piovided with a safe and reliable
remedy for all tee above ailments.
Manulactured and .or s.r e at wholesale, by
ATWOOD & HA Li., JJangor, Me.
W. W WHIFFLE & CO., Agents for Portland,
21 Market square.
feb27eodtf

Gas Fixtures !
our

busi-

Fittings,
RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

Grating*, !*uuips, Ac*, Ac.,
and are now prepared to furnish them as low as they
can be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected trom the
latest and most lash.onnldo si vies.
We invite persons who intend to purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.
C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street, Portland, Me.
dtt
September 12.

DYERS9 NOTICE.

by addressing

328 ro.NGRENN STREET.
and have opened an office at No. 25 Free Street,
where I am prepared to receive orders and execute
them in 'he nest manner, at short notice, and at
prices d lying competition. As I hive had more
than iwenty-nve j car« experience in the
dyeing business.
fiat*or myself hat I am thoroughly acquainted with flic business. P ease call at either office and
examine my li t of prices, and take my card.
H. BURKE,
Sole Proprietor ot the old Portland Dje House.
Jauuarv 15. eodGm

Bank.

of Maine, the name
of flu? Po.'tliiiid Five Ccui* Saving*
Uanlc has been change to

BYLegislature

Maine

Savings

Bank.

Moncv deposited in this Bank on or before April
4th, will be put on inter, st from the 1st,
The dividends of Interest for he pa t 2 Tears have
been at tlie rate of seven per cent, per annum exclusive
of Government Tax.
Bank ug Kooin over the First National Bank entrance on Plum St.
Open from 9 A. M, to IP. M. and f om 2 <o 4 P.
M.
NATH’L. F. DEFRING,
March 9, lfcGS. d&wtf
Treasurer.

Medicai Notice.

Printing

highest style

of

of

G. H.
CHADWICK, &I. D., will devote special at
teoiion to Diaea es ol the
Eye. No. 3011 Congress St
Vince hours trom 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.
tl
May

employ-

every description executed in

the art, and

Applications

Crank

Door Bell.7

House*,

OF

lm

SIMMS,

Mar

Cheap

as

100
__

_

«

_

Europe,

Issued upon London and Paris,
Available in all tbe cities of Europe and the East, by

&

Co.,

tor

a

Portland:

Woodman, True & Co.,
Deerlng, Milliken

13-eod3m

Agents.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.R,
SPRING ARRANGEMENT,
On and aRor Wcdneslay. March 25,

iwmBD

run as follows:
Passenger trains leave Saco River for Portland al
5.30 and 9.00 A. 51., and 5.40 r. M. leave Portland
lor Saco River T.15 A. M.. 2.01) and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trains leave Saco River 6-80. A M.: Portland

& Co.

Miracle of the

Age

A

Hostages oonnaot at Gorham Tor Wast Gorham
Btandisii, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Bridgton.Lov.il, Hiram, BrownEold, Fryeburg
Conway,Bartlett. Jackson. Limington, Cornish,Per
ter. Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Bnxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle
South I.lmingtun Limington, Ltmsriok, N.wKtM
Parsons&eld and Ossipee.
AtSacocrappaforScnth Windham, Windham HU]
md North Wutdhe.in, dally.
Sv

Stove

ano

coiarao'i:
Wlilcl’

LOW

a tarm of 2f.
ihe old Grav roari
ms a good I 1-2 story house, and
wood-house an 7
tarn, ueatlv new; a good orchard of Grafted !r, ij
ind wood for
family use; 7 1-2 miles from the Ciiv''
JOHN HUTCHINSON
Enquire ot
17
Portland, March s. .odtf

■

a

wabe,

CAST!/
CO.

&

marMtf

aTthe^OidTStand
BRENNAN,

Cushions, «Xrc. Particu ar attention paid to Upholstering, BepaHng and Varnishing, Cane Cha:rs Bete!2eoU3m

the

for instant

Slate,

use.

bv

John cousens,
Kennebunk, Me.

3-dtt_

$10O, $200

DOYLK & BBEIJNAN.

and

$500 pieces,

Interest payable in Boston, Portland,

or

Dexter,

For sale at vory favorable rates by

in

Ooveriiiiient

Bonds,

City Bond., Bank Stock,
Specie, Ac., Ac.

State and

12

Exchange

Street,

ST A BL E.

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of the
Horse Kadruad, respectfully iniorms his friends
THE
ic
and the
pub

Stable oil
wlie e lie will

generally that he Lac leased ilie new
I'luui Nireet lor a term of vears,
keep a Urst-cla-s Boarding and'Bait-

ing Manic.
Also, constantly

on

band good work horses and

gentlemen’s driving h rseslorsde.

Ktr'Bood
msr2idtf

Iconngc,

Team, to l,r>.
j.a.

25-dti

T ickets

ALL POINTH
AT

South

THE

and

Manufactured to order at short notice.
No. 31 Free Street.
Mar 21-dtf

Booked to Londonderry
Liverpool, Return Ticket* granted at
Reduced Rales,

The S. S. Nova Scotian, Captain Airt], will leave
this port lor Liverpool, on SATURDAY. April 4tb,
immediately alter the rrivalof the tram ot the previous day from Montreal, to be followed l y the Peruvian, Capt. Ballaistine, on the 11th April.
Passage to Lgoniloudt rry and Liverpool, cabin (ac$70 to $80.
cording to accommodation)

$30.

Steerage,

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
13y*For Freight or passage apply to

H, & A. ALLAN, No. 3 India St.

Portland, March

30.

dtf

Bill S TO L
LIKE
NEW

YORK
VIA

BRISTOL, B. I.
Thirty Minutes

One Hour

Only

BY BAIL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.
leave Boston and Providence Railroad ttfaiion daily (Sundays excepted), at 5.30
P. M., connecting with the New and Ellgant
Steamers Providence,CAPT.SIMMONS.on MoisK rial
CAPT.
days, Wedntsdays and
BltAYTON, on Tuesday, Thursdays anti Satur-

CARS

of,

Fridays.

days.

$ assengers
by this line to PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON can connect with
the New Jersey, Camden ana Amboy Railroad. Biggage checked through.
Tickets, Berths and State-Rooms secured at the office ot the Company,

NO. 3 OLD STATE HOUSE,

Route.

Inland

To Mt. Desert and Maehias.
ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND.
Chas. Deering, master, will leave
Railroad Wharf, loot of State afreet,
every Friday JEveciug. at 10

o’clock, commenciug the 2uth, lust,
for Rockland, Castine, Deer Jsle, Mdgwick, Alt.
Desert, Millbrid<*e, Jom*sport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every A neaday
morning, at 0 o'clock.
The “City of Richmond” connects at Rockland
with Steamer Katahdin for Bangor and intermediate
landings on the Penobscot Bay and River.
ROSS <& STURDEVANT, General Agents,
Mar 12* dtf

151 Commercial Street.

NEW

FOR

YORK.

Inside
CggBfcaE.Jp

Route.

Cars leave Depot
and Providence

IBSntnn

Bos-

Rail-jHfiSeSflftC

road. Pleasant Street, n« ar t e Common, dailv.sui*
days excepted at 5.45 P. Al, connecting with the uew
and elegant sea-going Steamer NAKLAGANSL'IT,
Capt. G. B. HUlX, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and Steamer S'iON’lNGlON, Capt. W. M.
JONES, Tuesdays. Thuisdays and Saturdays.
Through Tickets furnished, and baggage checked
through to Philadelphia, Baltimore,Washington and

the^Vest

Tickets, Berths and State Rooms secured at this
office; also at the Boston and Proviuence Railroad
station.
J. W. RICHaBDSON, Agint,
febH-.m

134

Washington stroe

International Steamship Co
Eastport,
WINTER

Calais St. Jobs.
ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP

ONE

WEEK.

PER

On and art er Monday, December 2d,
Steamer NEW
BRUNSWICK.
B* Winchester, will leave Rail^apt
BBSSBOIHB road Wharf, toot of State street, every MOXDj&k at 5 o’clock P. M„ lor Eastport and
Si John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

to Albauy and >he Wew If or I
Kailua) to Knlfnlo or niagan
Fail*; thence by the Gient Weitcra or leak*
Shore Railroads, or via I'ew 1 ork City ant
the JUrie. Atlantic amt Oreat %l eotern ant
Feunihylvi-iaia I rntral Railways.
For sale at the Lowest Rates at the Only Tn>
ioa Ticket Office, Mo. 40 1-4 hxchauiie M.
Portland.

Passengers will connect at Eastport with Sta
Coaches for Kobbinston and Calais.
Will connect at St. John with E. & N. A. Railway

for Shediac and a er mediate statio s.
MT Freight received onday oi sailing until 4 o’clh
P. M.
Sailing vessels will be at Eastport to take freight
tor St. Andrews and Calais.
BST* Winter rales will be charged on and attt
Dec 16th.
A. R. STUBBS,

dc6dit

Agent.

orrcMtcr

Central

PORTLAND AND

SEMI-WEEKLY
The fine

tice,

SACO £ PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, Nor’r lltfa, 18(>7.
Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
CfgBfftt" j##(Sundays excepted) for Saco and BiduetoriT, at 6730, 8.40 A M, 2.55 and 5.20 P M.
For South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth,Boston,
and intermediate Stations at 6.30,8.40 A M, and 2.55
P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portland and Intermediate Stations at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00 and 5.00 P M.
Freight Trains daily each wav, (Sunday excepted.

FKANOIB UHASr;, bupt.
no9dtt

Portland, Nov8,

1867.

Portland & Kennebec K. E.

as

steamers DIR I GO
until further
follows:

Fall

Arrangement/
The

new mid superior sea-vein,
JOHN BROOKS, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at great expeus. with a large
number oi beautiful
tate Rooms,
will run the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland t7o’clock
and India Wharl, Boston, every daj al £ ..’clock, P,
M, (Sunuays excepted.)
Cabin fare,...11.80
Deck. 1.0,
Freight taken as usual,
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
September 19,1867-dtt

steamers

A

v~

SAPS,

CERTAIN,

j

AND

Speedy Cure
FOB

NEURALGIA,
AND

uov!2dtf

ALL

NERVOUS

RAILWAY !

trunk

no-

FOR BOSTON.

Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon. Anson.
Norridgcwock, Athens and Moose Head Lake al
Skowbegan, and for China, East and North Vassal
boro’ at Vassalboro’; for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s
and tor Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.
W. HATCU» 8npeiintemlent*

GRArL)

and

treal, Quebec, Baugor, Batli, Aug »*;.•>. Eastport and
St, John.
Shippers are requested to send their lreight to tha
steamers as early as 3 A*. M. on the day that th«j
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Gaits Wharf, Po Hand.
J. F. AMES, Pior 38East River.
dtf
August 15, ltJt7.

I

P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car attached, leaves Portland for Skow began every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Watervllle
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as by tbe Maine Centra
road, and tickets purchased in Boston tor Maim
Central Stations are good tor a passage on tins line
Passengers j'rom Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall s Mills only, aud alter taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through t<
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central load.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and lor Bel
fast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival ol train from

run

Leave Galt’s Whirl Poi Hand, every Wednesday
and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier 36
East River, Now York, every \v ednesday and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
I be Dingo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations lor
passengers, making this the most
speedy, sale and comfortable rou*e lor travellers between New York and Maine. Passage, in Slate Room
$6.00 Cabin passage $&€(’. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to <*i from Mon

Winter Arrangement, Nsr. 11, 1867.
Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. toi
all stations on this line, and tor Lewiston aud srations on the Androscoggin Road.
Also
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M,
for Bath.
Saturdavs only leave Portland at 8.15 P
M. for Bath and Augusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8.80 A. M., and 2.10

LINE.

FRANCONIA, will,

dti

POKTL A.UU

YP^K

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

W. D. LITTLE & Co., Agents.

Dec 14,

DISEASES.

CANADA.

Its Effects or*

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
anj after Monday, Not. 11, 1867,
trains will

lollows:—
and South Paris at

run as

Express Train tor Lewiston

A.

7.40

M.

Mail Train lor WaterviUe, Bangor,
bec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for
tions, at 5,P. M.
No baggage
above stated.

Montreal, Que-

South Paris, and intermediate sta-

can

be received

or

checked after time

Trains will arrive as follows:—
From Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, R.10 ▲. m.
From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Waterville,&c., at
2.15 p.m,
Local Train trom South Paris and intermediate statons, at
g OO P. Mt
The Company are not responsible tor
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and
nal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate if
one passenger for every $500 addition* value.

tbaTSersi

C. J.

BRYDGKS, Managing

Director.

BAlLRYy Local Superintendent.

Portland, Nov 9,

dtf

1867.

muMe cemtrsi S ST
SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

ami alter Monday, April 13th,
t&F‘*?Sa!l™m:nt, train-. will leaxe Portland lor
Battyor and all intermediate station on tins line, at
1.1't P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at

7.40 A. M.
HF“Freight trains lor Walcrylileand all Intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.23 A.M,
Tram trout Bangor is due at Portland at2.15 P.
M,
In season toconueet with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.1 u A. M.

EDWIN NOVES, Sunt.
noSdtt

Not. 1,1866

tuTHEirs.

PARLOIt SUITS,
Npring Bed. and Bedding,

l*»8MCi>Rer4

Thursday.

Portland to

From

'Wfysmgn

tt.

H. M. FAISON,
Dealer

XFW

(Late Burnham & Merrill,)
Will contlnuo the manufacture ot Parlor Suits,
Lounges, Mattresses, Spring Beds, Ottomans, Pew
eeated.

in

No.

sold

Jf:.il

&

Range ready

Water clnntred to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house tree trom odensive odors In
cooking Its results astonish all who trv it.
B39*"Send for a Circular.
For Milo, n« al»o Town and County

Bighis

mar

Through

OookiDg Apparatus.

Mar 23-d2w*

Congress Street, 368,

DOYLE

or

orderoi the Presid* nr.

To Travelers

OF

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE hole of the Stove. Can be put on
any

CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAIL.

12.15 P. M.

19, 1SC8.

M.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go

*RK*B I*.8,trains will

March

Extra Reduced

LD.

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

Mar 13-dtt

sale at the

are

24th

8TONINGTON LINE KE-ESTABLIflH

TICKET OFFICE

Augusta, Nov. 5, 1867.

Cooking

harf,

Sawyer «& Co.,
30 Crates Stone China

368

the ettv,

on

BY

In

Abel

Furniture

HAS .10,
home in

exchange
ORacies,
in West Falmouth,

SALE

WARE]

ABEL SAWYEIC
Portland, Feb 20, 1868.

It I Slate
Nt., IIo-lo*.

FOB

superior to any other make.

Town of Dexter Bonds

Just received direct irom Liverpool,

USE OF

Page, Michardson

are

Street.

At No# 02 Commercial St., head of Jlaine

LETTERS OFCREDIT

eb27d(in>_

Exchange

PORTLAND.

in

Cheapest

THIS-

CROCKERY
By

Travelers

FINISH

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

ian

Street,

SIMMS,
Mar 28-tl

FOR THE

tli©

-AT

Brooms,

T. s

The

&c.

Portland Press Office,

OF

Corn, Sandies,

SO Preble
L. REDLON,

tbe
UNION

for

W. J>. LITTLE .1 CO.,
OUIce 40 1-4 Exchange
mai31d3\v

BMNCilABD, Agent.

f9E!!3R

Mass.

by the following Jobbers in
Lane A Little,

Steam

And Everything required in tuc Manufacof

Co.

Passage Tickets

Rates, by

CALIFORNIA!

zimmerman>s

And Dealers in

ture

TO
277
27

Retailers Generally in the State of Maine,

1

Brooms and Brushes,
Broom

S

Thread

FOR

Tags,

!

RAILWAY

Passage Tickets lor sale at the reduced rate, on eaily application al

Feb 5-eoti3m

And

Brooms ami Brushes.
MANUFACTURERS

£■

2
x
2
2
3
3

125
Offlce 160 For. Street, Portland.

I^^The colors

Checks,

hand at their Jewelry Store,
Xlio new Group
Council of

&

1
1

&

«
228
300
12
96

Hand Work.

Rouers’ Celebrated War Groups,

REVLON

1
1
2
2

Spool Cotton

SENT KB

mart.

2
x

n

Wedding Cards, IT

HAVE BEEN APPOINTED SOLE AGENTS FOR

and have several on
301 Conare s Street.
War,” just added.

Company!

(Warranted 900 Varda.)

|

Halm

North West
By all the principal Route?, via. Boston am

is claimed that the above is tho Best American Spool Cotton.
It is smooth and strong,
and will be found perfectly reliable for Machine or

Statuary.
Sc

S*

293
329
3
49

SAT IX

|

trom

GREATLY REDCl'i D BATES

TO

John IF. Hunger <t> Son, Agents.

Cards,

Mar 2G-d1 wtlien cod2m

l.OWGLL

S
x

Holyoke,

Tickets,

TRUNK

Trunk Ticket Office.
Jn3’t>8d£wly D. H.

made to

Insurance

Merrick

Cards,

LESS
other Route,

all Points West, via the

Ticket* at Lsweit Hate*
Via Boston, New York Central, Buftalo and Detroit.
For Information apply at 2S2 Congress st. Grand

West,

pq-S

AND

Work!

ST.

$0

Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.
R L. Taylor,

tor Insurance

Tire Steamers for California
to sail rrom New Yoik onu the 1st, 9tli, lGib and

of April.

Wa>hii|lon.

mncThaii by any

WW—H»to

days:

of

j^4,For V aliiornia.

TICKETS

E!

Portland,

All Policies Non Forfeiting. CASH distribution of Surplus made yearly to the policy holders.
No policy issued by this Co. is lorteited until its
value is worked out in insurance, by law ot 1861.—
The following table will thow the time that a life
policy issued by this Co. will continue In forte after
the annual cash payment of premiums has ceased.
«
1 Payment
2 Payments
3 Payments
in cash.
in cash.
iu cash.
an
oo
k
O ®
&
25
30
35
40

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Business

W

James Low,

Sheppard Ganby.

change

PARTS OF THE

TO ALL

BOSTON.
Capital, $5 901.736.16, Dec. 1867.

Labels,

Book

THROUGH

Cbauneej,

NEW ENGLAND

Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.

Rogers’

Minturn, Jr,

Rubt. B.

Gordon W. Burnham,

Fred’k

John W. Dlunger,
Office 166 Fore St., Portland.
Feb 6—dlm&eodtojanl’69&w6w

Beports,

Address

ore used.
Hotels and
Steamboats fitted at ahoit notice. Specimens of mv
work can be reen in some or prim
Hotels in

Benj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,

Rob*t C. Fergusson.
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President,
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

Catalogues,

V2AWGEB,

Patent

Cornelius Grinnell,{
C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,

Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Pillot.
Wm. E. Dodge,
Frarcls Skiddy,
David Lane,
James Bryce,
Charles P. Burdett,
DanielS. Miller,

Life

CURRIER,

wires

J. Henry Burgy.

Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook.
F. Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps,

J. H. Chapman,Secretary.

Wo. 31S Congross st.,
Manufacturer and Propr'etor of
Currier's Patent Bell for Hotels,

no

Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,

PaulSpofford,

llejiatrcd

Wlu re one Bell is ma le to answer for any number
or rooms. Also Speaking 'l ubes, Door Bells, Gong
Bells, Dining K om Bells to ring with the foot, and
Bells tubed back of p stering. Agent for

Wm. Sturgis,

Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

HAND-BILLS

WILLIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
is now located at his newstoreNoGI Federal si, a tew doors below Lime street, will attend
to Ids usual business ot
Cleansing and Repairing
Clothing of all kinds with his usual promptness.
fcfir*Second-haud Clothing tor sale at fair prices.
Tan R—eodt*

Tnylor’s

trustees:

CIRCULARS,

BYstreet,

BELL

3,694,»63
373,374

John D. Jones,

PROGRAMMES,

Blanks,

Mouth,

lloughlsu,”

Mar 31-dtt

lor sale at lowest

18C8.

securities,

“4 has.

WINCUEN BACH.Master, will leave Atlantic
Wharf, every SATURDAY, at T o clock a. M. for
Boothi.av. Hodgdun’s Mills and l.’aniariscotta: and
every WEDNESDAY,at 7 o’clock A. M., lor Boollibav, Bound Pond and Wald>boro\
RETURNING will leave Damarkcoltaevery MouIlay at 7 o’clock A. M. tor Ho Igdon's Mills, Boothbay and Portland, and Waldoboro*; every
Thursday
at 7 o’clock A. M., Ibr Hound Poud, B olhbay and
Portland.
HARKIS, ATWOOD & Co.,
Enquire of
or
cjtfivs. McLaughlin*co.
A.

1 at the Station of Boston and Providence Railroad.
GEO. SHIVERICH,
H. O. BRIGGS,
General Manager
Agent.
Jan 17, 1808. dly

40 1-0 Exchange Stre<t, Portland.

and other

The side-wheel sea going
freight and passenger Steam-

W.B. I.ITTI.E A CO- Atenl.,
Union Ticket Office, 49J Exchange st.
ap 3dCw

GRAND

Wall St, cor. William, NEW YOKE,

Ca&li in Bank

Bill-Heads,

and all points Wot and
rales by

The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during ihe
year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
Dividend of 30 per cent, for 1867.

are

and

10.

Insures agaiust Marine and Inland Navigation Bisks.

sleep,—t

—

—AND—

luteruicdlate Landings.

an

THROUGH TICKETS!
J" New Vorh, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and

ess

Henry Coit,
Wm. C. Pickersgill,

O L O T H I N G
Cleansed

to

ATLANTIC

Posters,

Town

Waldoboro’, Damariscotta,

To Travelers!

Liberal Terms!

on

113,108,177

bad habit ir
perfect cure war-

a

every

The companv has Assets, over
Thirteen
Million Dollars, viz:
United States and State of New-York 8to^ks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864 485
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
-ieal Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,

Mammoth

DR. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland*

iaa1.1Wftd<fcw.

I

Savings

and

are

On the Most Reasonable Terms.

Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action 16 specific and
certain ot producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of otglructions after all other remedies have been tried it
vain. It ie purely vegetable, containing nothing it
the least Injurious to the health, and may be takoi
with perfect safety at all times.
Seni to any part of the country, with full directions

WOULD inform the citizens of Portland and vicinity. that I have removed the old Portland Dye
House Office from No 324 to

Blaine

the

a

ipal

of

Steam and Gas
IRON

ed,

experienced workmen

and

Electic Medical Inlirmary,
TO THE RADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, wht
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for their

Where
ness

Thorough

iYIiu!d!*»A|to«l HFcw.
There are many men or the age of thirty who art
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, 01 ten accompanied by a slight smarting or bum•ng sensation, and weakening the system In a manner tlit patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often ht
found, and sometimes 6mall panicles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty
Ignorant ol the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OB SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and •
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, In a plain manner, a description or tlieir diseases, and tire appropriate remelitl
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
fce returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUG HES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Porfland, Me.
96P* Send a Stamp tor Circular.

JOSEtU

Coughs, Colds, Inflammation, Ac*,

FIXTURES with

and

Wan'ed

JAKUARY,

consulted by one oi
more young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though ihey hac
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed tc
have it. Ail such cases yield to the proper and oniy
correct course of treatment, and in a short time ai(
made to rejoice in perfect, health.

Chilblains; Cuts
Wounds;

We have connected GAS

Work.

SI

SEASON.

troubled with emissions in

men

com-

any

Mutual Insurance Company,

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may toilow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait lor the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, tor Jx>ss m' Beauty
and Complexion.
HewKnny TboucmnrisUan Testify to Tbit
by Unhappy Experience!

Sprains, Burns, Bruises, Pains in the Head, Chest,

Gas Fixtures!

February

Job

who have committed an excess of any kina,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stingof misplaced confidence in maturer year?
rebuke
ing

Young

_

atiUW^Ua,

B. 8. CURTIS,
Ibr above Counties, No. 5 Deering
Portland.
Street,
eod3m

Agent

Block, Congt

All

oompiamt generally the result of

__

perfect safety. Diviavailable to the assured yearly from

Agents

General

Hb« tleuSd&nce.

IN

d nds made and
the first.

droscoggin. Apply

mentand cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to malehimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Ati ANTIDOTE

advantage

by

assured

for th*» principal towns in Cumberland, York, Sagadahoc, Kennebec, Lincoln and southern part ot An-

—FOE—

and thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out tor general use should Lav#
Pheir efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, who;«
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties ho must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
Tbe unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet meentroverth
ble fact, tliaf many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by malirearmenf
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; foi
ft is a point generally conceded by the best evpkilograahers, that the study and management of these com*
dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treat

SEEK FOR

Company,

advantages unsurpassed
OFFERS
pany in existence, giving to the
consistent with

Local

especial accommodation.

Fain Appeaser!
IT

Type,

Every intelligent

BARNUM

MARKET

Wood and Metal

anePnblie*

ia

HOME

Knymond’s Villiagc.
Central House. W. H. Smith Proprietor.

OF NEW YORK.

_

Caution

in 1861 and 1865

ASSETS,.$1,000,000!

cess.

0
0
t

policies issued

JOHN 8 RICE, President,
SAMUEL E. ELMORE, Secretary.
A. H. TYLER, Agent, 17 Exchange street Portland.
marl6eod5w

—OF—

recently controoted, entirely removing the

N»

on

Life Insurance

of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

0

field

Preble Hesae,

WHERE

standing

out

The Latest and Best Styles

he can be consulted privately, and &with
the utmost confidence by tbe afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses tbooe who are suffering ander the
affliction ot trivate diseases, whethei arising from
impure connection or the teriible vice ol self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, lie teels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cuke in all Cases, whether of long

dregs

in the

W Dividend

60 per cent.

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

No. 14 Preble Street,

FOB

JOINING

INSURANCE, INSURANCE,

confined by

•VKA3K XHH.

A

Card.
the employment

longer in
of the Horm,
Railroad Company, 1 shall be pleated 1o
see

BEING

no

Magical•

Ilia an unfailing remedy In all cases of Neura'gia facialis, oiien effecting a perfect cure in ie«8
than twenty-four hour**, *rom the use ot no more
than two or thbkk Pills.
No other form of
Neuralgia or Nervous Disease haa
failed to yield to this

WONDERFUL REMEDIAL AGENT.
Even in the sovorest cases of Cronic Neuralgia

and general

nervous derangements,—of many yean
standing—affecting the entire »\stem, Its use fora
few days, ora lew weeks at the utmost, alwavsaflorUs

most astonishing relief, aud
ery rarely falls to
a complete and pcriuauenl cure.
It contains no drugs or other materials in the
slightest degree injurious, even to ti e most dellcata
system, andean always bo used with
PERFECT SAFETY.

the

pro*lnce

It

wbo

has long been in constant use by
MOST EMINENT

give it

Sent by

on

receipt

ot

tny of ot*

aud unqualified appro

price, and pottage.

povkage.
,1.00,
Six packages,
3 00,
Twelve packages, 9.00,
One

Postage Scent*.
u

27

.<

4*

•<

retail dealers in drugs
and medicines throughout lie Uni ed
Slates, and by
TTRiVER &
CO., Nolo Proprietors
120

_<\-tober

Tre'‘ont St., Boston,

Mass.

31.2taw 6m

IlltPET
CLEANSING.
A.

FOSrJKR

Sc

CO.,

Proprietors of the

Portland and forest

Oity Dje

House.

great facilities for cleansing Carpets. Leave
your orders at No. 315Congress Street, and j our
I Carpets will he sent for and returned, free of charge.
I March 1#. eo03m*

HAVE
sir»Aryt“rn wm -v % ?s3b*&
PALMER.
February 4. eodtt

their unanimous

mail

m

PHYSICIANS,

